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Auntie Helen has gone to Heaven
By Adam Rafael Holmes
Auntie Helen was 82 years old
When her eyes were closed and arms were afold.
She died a few weeks ago
And this is something that I know.
She followed the light that goes up to Heaven
She left when I was only 7.
The angels said ”You are welcome here”,
From high in the sky they can see so clear.
Angels are lovely.
Old spirits they are.
They check if you are good or bad
Try to make sure you are not sad,
The shine from their halos spreads out far.
You should not be sad Auntie Helen has died
She has Dinkie, Gem and Uncle Bry by her side.
Can you come back as a ghost
To tell me what you have seen?
About the gardens of flowers
And grass so green,
Where you can do your sowing and planting
Pumpkins for Halloween.
When you come back again,
Maybe a cat you will be
To live as my pet and fetch mice for me.
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You could talk like Puss in Boots.
Or become a tree with long roots.
Perhaps a bow-head whale,
You would flip and flap your tail.
Beware people on ships looking over the rail.
For two hundred years you could sail.
Or be a crocodile and talk with me on the land
Because if you are a whale, you might get stuck in the sand.
If you are sad when someone has died
You will get too frightened when you rest
And you might cry.
In Heaven, it must be fun
When you go up there, you can find everyone.
There might be competitions and games to be won.
Auntie Helen is back in Heaven
Now her teacher life on Earth is done.
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The Four Seasons
By Rosa Little
Spring
The Colours of Spring
Fluttering white and delicate pink
Dazzling yellow and brilliant green
Don’t forget sunshiney!
Sunshiney orange
The colours of my springtime walk.
Summer
A Summer Spell
Add the juice of some fat, juicy blackberries
And the petals of a shining dandelion, streaming with light.
Put a pinch of pollen gathered by stripy bees
And some water from the jellyfish seas.
Don’t forget to add some leaves
And a long slimy piece of wet seaweed.
Mix it all up with expression and fun.
Your heart beating fast as a dinosaur runs!
You’ll need the see of a glowing white dandelion
And the sweet song of a nightingale.
Autumn
Harvest School Assembly
If this tin of beans could talk, it would say:
“Welcome to my country.
I’m sorry you had to leave your home.
I hope you will be happy here.
I think we should give you some money and somewhere to live.”
Not just a tin of beans.
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Winter
The Winter Girl
I heard a knock at my door.
I went to the door, but there was nothing there
Except for two shivering white snowflakes.
I was just about to close the door
When I heard a quavering voice. It said,
“These snowflakes are my eyes
And I’m made of icy wind.
My hair is shimmering snow
And my clothes are ice and frost.”
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Harry’s Quest
By Alistair Murray
Chapter 1 - Capsize

O

ne dull night a boat was sailing into the Great Battle of Vengeance. A
soldier saw the man in the boat; he threw a stick of dynamite. The boat
collapsed, Harry died, but he wasn’t dead - in fact, he was a ghost with a dragon.
Chapter 2 - Finding a Cave
Harry rode his dragon for two months. Then he found a cave, he made a
campfire. He was the strongest man in the world, but one man called Banana
was spying on him. The banana threw a stick of dynamite, it landed on a tree BOOM! Banana’s master, who was called Wag Tail, shouted, “Come on mate we
are retreating.”
Chapter 3 - The Battle of Doom
Harry went to America on his dragon and because he was a ghost the
dynamite hadn’t killed him. He wasn’t happy that someone had tried to stop
him on his quest to find the hidden jewel of teleportation.
There was a massive fight in America as they were trying to get rid of Donald
Trump. Harry saw his chance to find the hidden jewel that he had tracked to the
White House. In the White House, Harry saw a sword it said, ‘“Harry take me,
rescue me from this place, it’s horrible. I can help you on your quest.”
Chapter 4 - The Sword Helps Harry
As Harry touched the sword it teleported him to an empty castle; Harry was
confused. Where was he? Why had the sword brought him here? He would
have to use his dragon but they didn’t have any food with them, and the dragon
was hungry. Before they could take off, the sword told him that there was a
storeroom full of food. He teleported them into the room, and the dragon could
eat and become strong again. Harry realised that he had completed his quest,
he had found the jewel of transportation - it was the sword or the red jewel on
the handle of the sword.
Chapter 5 - Going to France
The dragon roared a massive roar that meant they needed to go somewhere,
but first, they saw something. It was someone in the corner of the room. Harry
got his sword that now had his name on the blade, and he swished it around in
the air above his head. He waved it at the person’s head, and he said, “Do you
want to join our quest?” The dragon roared again and flapped his wings. This
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meant that he wanted to leave at once. With the sword they could go anywhere
they wanted. They left, leaving the man sitting in the corner shaking.
Harry jumped on the dragon’s back pointing the sword upwards. They
teleported to France finding themselves in a dark, dull, black forest with the
dragon. Had the dragon wished himself home? There was a big cave in front
of them. The dragon looked towards the cave. Harry said that they better stay
there for the night as it was getting dark and had begun to rain. They walked into
the cave and Harry made a campfire with the help from the dragon’s fire and
the sword to chop the wood.
Harry went to sleep and had a strange dream. He was in a cottage handing
the sword over to a person. He jumped up and shouted, “That’s it, we need to
get the jewel to a person in a cottage.” He looked in the corner of the cave and
saw a person standing shivering. They had seen the glow of the fire and come
into the cave. Harry said that the person could use their fire to get warm and
then he and the dragon slipped out without the person seeing them leave.
Chapter 6 - The Witch in the Swamp
The sword teleported them to a swamp and in front of them was a witch. She
cackled and said, “You’ve brought my sword back to me, thank you, Harry.”
Harry replied, “Oh, I came here for the end of the quest - which is to kill you.”
The sword transported him to where the witch stood, and he chopped her head
off.
He woke to find himself in a cottage. He said, “Where am I?”
A voice said, “You are and have been under my control. You have now stopped
being a ghost and are free to go and live your life. Thank you for killing the witch
and giving me back my sword.”
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The Story Of Delilah’s Shoes
By Delilah Harris Cobain

O

ne rainy day in Bristol Delilah went to the shop NEXT and chose me! I
couldn’t have been happier. Little did I know that Delilah was such an
adventurous girl.
The first thing we did together was run and jump into a big puddle! It was my
first wash ever. Then I felt the grass and leaves on my skin; it felt so refreshing.
Delilah took me home and tested me out with sport and gym moves on the
street; she could even do the box splits! Then we went climbing up a gravel hill,
which felt rough and abrasive, like sandpaper. Not one of my precious flowers
rubbed off; I thanked my shoe makers. Delilah’s feet felt soft and cosy; we were
a great fit.
Delilah loves walking in the woods and climbing trees. She showed me how
to get from branch to branch, gripping with my super rubber soles, and how to
climb over a fence. I was proud to protect Delilah’s feet from any brambles. As
a special treat, Delilah took me free-wheeling down a hill, w-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-ee-e-e-e!
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The Fairy Who Was Scared of Her Own Magic
By Ella Whitehall

O

nce upon a time, there lived three fairies. They lived in a beautiful meadow,
and it was always sunny. Their house was a mushroom in the middle of the
fairy village. They had a cute ginger dog, and he had a lead and a bouncy tennis
ball. All the fairies loved their pet dog.
One day the young fairy was given her magic wand so that she could cast
spells like the other fairies. But when the youngest fairy tried to use her wand, its
magic went on the trees and her dog. She became scared of her magic because
it struck her dog. She told her mum and dad that she didn’t want to have magic
or her wand. Her mum and dad said she needed to keep trying. The fairy didn’t
want to, but she did as she was asked.
She practised using her wand and casting spells every day, and then one day
one of her spells worked. She was so happy that she had learned how to use
her wand. She ran to her mum and dad and her two sisters and told them about
her spell. They were very proud of her and bought her a present because she
did not give up.
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The Sad Elephant
by Emily Parker

O

nce upon a time, there was a young elephant called Ellie who lived in
Thailand. Ellie was taken from her family by naughty people. She was really,
really sad and frightened and the naughty people made her do tricks for people.
She didn’t like that. She really missed her family and wished she was back at
home with them. She had to play with a ball and was like a pet elephant to the
naughty people. They didn’t look after her very well, and she was very thin and
sad. Then one day a nice person saw Ellie performing on the street and rescued
her. They took her to a nice place which was called an elephant sanctuary. At the
sanctuary, she could roll around in the mud and play with leaves. She was fed
lots of food and met other elephants, and they became her family. The workers
at the sanctuary looked after her very well. They did not know how old she was
and so they called her Grandma. I went on holiday with my family, and I met
‘Grandma’. She let me stroke her and feed her watermelon and bamboo leaves.
She was not grey like most elephants; she was brown and yellow. She seemed
really happy at the sanctuary. I got to watch her play with the other elephants
and have a bath in the water.
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Farrah’s Snow Poem
by Farrah Proud

I

walked along the path to school. It was snowing; I felt the cold, bitter, bleak
feeling. The snow tasted of sweet honey. The snow was as white as a blank
page, as soft as a pillow, and most of all as light as a feather. It was whirling
around and around as if it were dancing! I looked into the white trees and saw
a crow with her babies, the snow crunched as I walked softly along this winter
wonderland! The wind whistled in my ears. I almost felt like I was a bird flying,
in this beautiful world. I could stay here all day; I did not want to go to school, I
wanted to pause this moment, all day long.
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Rosie Roars
by Fern Brindle

O

nce upon a time, there was a dragon called Rosie Roars. She was a
friendly dragon, but she was always setting things on fire. Her scales were
colourful purple, blue and green stripes with multicoloured polka dots. She was
only four, but one day she accidentally blew down her Nanny and Grandad’s
house. She was scared, so she ran away. Rosie was scared and didn’t go too
far, but she found a secret lighthouse which was in the middle of the forest and
there was no light that worked anymore. She hid in where the light was meant
to be, but no one came to find her. One day there was a big storm, and the rain
poured and poured. The forest flooded, and ships came near to the rocks in the
underwater forest. Rosie knew what she had to do. She blew fire into the lamp
and lit it so that the ships could see. The ships were saved, Rosie was a hero. Her
mum, Nanny and Grandad found her. They were happy that they found her, and
she apologised. So then they all lived happily in the lighthouse for ever.
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The Secret Door
By Harry Douse

O

nce there were two children, called Harry and Finley, who were evacuated
to the countryside in World War II. When they arrived at the enormous, old
house, a friendly servant greeted them.
“Welcome to Hightop House,” he said and showed them to their rooms and
where they were to wash and eat. “You must never go into the East Wing of the
house,” he warned, “the master needs not to be disturbed.” And he left them
alone.
“What shall we do now?” Finley said.
“Let’s explore the garden,” Harry uttered as he raced downstairs. When they
entered the colossal gardens, they noticed that there were lots of different
parts, great for hide and seek! While Harry was trying to find Finley, he spotted
something glittering on the ground. He called Finley over. It was a key...!
“Let’s go and talk about this in the house,” said Finley excitedly.
“Wait a minute, I know, we could try and find a locked door in the house,”
suggested Harry. Firstly, they tried all the doors in the West Wing, but none of
them were locked. “Let’s go and see if there are any locked doors in the East
Wing.”
“Are you mad?” said Finley. “You know we are not allowed in the East Wing.”
“We can go tonight and make sure no one sees us.”
“OK,” Finley agreed reluctantly, “we’ll have to go carefully.”
At midnight, they set off to the East Wing. They crept downstairs and turned a
corner to walk down a long corridor. At the end was a large, sweeping staircase.
They climbed the stairs and noticed a closed door.
“Let’s see if this is the one,” breathed Harry. Quietly he turned the handle,
but it was locked. Excitedly they tried the key, it fitted! Cautiously they unlocked
the door and scanned the room. An oil lamp set on a desk cast light on a man
sleeping in his chair wearing a German uniform. For a minute, fear swept
through them like a tidal wave. Then suddenly their brains kicked back into life
and they quietly relocked the door and retraced their steps back to the safety
of the West Wing.
“Harry, who do you think that man was?” quizzed Finley.
“Maybe a German spy,” replied Harry. They talked and talked until they fell
asleep.
The next morning, they set off to the local police station. They asked to speak
to an officer and told him their exciting story.
“Interesting,” said an officer. “We have been looking for a German spy in the
area. Which house?”
“Hightop House,” Harry answered.
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“Leave it to us,” said the officer. The boys waited for what seemed like hours
until the officer returned. He told them that the German spy and Mr Anderson,
the house owner, had been arrested. Mr Anderson had been working
undercover for the Germans and hiding their spies!
“To thank you for your bravery, we would like to give you these medals,” said
the officer. The boys smiled with pride!
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Lizzy and the Magic Shoe
by Ivy-Jane Pursglove

O

ne day in the woods a fairy named Lizzy was going for a walk in the park.
Luckily nobody could see her because she hid in between the soft, green
grass.
Suddenly she saw a flash of gold out of the corner of her eye. She went over to
see what was causing the flash; it was a shiny glass shoe with gold leather inside
to keep the wearer’s feet snug.
”It matches my dress and headband!” Lizzy said out loud to herself in a lovely,
sweet voice. ”I’m going home with it right away!” She wanted to find out more
about it and experiment with it when she got home.
She took it home and set it down on a shelf safely while she went about her
usual business.
The next day, Lizzy went for a walk by the river. A little bug came flying past; it
landed on her nose! ”ACHOO!” sneezed Lizzy. The bug went flying off her nose
at full speed.
Lizzy put her wings into action and went flying off at full speed to see if the
little bug was alright. ”Woo hoo!” she shouted as she sped off like mad.
”Phew! You’re alright,” whispered Lizzy in her calm voice. “Let’s take you home
to double check.”
Lizzy carefully held the bug and flew home to take a closer look, and it turned
out the bug had broken its wing. ”Oh no!” said Lizzy. ”The sooner we fix you up,
the sooner you’ll be back out in the wild.” Lizzy scooped up the bug again and
set off out to try and find some help.
Just as they were getting some speed up, the little bug shouted, ”Stop!” Lizzie
came to such a sharp halt the little bug nearly went flying out of her hands!
”Someone is trying to speak to you, Lizzy.” Lizzy looked up to where the bug was
looking. ”Oooh, it’s another fairy! Hello there!” Lizzy said to the other fairy.
”Hello back! My name is Crystal Belle,” said the newcomer in a voice as sweet
as Lizzy’s. ”You can call me Crystal.”
”My name is Lizzy, it’s lovely to meet you, but I need your help right away.”
”Of course I’ll help you! What do you need?” replied Crystal.
Lizzy told Crystal what had happened and how the bug’s wing needed fixing.
”Well, I happen to have just the thing that would have been able to fix your
little bug’s wing, but I’ve lost them! That’s why I came over, to see if you had seen
my magic shoes?” quizzed Crystal.
“I don’t suppose they are glass?” asked Lizzy.
”They are!” cried Crystal excitedly. ”Lined with beautiful golden leather that an
Elf gave me some years ago.”
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Lizzy gently passed the little bug over to Crystal for safe keeping while she
flew back down her path home. She went straight over to the shelf where she’d
placed the glass shoe the day before, and there it was, gleaming more strongly
than ever. She carefully picked it up and flew back out to Crystal and the bug.
”Oh, my goodness!” swooned Crystal. ”My shoes!”
”Ah,” replied Lizzy as she handed it over. ”I’m afraid it’s just the one shoe!”
”And you haven’t seen the other one?” asked Crystal.
”No, I have no idea where it is!”
”We have to find it because I can’t help with only one shoe!” said Crystal
looking very sad.
Crystal and Lizzy set off back to where Lizzy found the single shoe. When they
arrived, they began searching. Lizzy tripped over a tree root and found herself
tumbling through some bushes and sliding down a long, winding tunnel! She
slid for what seemed like ages and came to a stop with a bump.
Something was poking in her tummy, but she couldn’t see anything as it was
so dark. ”Crystal Belle!” shouted Lizzie. ”HELP!”
”Where are you?” came the faint reply.
”Down here, through the bushes,” she answered.
There was a crashing sound and Crystal came sliding down the tunnel. As she
did the thing that was poking in Lizzy’s tummy began to glow. ”THE SHOE!” cried
Crystal. ”They glow when they are together!”
The glow lit up the cave and Crystal began her spell to fix the bug’s wing. Once
it was all better they and a very thankful bug spread their wings and flew back
to the surface.
”If you ever need help, just shout!“ said the bug before flying off home leaving
Lizzy to play with her new found friend.
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The Enchanted Briefcase
By Jack Palmer

A

good witch casts a spell on a briefcase, so it is always full of money.
Until...one day the good witch’s sister arrives.
Fenella is horrible, she hates everyone and seeing people happy makes her
sick with anger!! So, Fenella casts a spell on the suitcase to stop it making any
more money. Once the money has gone, bad things start to happen.
The museum is robbed of everything, and the church roof falls in, the
hairdresser has to leave the villas as everyone’s hair falls out or turns green.
Fenella locks Glinda the good witch in the tower, so she is powerless to help.
Fred is a cheeky young boy, but he hates everyone being unhappy and wants
to help. Jane is his best friend and asks to help. Fred and Jane go to the tower,
Jane can hear crying, and she knows it is Glinda. Fred being very cunning and
is a bit mischievous has a plan. “Hi Fenella’s guard, I am new and start work
tomorrow, could I try your uniform on so I know mine fits?” Fred is shocked that
a monkey is a guard but pleased as he is daft and takes his clothes off. Fred puts
the uniform on and runs off leaving a very embarrassed naked monkey behind
the bush.
Jane shouts, “Wow the case is full of money.” As agreed and on cue, Fenella
curses out of the tower giving Fred the chance to let Glinda out. Glinda casts
a spell and takes Fenella’s wand and locks her in the tower. Fred and Jane are
guests of honour in the village that night.
Harmony is restored, the briefcase is full, and everyone lives happily ever
after...
Or do they? In the dark, skulking in a bush, a jet black shiny figure with piercing
emerald eyes slowly moves through the village holding a very familiar looking
wand.
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It’s a Very Windy Day
By Jake Gooch

O

ne day Oliver and his family, with their dog, went to the beautiful beach
near their house. The wind was starting to pick up, and the waves were
getting bigger.
George started to dig, and he found a treasure chest, it felt bumpy. Oliver’s
dad, Peter, found the key for the chest, he put the key in the lock and opened
the lid. Inside they saw lots of gold coins and a pirate picture. Lucy closed the lid
of the chest. The wind was strong when she had done that. “WOOSH, WOOSH!”
said the wind.
Soon the wind stopped and started again; the wind blew them to their house
today not far away.
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The Flower Child
By Jasmin Rybarikova

O

nce upon a time, there lived an old woman and man. They lived in a yellow
cottage in the forest. They didn’t have any children, so they lived alone.
One sunny bright day the woman was watering the beautiful plants and sighed,
“I wish this flower would turn into a child.” After a long day, she went into her
snuggly bed and fell asleep.
The next day a little flower girl appeared. She had blonde hair and a pink
flowery dress. She came to the woman’s bedroom and woke her up. The woman
gasped and said, “Who are you?”
The girl responded, “I am your new daughter. I heard you talking to me
yesterday that you wanted a child, so your wish came true!”
The woman was very happy, and she gave her the name, Florence. One day
Florence asked her mother, “Please can I go to the forest to collect some berries?”
“Ok,” said her mother, “but don’t go too far and don’t be too long.” While she
was picking the berries she saw lots of different animals; fluffy rabbits, beautiful
deer, prickly hedgehogs and best of all, soft squirrels. She was following them
too long, she forgot about the time. It was getting dark, and all the animals were
in their beds except the Nocturnals.
She wanted to go home but it was too dark, and she couldn’t find her way,
she started to cry. Then an owl flew by and said, “Woo Hoo, why are you crying
little girl?”
“I can’t find my way home,” said Florence, “can you help me, please? I live in a
yellow cottage in a meadow.”
The owl said, “Woo hoo, I know a cottage in the meadow and it’s yellow, woo
hoo. I will show you the way.”
When she came home, her mother was very pleased and happy. “I’m sorry
mother,” said Florence. They hugged each other, and she said, “I will never do it
again.” And they lived happily ever after.
The End
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The Friendly Witch
By Maaz Qureshi

A

long time ago there was a beautiful, friendly witch and she was wearing a
purple cloak and a blue hat. One day on my way to school I saw the friendly
witch on her broomstick, and she swooped and landed in front of me and said,
“Where are you going?”
“School,” I said.
So she said, “Can I come too?”
“Of course, come on!” I replied, so she did. When we were in the classroom,
everyone was excited! The witch stood next to the teacher and cast a very
polite spell to make ice cream and said, “Abracadabra,” and….BANG! Ice cream
appeared on our desks, but the witch did not like ice cream, so I had two ice
creams. When we finished our ice cream, we did some literacy and some maths.
When it was playtime the witch had to go, so she said, “Bye,” and sat on her
broomstick and flew waving at me.
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The Anticlockwise Clock
By Ollie Helm

O

ne day there was a little boy called William who went to a clock shop, he
bought a clock. William did not know it was an anticlockwise clock. When
he turned it on it teleported him to a Roman city. When William arrived at
the Roman city, he saw his friend Hugo. William said, “Hugo do you have an
anticlockwise clock too?”
“Yes,” said Hugo, “I do, anticlockwise clocks are epic.”
William and Hugo decided to explore the mansion. The rooms of the mansion
were dusty. There was lots of furniture covered up with dusty sheets. Hugo said,
“What year is this?”
“Shall we find out?” William replied. The two boys were about to go on an
adventure they would never forget. William went out of the building and saw
a Roman city. William went back in the room and said, “Come outside Hugo,
there’s a whole entire Roman city.”
The boys said they were hungry and decided to look for food. William and
Hugo started their sunny journey into the Roman city. They found the city
fascinating. There were stone buildings four stories high. The buildings had
lots of shutters to stop the hot sun. The buildings had large archways for the
bakeries and shops and food places that were underneath. Hugo and William
sniffed the air. “Mmmm,” William said hungrily, “I smell bread.”
The city’s citizens were dressed in all sorts of different coloured togas; there
were blue, green, orange, yellow, brown and many other colours. “Look out!”
shouted Hugo holding back William from the edge of the road. Hugo has
just stopped William from walking into the path of Roman soldiers that were
marching down the street. Their tunics were red, and their armour shone in the
hot sun. William said, “Woah, that was close.” The soldiers disappeared into a
high street.
“I can smell the bread again, so let’s get it.” William and Hugo crossed the road
on a Romany zebra crossing which is three big stops in the road to stop people
standing in horse poop. William realised they had no money. “Hugo, we’ve no
money, how are we going to pay for this bread?” William saw in the corner of
his eye on the road. “Hugo,” said William, “Look at that golden shiny coin on the
kerb of the road over there.” The boys picked up the coin hoping it was enough
money to buy them some bread from the bakery. The boys handed the man the
coin and pointed to a small loaf of bread behind him. The man took the coin and
muttered in a very different language that they did not understand.
“Come on, let’s get out of here,” said Hugo. The boys quickly left the shop
and ran to a small column of stone with a little metal triangle on top and some
Roman numbers carved in a circle.
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“Wow, it’s a sun-dial,” Shouted William. The boys noticed that the sun-dial on
the clock was moving the wrong way. Things began to feel strange again. POP!
They were in a trench in World War II, there were bullets whizzing past them.
“Oh, no!” said Hugo.
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The Clumsiest Witch
By Rosa Swarbrick

O

nce upon a time, there lived a friendly witch called Mo-anna. Mo-anna
loved animals, and she lived with lots of pets. She had a black smelly cat
called Purry, a very smiley black and white dog called Barney, a slithery stripy
snake called Sidney and a very cute but very cheeky monkey called Moo Moo.
Mo-anna and all her pets lived together in a cosy, pretty cottage by the dazzling
colourful sea.
Mo-anna, the witch, loved mixing potions and making spells but she was not
always the best witch at doing potions. Even though Mo-anna tried hard with
magic, she was just a little bit clumsy. Like the time she tried to magic a lovely
bubble bath but accidently got the spelling wrong and turned the water into
baked beans and ended up with beans in her hair for ages after.
One day Mo-anna, Barney and Moo Moo went for a walk on a sunny day. Moanna got ready in her spotty sundress, and they all set off from the cottage. They
walked along the beach for a bit and then Mo-anna took her flip flops off and
paddled in the bright blue sea. Moo Moo was riding on Barney‘s back, and they
were having fun running in and out of the waves. Mo-anna was walking down
the sand, and then Barney came running up to her and accidently grabbed her
wand from her hand and went bounding off down the beach with it in his mouth.
Moo Moo managed to jump off Barney and landed on Mo-anna‘s shoulder, and
they both set off chasing after Barney and the magic wand.
Just then something bad happened, Barney started shaking his head about.
He thought the magic wand was a stick to play with so he was shaking it about
so by accident he did a spell. The spell was a big one; he turned summer into
winter. Snow was falling, it was really freezing cold. Mo-anna was really cold and
was shivering in her sundress in the snow and ice. Moo Moo was clinging on to
Mo-anna‘s shoulder in the icy wind and had snow all over his long tail. Barney
carried on shaking his head and changed the season again. This time it was
autumn. The icy wind had gone, but now orange and brown leaves were blowing
around and falling past Mo-anna‘s face.
Mo-anna and Moo Moo carried on running after Barney and Barney carried
on shaking the wand and changing the season. Just then, in the distance, Moanna saw something. It was a shiny bright orange ice cream van. Not just any
ice cream van, it was Mo-anna‘s friend Scarlett, the witch. She was one of Moanna‘s very best friends. Mo-anna rushed up to the van window and shouted
for some help. Scarlett came to the window and said, “Oh... Where did all my
customers go? Oh, hi Mo-anna, what are you doing here and what happened
to the sunshine?“
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“Oh Scarlett, I‘ve made a terrible mistake. Barney has taken my wand, and he
is now shaking it about, and he has somehow got rid of summer and made it
winter and now autumn. Can you help me stop him please?“
“Oh sure, do you want to borrow my wand?“ said Scarlett.
“Oh please please please can I borrow your wand?“
Scarlett handed the wand across to Mo-anna. Mo-anna was sure this could
work. For once, she hoped she could get the spell right. She closed her eyes
and concentrated....and...POW! Barney appeared next to her, sitting down on
the sand. Mo-anna grabbed her wand quickly. Suddenly the clouds vanished,
and the sun was shining.
“Oh good, everything is back to normal,“ Mo-anna said.
“Thank goodness,“ said Scarlett, “all my customers are coming back for ice
creams.“
Off Mo-anna went back up the beach with a very tired Barney and Moo Moo,
back to their lovely cottage where she sat in the sun eating ice creams.
Next time Mo-anna goes on a walk, she promised herself the wand would stay
at home.
The End
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Sleep Peacefully
By Safah Evans
Lay down,
Dream magical things
The stars glisten
While the moon shines
Go to sleep,
You will dream about
Unicorns flying beautifully
Or landing on a TV in space
Sleep peacefully
And have sweet dreams,
Like never before!
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Manor Farm
By Sasha Byles

W

hen Sasha and Lara Byles went to Manor Farm, they saw a barn at Manor
Farm. In the barn at Manor Farm, there was some hay for a winter day,
there were horses in stables, sheep in fields, squirrels in trees and moles in
holes. There were so many moles, so there were oh so many holes. There were
holes in the lawn, in the front and the back there were holes in the paddocks
where the horses sat. The horses were called Mia and Titan. Titan pushed Mia
out of the way every day to eat the hay. At Manor Farm, there were cobbles like
bobbles. Behind the house was a road with a yellow car, the road was brown like
a chocolate bar. There was a secret garden with a blackberry bush that the birds
like to eat, the blackberries were juicy and tasted nice and sweet. Sometimes
in the summer they played in the paddling pool. Sometimes it was hot and
sometimes it was cool, and in the barn there were tools. The barn was next to
the loo that the farmer used to use. There was a tell the time clock that used the
sun which the girls thought was a lot of fun. They did not know how to tell the
time, but daddy did, that was fine as long as the sun can shine. When they go to
Manor Farm, Sasha and Lara Byles are always full of smiles.
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The Rainbow World
By Sophia Hoyland-Roots

O

nce upon a time there was a very big rainbow ocean. The reason the ocean
was rainbow coloured was that there were magical fish. A special little fish
in the ocean could see how sad the world on land was and wanted to share her
happiness with everyone. She was the tiniest fish in the ocean; she was just the
size of an egg. Her name was Florence. She would unravel her scales and float
them on top of the water to make the waves shimmer with beautiful rainbow
colours. The people on land loved to see the rainbow ocean and would come to
have parties by the sea. It made everybody who saw it super happy, but then an
octopus came. He squirted his ink at Florence, and her scales become dirty and
wouldn’t shine anymore. This made Florence feel sad, she cried and said, “Oh,
no! What am I going to do!”
The other fish who were Florence’s friends in the ocean chased after the
octopus and asked him why he did it. He said, “I was trying to be as bright and
beautiful as Florence, but I don’t have any scales.” The other fish told the octopus
that he should apologise and they all went went back to Florence. Florence was
crying. The fish quickly explained to Florence that the octopus wanted to be just
like her and make people on land happy with the wonderful colours. Florence
looked at the octopus and said that she had seen him dancing on the ocean
floor and she thought it was beautiful. Florence told the octopus that he should
be like himself and he would make people on land happy that way. Florence
explained to the octopus that the people on land would love his dancing just as
much as she did and all he needed to do was dance on the waves. The octopus
helped Florence to clean her scales, and they waited for the sun to shine again.
Florence shared her beautiful colours with the people on land and the octopus
danced on the waves. The people on land were so happy and were smiling and
clapping and wanted to come and see the rainbow ocean every day.
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Tuesday Mornings
By Thia Grice

I

mogen sat silently on her soft, cosy bed and looked at the wonderful view out
of her window with aqua coloured frames. She could hear the beautiful dark
brown and scarlet-breasted robins singing in the massive willow tree outside
and whistled along with them. When Imogen was ready, she carefully lifted her
scaley chameleon out of the cage and then sat Stevey on her lap. Imogen was
comfy reading on a big green beanbag made by her grandmother. She really
liked reading because it made her imagination grow. She read until she got
hungry. With Stevey on her shoulder, Imogen skipped into the dining room
for breakfast. Her twin brother Ben had a seat next to her. On Tuesday it was
always porridge with Shreddies and syrup. It was ever so tasty.
Imogen, Ben and their dog Spice ran out to the sand dunes. They both lay on
the squidgy grass with wild flowers. Into the sky, Imogen pointed out, “Look I can
see two cherubs, no, three, and I can also see a dragon with massive plumes of
smoke coming out his nostrils.”
Ben gazed at the clouds with his jaw wide open and spotted an aeroplane
and three fishing rods and also one big sledge. Imogen pushed herself up and
collected lots of different types of flowers that were red, orange and yellow. She
knew they were Ben’s favourite colours. She made a hole into the light green
stalk and slotted another flower in. She made a chain of flowers in a pattern.
Imogen looked at her brother who seemed to be in his own world. She dangled
it over Ben’s face, and he ran away to the beach, Imogen following behind.
The sand was golden and glistening with some wet patches. There was an old
rag covered by sand with one corner flapping in the wind. Imogen pulled the
corner shaking the sand off to reveal a light purple towel. She held her arms out
holding on to the sides of the material and fluttered her wings like a butterfly in
the bright blue sky. Ben grabbed the towel off Imogen and held it up like a sail.
Imogen jumped behind him into the boat, and they both turned left and right
and past a big rock with seaweed. They tried to avoid a crab but tripped over
and ended up sprawled on the floor on their backs chuckling.
At the shoreline were trees swaying in the breeze. There was one favourite
bit the twins loved. A magical tree. It was tall and had curly roots poking out of
the ground. When Imogen and Ben tried to hug around the trunk together their
fingertips just touched. The leaves were tiny and shaped like a raindrop.
Spice excitedly barked while bumping head first into the tree. Ben noticed
there was a big dint in the trunk showing two ears and a squashed nose. In
a few seconds, the shapes moulded back into the way it started. Imogen star
jumped into the tree. She knew she wouldn’t hurt herself a single bit. It looked
like a really hard tree, but if you pushed into it, it felt like play dough. For a few
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seconds, it left the mark of her body. The twins were giggling and laughing. Ben
pushed his bum into the tree, and it felt really snug. He pushed his back further
and ended in a seated position. With a posh low pitched voice, Ben dramatically
announced, “I am King Tree. You must bow to me.” Imogen thought he was
being a clown but curtsied daintily with a grin on her face.
Right in the centre of the large magical tree was a hole. Under the tree were
two short, stumpy and brown twigs which helped them climb into the dark,
mysterious and foggy hole. First Ben jumped into the hole and then Imogen.
They slid down a yellow slide with curved edges. At the end of the slide was a
land made out of fruit. They landed laughing in a heap into a soft pile of mango
cubes.
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Indigo’s Adventures with Love
By Iona Mandal

H

ave you ever thought about the geometry and feel of love? A line, a blob,
an arc maybe? Soft as candy floss; squidgy as jellybeans or effervescent
as a fizzy drink? These questions left Indigo without any answer. In her tireless
pursuit for love, almost like hide-and-seek, she felt completely exhausted;
each time she was just about to touch love, it vanished! “Was love reality or an
illusion?” she asked.
When three, Indigo moved with family across continents; from India to
London. As the plane touched rainy Heathrow, Mum said, “It’s raining cats and
dogs!” Indigo peeped from the window. Not one wet animal was in sight! The
outlandish language and alien landscape left her confused. The warmth of a
tropical home surrounded by loving grandparents and friends was no more.
Saturday morning Skype sessions overpowered distance in the click of a button.
However, they lacked the feel and touch of those close. Indigo realised that love
bred from familiarity; proximity mattered too.
Indigo did not let this pull her down. She decided to explore beauty in the
world around - in the first blooming crocuses of spring, in the chime of Sunday
church bells, in watching the canal boats sailing by and in quiet picnics on lazy
summer afternoons. In the library, she discovered new love - in glossy board
books and animated music sessions in rhyme time. That nature, books and
music could substitute companionship left Indigo overwhelmed.
In playschool, she befriended Hayden - shy, autistic and quiet. He spoke little
and gestured more. Yet, no love was lost in the unspoken and untold. “So love
comes without language,” said Indigo. Unlike Hayden, Ling, her Chinese friend,
was loud, confident and cheeky. Like Indigo, Ling missed her family. She talked
of exotic fire-spitting dragons and Chinese emperors in silken robes with pet
nightingales. In Ling, Indigo discovered that opposites attracted love.
But just as friendship blossomed, it was time for departure. A change in
location was imminent in dad’s job. A new life was to unfold in brown paper
boxes, goodbyes and handshakes. Indigo felt rootless once more; a wandering
gypsy with misplaced identity dreading unforeseen adjustments and struggles.
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However, the house waited in an unknown neighbourhood where less rushed
folks always cared for a chat and smile. Dad was stressed, impatient and always
pressed for time. Thankfully, Mum’s love was the only constant. “Even love needs
nurturing,” sighed Indigo.
In such trying times, Indigo’s neighbour Deb arrived with all the attention
and time Indigo craved for. Octogenarian, widower with dimpled cheeks and
toothless smile, she lived by the Christian philosophy ‘Love your neighbour as
you love yourself’. Sunday Mass and Tuesday coffee mornings were her excuse
for socialising over endless cups of Earl Grey tea as she remembered Churchill,
her war hero. Deb was very English in her flowery skirts, hats, pearls, afternoon
teas and Sunday roast; Deb loved baking, knitting and soaps. She taught Mum to
bake for Indigo’s birthday and how her heart swelled when the cake arose! Deb
pampered Indigo with Easter cupcakes and hand-knitted Christmas jumpers.
Gradually, the unknown evolved as family. After all, people make a place as they
say. However, happiness was short-lived. Deb passed away in her sleep, a little
too rushed like a helium balloon flying off at the slightest excuse. Deb’s playful
cat Penny cried for nights till she stopped scratching on the front door. With
Deb’s exit ended love defying boundaries of nationality, culture, religion and
age. By now, Indigo had started believing that love was ephemeral, lasting long
enough only to be lost. It could be a tangent or an arc, but certainly never a
complete circle.
However, in school one day, magic did unfold. Over circle time on friendship,
Ling sang aloud:
“Make new friends but keep the old;
One is silver, the other is gold.
A circle is round, it has no end
That’s how long I will be your friend.”
No song had ever made more sense to Indigo. It seemed her life’s story, penned
in the simplest words – totally comforting and solution to her adventures (or
misadventures) with love. Everyone lost friends, but moving ahead was the key!
Life could be simpler if old friends were remembered while new ones made. “So
cherishing love is important as long as it lasts and, when timely, in letting go,”
said Indigo feeling less cynical. Head held high, she arose, a phoenix from the
flames.
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The Suffragettes of Tunbridge Wells
By Miranda Tansley

I

was going to be late. Rose, Victoria, Eliza and I had agreed to meet at the top
of Little Mount Sion by 6am. It was already 5.45am, as I shut the door of my
parents’ house in Calverley Park Crescent. The sun was coming up over the
park, and the clouds were tinged with red. I walked as fast as I could and cursed
the fact that my parents forbade me to wear trousers.
Just as the bells of St Peter’s Church rang six, I arrived at the end of Cumberland
Walk, and saw in the shadows my fellow conspirators. Eliza whispered to me to
join them behind a tree.
“So, you didn’t bottle it,” said Rose.
“No,” I said. “I wouldn’t have missed this for the world.”
“Are we all ready?” Eliza asked. Victoria held up a half gallon can of petrol.
Rose waved a box of matches. With a great flourish, I drew out two pictures
of Emmeline Pankhurst from a pocket in my blouse. “Right. Let’s go and make
some tea those men will never forget.”
We smiled as we thought back to the previous Saturday when we had watched
amazed as a crowd had tried to shout down Eliza as she had stood on the
bandstand in the Pantiles calling for women to have the same right to vote as
men. In despair, she had shouted: “You don’t even let us women in your cricket
pavilion,” to which a big man had replied, “Of course, we do. Who do you think
makes the tea?”
We followed Eliza along Cumberland Walk, secretly dreading coming across
anyone who might notice how nervous we were. We arrived at the cricket
ground at 6.15am. Nothing stirred. If there was a night watchman, he must have
taken a break.
Eliza looked backwards and forwards, and ducked under the gate. We followed
her as best we could, skirts dragging on the ground. “This way,” said Victoria and
we walked as quickly as we could around a row of seats.
The mist was coming off the pitch, and in the growing light·we saw the purple
buds on the rhododendron bushes which surrounded the ground. Two minutes
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later, we had reached the pavilion: an ugly building for ugly people. I looked back
and saw a shape by the gate.
“Quick. The night watchman is back,” I called. We dashed round the back of the
pavilion and waited. Silence. One minute passed, and another. Victoria sneaked
up to the edge of the pavilion and looked round. “All clear,” she whispered.
We breathed a sigh of relief. But then it struck me. “How are we going to get
away? The night watchman will surely see us if we try to get out through the
gate.”
Eliza thought for a moment. “Trust me. I have a plan.” With that, she opened
the door of the pavilion and went in.
Inside it was dark. The pavilion smelt of stale sweat. Really revolting. I was
thinking that no woman would want to go into such a horrible building, when I
saw Victoria shaking the petrol over a pile of cricket nets neatly stacked in one
corner.
“Stand back everyone,” called Rose. I ran to the door, and as I did so, a sheet of
flame climbed to the ceiling. We all tumbled through the door into the sunlight.
Smoke was beginning to pour off the building.
“Miranda. The pictures,” Eliza called. I pulled out the photographs of Emmeline
Pankhurst and put them neatly on the grass facing the pavilion. “Now, behind the
rhododendrons as quickly as you can.” We ran as best as our skirts would allow
into the green leaves and crouched down. Just in time. The night watchman had
come running across the cricket pitch as soon as he had seen the smoke.
He hobbled past the rhododendrons in search of a bucket to use to get water
to put the fire out. As soon as he did, we ran with all our strength to the gate.
I think I heard a shout as I ducked under the gate, but nothing would stop me.
Five minutes later, I was holding onto a tree in Cumberland Walk trying to catch
my breath, and listening to Eliza shout with joy. “Congratulations, suffragettes.
You have shown those men what’s what.” She paused. “Now, I could really do
with a cup of tea.”
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A Fear of Heights
By Abizer Dungerpurwala

P

ounding heart. Closed eyes. Fumbling fingers.
I stood on the peak of the 2000 foot-tall mountain, about to descend
down from the shivering height of Mount Townsend. I thought back to that time
when I was only 6, when I was so afraid of small heights, not even beginning to
comprehend the size of these famous mountains, I never thought that one day
I would just‚ glide off a mountain, flying, potentially crashing and injuring myself
without an instructor to help me. I probably shouldn‘t talk about those things in
case I scare myself. Well, today I defy myself and brave that fear of mine.
“Here we go!“ said the annoying voice inside my head, always there at the
most annoying of times to be annoying. I guess after all the voice is just me
telling myself things I can‘t muster myself. I took a few steps back, ran and ran
and... well, then, I stood on nothing... but that wasn‘t possible... and yet it was!
I was soaring high in the sky, no care, no worry, no nothing. I felt like a free bird
that was locked in a cage for many years, no space to stretch their wings finally
free from their evil master! I didn‘t need to think about anything, care about
anything, I could do whatever I want!
Then that moment ended. I was no longer in the air soaring, but steadily
plummeting down, gathering speed, the air whipping my hair, down, down... All
of a sudden, I came back to my senses and just managed to do a safe landing
before crashing on the ground and toppling over myself!
I woke up from my concussion, and found myself in some place that seemed
to be a ravine/valley between two mountains. I found some climbing rocks and
realised I would have to climb my way back up. It wasn‘t going to be easy, and I
had to prepare myself for that.
Since I have nothing to do, I might as well tell you why I was so afraid of heights
in the first place.
It all started when I was 6 on August 5, 2000. It was yet another normal day, I
was getting bored, nothing to do. Then my mum called me to help organise the
top shelf of the cupboard. She got a call, and I was left alone with the ladder.
I decided to play on the ladder. VERY bad idea. So, I had no idea of my fear of
heights at that moment as I had never climbed anything before. As you would
expect from a five year old with bad behaviour, I started to climb the ladder. I
didn‘t feel too scared at first, I was just conscious of the height looking down. I
began to feel more and more scared until I reached the very top. I panicked and
fell head-first down onto the floor! I got rushed to hospital and came back out
with a stitch on my head. They said I was one of the only ones to survive with a
hit like that. Maybe next time I won‘t be so lucky. Ever since that moment, I never
dared to jump or even look down at small heights. You can‘t blame me, can you?
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Well I decided to do this just to get over my fear and I thought that maybe not
taking a paragliding instructor would make it so that I would actually get over it,
but perhaps I was a bit too brave with that choice.
I heard footsteps above me at the top. I yelled at the top of my voice, “HELP!
HELP!“
The man looked over. He said, “Abizer? Is that you?!“ It was my father, who was
supposed to meet me by the ravine. Well I managed to get back up, and with a
lot of effort, got up to my father. “That was an adventure!“ I said.
“Tell me all about it when we get home!“
And THAT was how I got over my fear of heights!
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The Journey
By Alex Jansen

“H

ey, Grandad please can you tell me the story of your journey?”
“Of course my son, anything for you…
“It all started when I was a young man, just like any other, I enjoyed playing
sports and I worked as a baker. I lived in the middle of India so there were some
mountains but it was never too cold. I woke up like any other day: got out of bed,
got dressed, ate my breakfast then set off to work. Well, I thought it was like any
other day until… A lady crying her eyes out stopped me.”
“Then what happened Grandad, then what happened?” cried the grandchild.
“She told me her baby was gone, her husband was gone, her house was gone,
everything was gone!
‘Please help me sir, please I’m begging,’ whispered the lady.
“For some reason she ran away in silence. I then started to question myself
what had happened. I arrived at the bakers and asked ‘what’s happening?’
‘At night a terrifying and fierce dragon - called Slash they say - kidnaps people
to eat alive and demolish their insides or destroys buildings. Even all the farmers
crops are going missing!’ mumbled a fellow worker.
“I knew I had to do something, it would be wrong not to wouldn’t it? The next
day I told the King ‘I am going to slay this Dragon!’
‘No you will not, you are too young,’ said the King.
“I just groaned to play along, nothing would have ever stopped me. To get
in shape I had to train, punching boxing bags, slashing wood with razor sharp
swords. I did this all for about 5 exhausting days straight, purchasing dozens of
equipment for my battle.
“Two days later, I knew it was the ‘day’, all my heavy trustworthy armour was
on. I knew I couldn’t do it alone so I went to the gorillas.”
“Why the gorillas, Grandad?” said the grandchild.
“Well they are very strong and I can communicate to them, they then followed
me and we found a mountain with a cave, so we climbed up. My heart was
beating faster than a lion. I then finally got up as well as the animals, I knew by
then it was the ‘cave’...
“His cave looked like a bloodbath, handprints that slid across the wall sent
shivers through my body. As I threw up several times in my mouth the squelchy
intestines painted my feet. A ‘human face mask’ lay on the floor with its flesh
eaten out of it and its eye sockets hung out, it smelled like the hell from below.
The ferocious dragon was nowhere to be seen… I searched around the cave for
another 5 minutes and I glanced out of the cave, a green ugly figure caught my
eye.
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“There it was! The chaos making dragon walking at an incredibly slow pace. I
shouted at the top of my lungs, ‘HEY YOU THERE’. It then turned its warty head
and stared at me like a demon. I then climbed down the mountain with the
gorillas like a flash. At a short enough fall I jumped. The chestplate high fived my
chest. It all came to me, I was thinking what am I doing? I’ll never slay this dragon.
Anyway it was too late. The dragon was massive, it had wings, a long neck, big
feet and fire breath. All of a sudden I heard screeching piercing through my ears
- the dragon has backup! I pulled out my sword and walked slowly. The ugliness
of the dragons blinded my eyes. I chopped its head off and kept doing it. Blue
blood leaked out. Out of nowhere it bit my hand off! The pain was unbearable
but I didn’t want to die so carried on. Then I was face to face with the dragon, its
fire breath tried to scare me. I ran and with all my might I chopped its head off…
“I went back home like nothing ever happened. Everyone was safe now.
There’s nothing to ever worry about.”
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The Hidden Chamber
By Alice Brandon

I

love Grandpa’s house. Or should I say loved? It was more of a mansion really
with diamond chandeliers dangling from the ornately plastered ceilings and
heavy tapestries hanging on the stone walls. It stood on the crest of a hill, looking
proudly out over the small town of Shrewsbury. My grandpa, Lord Francis
Montgomery, owns it. Now that I‘ve told you who my grandpa is, you’re probably
thinking what everyone else does: that I’m a high-class, snobby little rich kid
who has everything. Well, I’m not and no, I don’t have everything. I don’t have a
mother; she died during birth. She never married. Every time I think about her,
and who she might have been, my heart aches. Ugh. Sorry, I’m getting all mushy.
Anyway, on with the story of how my safe haven, my oasis of calm, burnt down…
I was exploring Grandpa’s mansion (my safe haven) when I came to a smallish
room with a roaring fire that leapt like a drunken demon in the blackened grate.
My feet seemed to sink into the lush velvet carpet, which had a roaring lion
picked out in fine gold thread embroidered on it. The oak shelves that lined the
walls were crammed with dusty, moth-eaten books that made the whole room
smell of mothballs. A squashed leather sofa stood invitingly in the centre of the
heavenly room, as if it was just waiting for me to sit down and relax. Staring,
I wandered, mesmerised, around the room, running my fingertips along the
spines of the beautiful books. Presently, I came to a halt in front of what looked
like a particularly tantalising title.
“The Tale of Robinson Crusoe,” I said aloud. Carefully, I tugged the large
volume off the polished oak shelf. At that moment - just as I eased the book out
of the shelf’s iron grip - the bookcase slid aside with a series of clicks and groans.
Naturally, being the curious 7-year-old boy I am, I stepped into it, fumbling
around for a light switch. The second I found one and flicked it, the bookcase
shuddered back into place behind me. I was trapped…
Luckily for me, the lightbulb flickered into life just as the bookcase slid into
place behind me. It was then that I realised that a lift-sized glass box was stood
in front of me. As well as looking like a lift, a twisted mass of thick wires snaked
its way up towards the distant ceiling. Shivering, I stepped into the box, clinging
onto the fragile hope that the lift would take me to some sort of an exit. The
glass doors slid shut behind me with a well-oiled hiss.
“Great,” I mumbled. “Another stupid trap.” As I said this, I kicked at the glass
doors. As my foot made contact with the doors, the glass box lurched upwards.
Thrown against the glass, it was then I saw the wisps of smoke inching under
the bookcase…
Frantically, I spun around to face the red joystick that seemed to operate the
‘lift’. Grabbing this, I stared wildly around the chamber for an exit. Spotting one, I
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wrenched the joystick forwards, steering the glass box towards my only chance
of escape. Time seemed to slow down as the box raced towards the door. I
prepared myself to jump. I barely made it. Bursting through the door, I found
myself on the front lawn of the mansion. I was safe.
The overwhelming fact that I wasn’t going to die stopped me from realising
that Grandpa‘s mansion was burning for a few minutes. When I finally realised
that my favourite place in the world was burning to ashes, the tidal wave of
sorrow that came crashing over me could’ve drowned the joy of being safe
100 times over. I collapsed onto the grass, my whole body wracked with sobs.
Grandpa had been that house, lived and breathed it all his life. Oh, by the way,
my name is Adam. Thanks for listening; you’re the only one who’s ever done it…
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The Last Letter?
By Anna Porteous

T

o my dearest brother Ben,
Oh, how I wish I was beside you right now. I’m terribly sorry that I haven’t
written to you before now but Prince Charles Stuart has been dreadfully strict
that we march straight into England without any “distractions”. Oh Ben, I truly
hate him! He doesn’t deserve to be King. I don’t understand why Father forced
one of us to go to war. I don’t know where his heart is. Or Prince Charles’.
When we captured a spy, he proclaimed that an army of 30,000 men were
heading for us and we had to turn back at once or die. Recently we have been
told that it was a lying English spy. Oh, I’m so confused, exhausted, freezing cold
and starving hungry.
My hand is shaking as I write. The whole camp - now at Invernesshire - has
been informed that we now have to walk 15 miles up to Nairn for a huge
battle, even though we have had no rest and all we have had to eat is thin, cold
porridge! Oh how I wish I could come home. Does Mother still bake fresh bread
every day? I can almost smell it from here in my small, wet, overcrowded little
tent. The rain it never stops!
Do you ever think about me? I think of you every time slaughtering redcoats
invade my dreams. I think of you every time my heavy boots slip in the neverending mud. I think of you every time we have to perform that silly Highland
Charge. And warmth fills my entire body, light blinds me even on my darkest
day and I can hear you whisper in my ear even though you’re oh – so far away!
It is the Duke of Cumberland’s birthday today and he has given his men brandy
to celebrate. Charles is using this to his advantage by making his exhausted
Jacobites walk all the way to Nairn. We are to leave soon. It is for some “element
of surprise”. I hear the whispers down the line, praying no light penetrates the
darkness or the element will be lost and then who knows what will happen? Oh
Ben, I do want to be brave but I’m so very, very afraid.
To be honest Ben, I’m terrified but I’m so, so tired and I’m not really sure if I
care if I live or die any longer. At least then all this pain will end I won’t have to
endure this dreadful nightmare any longer. Oh Ben, how did it come to this? My
heart beats for you and I hope and pray I will make it through this nightmare
and make it safely home to you my darling brother.
The only thing that heals my heart and keeps me going is that Father chose
me to go through this and not you.
All my love from your sister,
Taylor McNeill.
p.s. You do remember me don’t you?
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Catch Me, Catch Me, Falling
from the Pages of a Book
By Anoushka Sharma

I

landed on the pavement as the memories enveloped me. I was a mist on the
outside and a human on the inside, my heart caught between two worlds.
Today I would use the key. I lifted my hand up and unlocked the door that hung
in front of me, created from thin air. I stepped through, and looked around. I
was home. A glutinous blob of fear had covered my mind, but I had to do this. I
had to find oblivion.
I walked inside the house. I smelled the sweet smell of the wood polish
that we always used too much. I heard the creaks of the floorboards that had
always kept us awake. I opened the creaky door to the kitchen that was full of
suspended pots and pans. And then I saw his face. I had found the person who
killed me.
Fifty years ago, this beautiful house with marble borders and gold terraces
was my home. I was a celebrated writer, the most famous and most popular
because I could make my readers as though they had stepped inside my stories.
But one day I went too far. I made my character so lifelike that I included all of his
organs and every bone in his body. I made sure the oxygen pumped around his
fictional veins. So much, that I accidentally created a living, breathing character
that stepped out of the book. He was an anatomist and he knew every single
nerve that signalled to every part of my body. He just tapped me on my temple
and I fell dead on the floor in seconds. But now, I am a ghost. I have no nerves.
I was sure it was him. I knew I would never forget that face. Without warning,
he hurled himself at me, and snarled, “You’ve come back!” We fought for hours,
both of us equally matched, both of us determined to kill the other. Though I
had been killed once, he was the only one who could kill me twice. As I lunged at
him, the key fell from my hand. As it hit the floor, he hugged himself in pain, then
it hit me. The key and him were connected! Now I knew what to do.
I had little time. I ran to the cooker and turned it on, full flame. But he had
recovered. He ran at me, strangling me, killing me. I was going to die. No. With
my last strength, I threw the key into the flames. As it melted, I saw his face
mutating. Blood dripped from his bulging eyes as he screamed. His skin bubbled
like acid, his hair caught on fire, his fingers turned to goo. I watched him melt
before my eyes. And then I felt the weight lifting.
I was free.
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The Trench
By Ava Matilda Browne
Anguished to death, impure scents choke me,
Eluding vile gas, fragments of my pallid skin chip off,
Glancing at unconscious men, my heart fills with sorrow,
Shells haunt me, penitence creeping up on me.
Panicking in a vulgar, sodden trench,
Loathsome rats are my unending killers,
The only choking gas is the putrid odour of dead bodies,
In this nauseating nightmare; devoured by sickening mud.
Scurrying lice embed into my mud-plastered hair,
Famished men are as thin as drain pipes,
Catastrophic trench foot, I can’t bare,
Water-drenched uniforms, drag on our frigid skin.
Spotting my foes, this feels so futile,
Marching on the rat-infested battlefield,
My fortitude is being dictated by fear,
Shells will always petrify my empty soul.
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The Jooboos
By Chloe Thompson
Far and few, far and few,
Were the lands the Jooboos knew.
Their legs were pink and noses blue,
Their feet were purple and hair blue too.
All they saw was sea,
And that was that to be!
Far and few, far and few,
Were the lands the Jooboos knew.
A tallish short one cried,
“You have all lied!
Beyond this sea is land!
I’d bet it on my hand!”
Far and few, far and few,
Were the lands the Jooboos knew.
A yellow pen clicked, from a sodden trick,
And the tallish short one led,
His band of few, with some bread.
Far and few, far and few,
Were the lands the Jooboos knew.
On their boat of book,
They took a last look,
At their lonely home,
And sailed out across the dome.
Far and few, far and few,
Were the lands the Jooboos knew.
They sailed off for a year or two,
Only the small one really knew.
They saw Humperduncks,
And Tollerers, Nicknacks and Lunks.
Far and few, far and few,
Were the lands the Jooboos knew.
Sailing away, hurrah! Hurray!
We found some land today!
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They brought a Dick-Dock, and a hen,
With that, they sailed back again.
Far and few, far and few,
Were the lands the Jooboos knew.
Home again,
they danced in a pen,
for all was merry to be.
There was land beyond that sea!
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I Miss You
By Funmi U

M

y grandpa was really funny, he helped me with my homework and taught me
jokes. One day he went out to go buy milk. It took him really long to come
back from the shop. It took him about a week. Then my mum put on the news and
someone said an elderly man had died. He looked like Grandad but it couldn’t be true.
The next day Mummy said, “I’m sorry but Grandad is gone.” I had no idea why
everyone was crying, he was probably coming home tomorrow so I left and left
them to sulk. The next day Gran came. She said she was a widow. I asked in a
sweet polite voice, “What does widow mean?”
She sighed and said, “I’ll tell you when you’re older darling.” I shrugged, to go
and play with dolls. I was really stressed.
I was in the middle of my nap when I was woken up by a terrifying shriek. My
mum was shrieking. I asked what was the matter but she just shook her head
and left me with Gran.
It’s been two years and now I’m eight and Grandad still isn’t here. Was he the
guy on the news? I thought to myself, “Don’t be silly he’s probably gone home
and wants to come as a surprise.”
I asked my sixteen year old brother what happened to Grandad then he
shouted, “Why did you have to bring it back up!” I was gobsmacked. We’re
normally so close, so what did I do to deserve this horrid beating? I was being
beaten while my heart was beating. Pain running through my heart, tears
becoming reality. What could happen next, is it death?
Life is happy and sad, good and bad, but no one said it was gonna be heart
wrenching. Can I leave the crazy flight? I think it’s time to land, do you? His name
is Jack. What did I do? He shook his head in disgust and left. Oh please wake me
up from this nightmare!
The next day Jack was looking for me I felt like a bubble waiting to ‘BURST’
while floating on the River Nile on a pile of crocodiles. He sadly found me. I
was dreading what he was about to say but I stood strong. Tears turning into
sweats, winner to failure and the worst one: family to stranger. I apologised my
hardest, then Jack bent down on his knee and said it was all okay that he’s not
mad with me, there was just a lot on his mind about Grandpa. Then he said you
don’t want to know. I was scared, what was that meant to mean? My head was
thumping, my brain scattered. Had Grandad died?
Two months later I had solved out the truth and Grandad was dead. But how
and why am I learning this now? Well, at least Grandad is safe. Rest in peace
Grandad (R.I.P). Will you help someone in need of comfort? Will you help them
or will you ignore them? This all comes down to you, you could ignore them and
walk on past or help the person. Make your decision now, please make it. Roses
are red, violets are blue. Please come back Grandad, I miss you.
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The Right to Life
By Hiba Khan

S

ometimes the way we mistreat each other is so serious that the memory
can never be eradicated. Like a wound that will never heal but rather grow
more infectious. No apology could ever be enough for over 50,000 children,
who died in the Syrian conflict of 2016. As we sit watching our lives fly by,
people are getting killed by the thousands. Just imagine not being able to sleep
in peace? The feeling of death is impending; it is enough to make men’s hearts
bleed.
When they arrive fleeing the war that killed so many, we fail to embrace them.
All those risks… all those dangers…These feelings are heartfelt. No one should
ever experience them, anytime, anywhere. Is this how we should treat our fellow
man when he is on his knees? A friend in need is a friend indeed.
Sirens are blaring… Ash is settling… The buildings are crumbling… The smell
of rotting flesh is taunting us, at our fright, at our cowardice. They search the
rubble for survivors: mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, daughters and sons.
Each individual is asking day and night Why us? Why us?
Every cloud has a silver lining. No matter how hard the problem is, there is
always hope. A flicker…a sign…
No matter how hard I try I can never erase the memory of that day. It took
my family away. I remember it like yesterday. The horror film replays before
my eyes. Sometimes I hate myself for being alive. “Why?” is a question that can
never be answered. The worst thing is I am alone in this world. I hope and pray
it is a nightmare that I will wake up from but I know that will never happen.
Now I am in ‘The Jungle’ (Calais). It is being taken apart. The French government
may have achieved their goal but they have taken away what many could have
called home. A roof over our heads and survival are not guaranteed. To be
honest war is really unpredictable.
Hello. My name is Lina Mustafa and I am 10 years old. I am a child refugee
and I am also an orphan. I escaped from the war and poverty in Syria. This is
my story.
Water, water everywhere… Sobs and cries of relief filled the air. I could not
take it all in at first. All I knew was we had landed in Europe and it was where
everybody wanted to be.
Some said that it was a heaven with everything you could desire. Others said
it was a place of freedom, equality and joy. I yearned to find out what this place
was. Before I knew it, I was there. I felt the cold shadow that had fallen on that
day. I felt the harsh, wintery bluster penetrate my face. The only thing I heard
was the flapping tents. It was as if I was alone, isolated. It was strange and eerie.
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Nothing more than endless days of steely grey mornings and freezing nights
that chilled me to the bone.
Again I thought of home. It sickened me to think of the memories but they
would not stop like flowing water. The hours, days, months and years stretched
out before me. I would ask myself many times, “Am I going to be stuck here
forever?” Time itself was slowly driving me insane. I was sure we had only spent
a few days here yet it seemed like years.
The high hopes of a new life dissolved like an ice-cube in hot water. I thought
that I would melt into my own misery. I thought I would never see a smiling face
again. Luckily I was one of the few who were chosen to come to Britain. Here I
started a new life but never forgot those who were not so fortunate as me. It
is not just me who has a story to share, everybody does, but they cannot find
the voice to say it or sing it for them. My experience is something that will never
leave me nor the hope that one day there will be peace and we will unite once
more as one nation.
I wanted to leave a legacy behind. This is it. My story.
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Not Just a Human Body!
by Luca Joaquin Sand

I

’m Eddy, a cell, I live in the small intestine. I was separated from my parents a
while back, because all adults eventually go to the large intestine - this is the
law of the human body.
When the time came, I geared up for the long, treacherous journey to the
brain. This is a journey all children must go on at some point, before they turn
into adults. My brother Elliot accompanied me - us cells always stick together!
We talked about it for a week or so and finally decided to take route number
5. We were to head towards the liver, passing through the stomach, then ride
through the twisty veins in blood boats all the way to the brain. It was the safest
way to the brain and back. When dawn broke, fully geared, we set off, ready for
the adventure ahead; we were a little afraid, but also excited. We strode towards
the soft, bouncy stomach, where many kids had drowned in what seemed like
a friendly, fun playground, but was actually a gooey, deadly swamp. Elliot and I
had no choice but to soldier on right through it.
The stomach was the kind of scary place that hammered speech out of you
completely. When it turned so sticky we couldn’t go on or turn back, we stood
motionless for a few minutes that seemed like days. Oh no, we were sinking!
Petrified, gasping and shaking violently into each other, Elliot tried to jump
towards the grimy lining of the stomach, but rapidly sank down to his doom.
I grabbed him and pulled hard, so hard, he could have popped, but I failed to
pull him out, and he disappeared into oblivion. I did manage to get to safety and
sank down to my knees, weeping, head in my hands. My biggest fear had come
true. Now I was a cell that had no other cell to stick to, meaning bad cells could
come and create murderous cancer around me - the Evil Lord.
After Elliot fully vanished, a small suspension bridge appeared out of nowhere.
I crossed it gloomily. Crossing its wide span, I arrived in the liver, a gargantuan
blob. I entered casually, greeted by a smallish robot. It made signs to follow it.
I tried to keep up as best as I could, while the robot swung right into a dimly
lit room. It flicked a dusty switch and a flap opened in the ceiling. A hollow log
floated into the room, but there was no water, nor blood, or anything at all to
navigate on. The light shone through brightly and I was able to see a red river
swirling around the log, as if by magic. This was the blood boat that would take
me to my destination with lightning speed.
Before I could blink, I found myself buckled up inside the boat... It rolled into
action and shot up, twisting and turning so much, I no longer knew which way I
was facing. After a while, it gradually came to a halt. Relieved, I leapt off. Ahead
of me was a giant column, spreading miles up and down as far as I could see. I
remembered my quest and recognised the brain - mission accomplished.
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Now to get back home! Elliot had said to slide down the central nerve right
in front of me, as it would take me home safely and swiftly. Regardless of the
consequences, I bravely took a step forward and plummeted down the main
nerve, scraping at the sides to slow me down. About half way through the
towering tunnel, I caught a flap and grabbed it, and before I knew it, Elliot and a
load of other cells whizzed around me.
‘Elliot!’ I exclaimed joyfully.
“Good to be back, bro! Thank God I’m out of that smelly stomach, wait till I tell
you my adventure!”
We reached the bottom together, safe at last.
“Mission accomplished,” we agreed. It felt like we had learned a lot about the
human body we were part of.
And so it continued with our children, and their children, completing quest
after quest into eternity.
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Diary of a Girl in the War
By Lola West
April 6th 1914-1918
Dear diary,
I know we haven’t talked in a while but today I was getting ready to go
underground. The people in the village had masks on because of the gas.
I started to get drowsy but then we heard the alarms, which pierced my ears,
I ran as fast as I could but I had my brother’s hand. He was crying, everyone was
shouting, I felt terrible. Reaching the underground, it smelt like old rubber, there
were rats teamed with old broken benches. I sat on the floor with my brother
Patrick, he was lying on my shoulder, crying, I knew how he felt, I felt the same
sadness. I covered Patrick’s ears from the sound of the gunshots. People were
screaming! Why did this have to happen on his birthday?
Suddenly, the smell of fire came from the bench seeping through the benches,
a bomb had hit the side of the wall. Patrick held my hand tighter, he whispered
the word mummy, but I knew that there were women in labour. The babies
won’t understand this terrible war... I wish mum was here.
Suddenly, I felt something furry rubbing up my leg. Slowly, I looked down,
it was a rat rubbing its back on my leg. I swallowed and screamed at the top
of my voice. A man with evil eyes and a grubby beard stared at me then he
smiled, he turned back to the woman next to him, she too looked evil. Eventually
I recognised them, they were our next-door neighbours. They explained to
Patrick who they were.
Frightened, I looked at Patrick, he looked at me.
Suddenly, there was a little spark underneath the bench, I jumped as far as I
could, pushing the couple out the way. I screamed, “COVER!” Everyone yelled and
dived under benches which blew up. Bits of splintered wood flew everywhere. I
realised Patrick had disappeared.
I glimpsed Patrick’s dinosaur teddy. It was black, smelling of smoke. Holding
it close to my chest, I started to cry. It was then I heard heavy breathing. I lifted
the bench! IT WAS PATRICK!
He was red, covered in blood with cuts and burns, badly injured. I yelled, “Is
there a doctor please?”
Someone shouted, “I am!”
She was a junior doctor, only 19. Slowly, she walked over, scared, and timid
like a mouse. I screamed at her to hurry! She touched Patrick’s forehead.
“He’s very warm! I can’t hear him breathing,“ she exclaimed. On her knees, she
placed her ear near to Patrick’s mouth. Shaking her head, fear fell across her
face. “I’m so sorry, he has gone,” she whimpered.
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I sobbed, my T-shirt was saturated in tears. I felt so weak without him.
Silence filled the air. I looked through the gap of the wall, the fighting had
stopped. Staring sadly back at my brother, it was a bittersweet moment. The
end of his story, the beginning of mine.
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The Jousting Competition
By Maya Sturgeon
Twenty five young mounts and knights,
Jousting in the fields,
Waiting for the rain to come,
Then deflecting it with their shields,
They’re getting ready for the annual show,
In which everyone will compete,
Practising their skills,
And sweeping damsels off their feet.
It’s the Jousting Competition!
An ancient knight tradition,
Made for men whose hearts are full of bravery and ambition.
The children of the Kingdom,
Go to see the knights,
With all the swords and the commotion,
It’s the mightiest of fights!
The Queen enters the arena,
Her crown sparkling with jewels,
Her daughter is the winner’s prize,
And she makes all the rules.
It’s the Jousting Competition,
An ancient knight tradition,
Made for men whose hearts are full of bravery and ambition.
Sir Geraint rides round the arena,
The audience duck down,
He leaps and swoops and loop the loops,
Now that’s worthy of the royal crown!
‘Twas the Jousting Competition,
An ancient knight tradition,
Made for men whose hearts were full of bravery and ambition.
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Kogo’s Hero Dragon
By Na’ilah Christmas

A

ll the children in Kogo were excited because in exactly one week’s time the
city would be celebrating Chinese New Year. Families were busy making
dragon chains with multicoloured paper to decorate the outside of their houses.
Children from all over the city were baking and wrapping fortune cookies.
Each one had a special wish for the person who would open it. Mothers were
spending all their free time stitching up and embroidering their kimono dresses
that their little cuties would wear on the special day.
Mr Beogo the finest costume designer in the land and his workers were
designing a dragon which would need the finest silk to be ever produced in
China. This silk was made in the remote hills where an old, kind man quietly lived.
On his beautiful, well kept farm in a small, dark, little room he kept thousands of
little silk chubby worms and fed them the very best green juicy mulberry leaves.
Although looking forward to the big day, the happy, local villagers feared the
festival may be ruined. Their fear was that the previous Queen Xindi might spoil
and ruin the celebrations. This was because she had lost her royal, precious
jewel encrusted crown when she tried to pass a serious law to change Chinese
New Year to the month of September (nine months later) because her late
husband had died on Chinese New Year. The public felt angry, so angry that
they protested loudly down the streets of Kogo and chanted, “SHE MUST GO!!”
For many months the angry people of Kogo were fighting with the Queen’s
army. Finally, Xindi reluctantly gave in because she realised the public hated
her. She left her luxurious, amazing life and went to live in the rocky grey hills
overlooking the happy, brightly lit Kogo City. Everyone knew that she was
revengeful and boiling with anger.
After many days of hard work Mr Beogo finally finished his model of the
dragon. It was placed carefully in a secure, special room which was especially
built for the dragon model. Witch Xindi (as she was now known) wanted revenge
and had evil plan up her sleeve. On the eve of Chinese New Year, she found the
keys to the room where the dragon model was kept and cast an evil spell on the
beautiful scarlet red silk dragon.
The day had finally come and the city was buzzing with excitement. Everyone
could smell the strong smell of fragrant flowers. There were traditional Chinese
noodles, yellow crunchy spring rolls, tasty, squidgy dumplings, crispy prawn
crackers and sweet buns drizzled with sticky golden honey on offer. It was a
magnificent feast for all. The air was filled with joyous music. All the city shops
were open and the parade was about to start. Mr Beogo slowly opened the
door to the room where the dragon model was kept. The impressive dragon
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was gently lifted whilst the local band played loudly and the gorgeous smells of
street food wafted down the narrow streets.
Six Chinese men danced proudly through Kogo City holding the beautifully
crafted colourful dragon and waved it from side to side high into the sky.
Everyone was having a jolly good time. It was soon evening and time for the
big fireworks display which was always impressive. But the fireworks appeared
to have gone missing and were nowhere to be found. Suddenly, to everyone’s
shock the dragon moved and to everyone’s horror came to life. The dragon
breathed sizzling, red and blue flames out of his threatening mouth. The people
of Kogo stood back terrified as to what was going to happen. Then unexpectedly
the dragon just fell to the floor. All that could be then seen was a magnificent
display of bright flames crackling and whistling into the air. The fire work display
appeared to be coming from the dragon’s mouth. The flames danced like
ballerinas pirouetting in the sky. As the fireworks ended the dragon fell and hit
his head to the ground with a big thud.
The Kogo people started to cheer loudly and jumped up and down for joy.
They had been saved! After this day the people of Kogo made paper dragons
each Chinese New Year to celebrate and remember Mr Beogo’s Hero Dragon.
Witch Xindi’s was never ever seen again because she was so embarrassed her
evil plan to bring down the City of Kogo had failed.
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The Lantern Maker
By Oona Wicks

I

couldn’t see anything, but I could hear things. Ghostly shouts echoing out in
the darkness, the sound of ships passing by, far out at sea. I didn’t notice them
at first, but then, as I squinted and looked more carefully, I spotted them... Huge
beautiful lanterns, the size of small children, filling the sky above me, spilling
milky white light into the intense darkness below them. They swung back and
forth in a gentle rhythm, hanging on fancy black chains, a few metres above
my head. Where was I? I was standing on a set of huge stone steps. Millions of
panicked questions flooded my brain. I spotted a smaller lantern on the ground
next to me, flickering repetitively. I bent carefully and picked it up by its handle,
feeling the cool metal in my palm.
Suddenly, I remembered where I had been, before I ended up here. I had
been travelling on a ferry, The Neptune. There had been a spine-chilling crunch
from beneath the ship before everything went black. Then, I had felt myself
drifting away. In the darkness, the screams and panic of the Neptune were gone
and I had felt far, far away...
Was I dreaming? Had I died and gone to heaven? I made my way down the stone
steps in front of me, not knowing, and stared blankly at my surroundings. Murky
water, black as midnight, stretched as far as the eye could see, no mum or dad.
“Dad!” I called, panic rushing desperately through my body. “Mum!”
There was no reply, except the mournful, low rumble of waves crashing
against rocks. The landscape seemed almost abandoned, reflecting how I felt,
with not a soul in sight. Sadness mixed with anger rushed through my veins.
I noticed a dark shape nearby, down by the sea, on the rocks. It was a tall
man with jet black hair and a huge hooded cloak. He looked strangely familiar
somehow. He turned slowly and looked in my direction. I noticed something
strange about him. I could see right through him. His eyes were hollows of
madness. He was like a ghostly memory: not really there. Panic made me
tremble now as I sprinted down the dark rocks onto a pebble scattered beach.
The sea lapped hungrily at my feet. Who was he, and what did he want?
“HELP ME!” I screamed, thrusting a pebble at the sea angrily. The pebble
skimmed the surface of the water for ages until I saw something... At first
I thought it was just a ship, its dark outline far out at sea. As I looked more
carefully, my blood ran cold. I read the bright white letters, they were difficult to
read. I tried hard, with my heart pounding uncontrollably, and read the words,
‘The Neptune’. It was the ship I’d been travelling on...
Suddenly I heard the sharp sound of glass shattering behind me. I spun
around to see the man with a glinting tool in his hand, crouched over the
broken remains of a lantern, the limp chain draped over his shoulder. I stared
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in horror as he moved over to another lantern, before using his tool to chop
another lantern’s chain in half. I watched as the lantern shattered violently on
the hard floor. The man detached the metal chain, draped it over his shoulder
and moved onto the next lantern.
I couldn’t watch anymore! He was smashing the beautiful lanterns and didn’t
even seem to care! I sprinted back up the rocks and shouted at the top of my
voice. “Stop!”
The man turned slowly, a satisfied smile spreading over his transparent face.
“You think I’m doing something wrong?” He breathed. I felt an icy shiver run
down my spine...
“I didn’t.....I.... S....S.......sorry...” I stammered.
The man didn’t reply, instead, he stood up to face me and said quietly, “ I am
the lantern maker, I only destroy the lanterns that are many years old and are
dangerous....”
“Why are they dangerous?” I asked, intrigued.
“Because,” the man breathed, “they may look beautiful, but old lanterns are
extremely dangerous and the only reason you’re here is because of them. They
bring children to them, to this world. A world that is nothing more than a neverending dream...”
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The Outbreak of Death
By Poppy Fox-Thompson

I

wandered down London’s cobbled streets, astounded by the
marketplace. Potent fish was stacked on barrows; odious, fly-infested meat
hung outside the butchers. My head span at the sheer pungency of rank smells
that, since I lived in the country, I wasn’t used to. Occasionally, I got lost in the
maze-like streets. I knew better than to be there when darkness fell, for my fate
wouldn’t be pretty.
Eventually, I skipped into the shop with a sign of a sugared plum which
my sister – Sarah – ran. I sniffed appreciatively at the sugary air, but Sarah’s
reaction upset me. Her pretty, pale brow wrinkled in bewilderment and she
shook her head sadly. Remembering our arguments of the past, I knew Sarah
didn’t want me.
“I sent you another letter saying not to come,” cried Sarah, “it’s dangerous.”
I breathed a sigh of relief. “If it’s not me, what is it?”
“Haven’t you heard about…the plague?” She shivered, looking behind her as
she spoke, as if a shadow was looming over her.
“I’m not leaving,” I said stubbornly.
“Fine, but if the plague comes any closer, you will go home.”
The next morning, Sarah left me minding the shop to keep me safe. Seven
hours later, she stumbled back, pale and exhausted. Conscious of her health,
I made her some dinner. She couldn’t eat it all. Complaining of a severe
headache, Sarah went to bed. Perplexed, I wondered if only exhaustion was
Sarah’s problem, but thought nothing of it and went to bed.
I awoke to rays of sunlight glaring through the curtains. Initially I remembered
nothing of yesterday but suddenly realisation dawned. My eyes watered. My
heart pounded. I prayed it was a dream, a figment of my imagination. I crept
downstairs, hoping to hear Sarah at work. Instead, she was choking and her
breathing was hoarse. I rushed into her bedroom and saw that, overnight, a
purple volcano ready to erupt had appeared on her neck. Sarah’s shadowy
figure that she was so frightened of had finally caught her.
After days in isolation, Sarah’s enormous bulge had grown and was too
delicate to touch. The plague doctor’s prediction was coming true: Sarah was
dying. She closed her eyes; fear ran up and down my spine. I shivered - an icecold hand gripped my heart. My lungs stopped working: iron bands fastened
tightly around my chest. As she passed away, her body relaxed. She looked
peaceful. It was over. All our memories – happy and sad – were drowned out by
my sadness. My eyes stung and I was unable to hold back the tears that rushed
down my cheeks as I hugged Sarah’s body. “I should have left when she told me
to! I shouldn’t have come!”
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I gave Sarah’s body to the corpse-bearer and decided to return to the country
to tell our parents the bad news. I didn’t want to be near the plague again, but
I had to get this strange cough sorted out first…
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Off to the World
By Rose Leahy
I asked my Mummy, “Where are we going?”
As we climbed in the car
“Off to the world, Tommy,
Off to the world.”
Off to the world where the dragon slumbers
And brave knights brave the dark.
Off to the world where dreams come true
And all girls are princesses, boys princes.
Off to the world of love and joy
(I hoped we would go there)
You see my son, you truly see
We’re on an adventure
Off to a world ruled by you
Where a palace made of cake awaits
After a stop to Owl town we must go...
For we are braving the brave in....
The Library!
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The Story of Alpha
By Sophie Dickinson

S

lowly, Alpha trudged through the crunching snow, fatigued, exhausted and
confused she wandered about the ice covered plains. Desperate to find her
lost family she howled, it was blood-curdling. She clenched her teeth together,
the cold was brutal and without her parents she was almost hopeless. All of a
sudden she saw a quick flash, a small brown flash... there was a rabbit, it was
so tempting, she told herself no, but her hunger said yes. There was an earpiercing squeak and then deathly silence. She glanced at the jagged fjord as
she ripped off juicy morsels of flesh. The rabbit gave only little sustenance, but
it was enough for her.
Alpha glanced around, the storm had just stopped but now her prints were
gone and there was absolutely no way of tracking her pack. Using only instinct
the young pup headed North West. She knew the journey back would be long
but if it meant getting back to her family then it would be worth it in the end.
She loped, half running and half walking, hours passed. She was telling herself
she could make it but in the end she had to give up, give in. Exhausted she
collapsed near a melted stream. Eventually the snow gave way and Alpha was
carried off by the cold, cold wild water.
Suddenly she woke. She had been washed up on a desolate shore. She strived
to get up, and when she did she noticed she was covered in blood from being
scratched by the jagged rocks. In her fur were small shards of ice and she had
splintered rock embedded in her skin and paws, she shivered.
As Alpha stood she felt her muscles ache. It was turning night and she could
see the Northern Lights, their harmless glow made Alpha forget her problems.
Like a ballerina, it twirled and danced in the moonlit sky. Birds began squawking,
it scared her and she jumped up.
Alpha saw a dark sinister shape approaching and it was swiftly moving towards
her. Suddenly it was hanging over her and she fell onto the snow. Alpha smelt
stale breath on her face and froze in fear. Then she realised that this animal
was a male wolf from another pack. Terrified she lay as still as she could, hoping
he would not attack her. He slowly circled around her and this was when Alpha
realised this wolf was alone just like her!
The lone wolf was called Scar and he was much older than young Alpha. He
was also mangy and very dirty and Alpha sensed he might be untrustworthy.
When Scar told Alpha his story she was not at all surprised by it. He had tried
to challenge his pack leader in a fight for power and he had lost so he had
been banished. Scar had learned to survive alone living on the scraps of other
animals and against the odds he had survived.
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Scar helped Alpha search for her family and in time they became close friends.
They had climbed the tallest mountains, trekked down the deepest ravines but
then, one day they saw what looked like her parents’ cave. Seeing the cave filled
Alpha with joy, at last she had made it! Alpha‘s parents were so amazed and
so grateful to Scar for looking after their precious daughter, but Scar was now
jealous of Alpha. He wanted to be leader of her father‘s pack.
That night the two wolves met away from the pack. All seemed fine until Alpha
said she had to get back to the others who were celebrating her return. Scar
was triggered, the stage was set. He would tell everyone how a wild moose
attacked her and how he tried to save her but it was too late. This would make
him a hero, they would welcome him. Then to get rid of Alpha‘s father...
Scar lunged at Alpha just as her father appeared to see what was happening.
Alpha‘s father was so angry he threw Scar off the cliff saving her life. He reassured
Alpha nothing would ever happen to her again…
Alpha was thankful but she realised that life would be very boring if nothing
ever happened to you! Ever since her journey with Scar she saw the world in a
different light, its full potential, and she wanted to explore that. Alpha decided
she wanted to leave home again but she knew this wouldn‘t be the last she saw
of her pack...
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Black
By Stanley Morris

I

know you’re probably thinking no not another story and are thinking it’s going
to be just like all the others. This won’t be, it will be funny, sad, exciting, because
this, is Black.
It all starts with a young boy Peter, he lived in Sochi, Russia. In 1941 his dad
had to go to war in Germany.
“Папа (Dad),“ cried Peter.
“да (yes),” replied Dad.
“Я не хочу, чтобы ты уходил, и я не хочу идти (I don’t want you to go and I
don’t want to go)”, moaned Peter.
“Come on,” interrupted a stocky English officer.
He said goodbye and tugged me close and whispered in my ear, “It’s ok I’ll see
you soon,” he whispered and went off to a ship. I did the same but first I met
Kaleb an English born boy, we would be on a ship together and be at the same
home. As we sailed on the ship we met Victoria, she was also going to the same
home as I was.
It took several days before we reached the deserted bay of Manchester.
When we got there, there was an old butler waiting with a bus. He called for
kids going to Mrs Mackle’s home for war children. Victoria, Kaleb and I jumped
on the waiting bus along with many other kids. The bus trundled along a thick
gravelly track taking us into the Midlands. On the way Victoria taught us some
basic English.
Eventually we got there; it was a big royal looking house with big shining
windows everywhere you looked. We all walked in, there must have already
been about fifty kids, and there in the middle of the room was Mrs Mackle and
all the other servants looking extremely strict.
“You will work till six and then go straight to bed pronto and anyone found
reading will be punished severely! Now off you go, you have ten minutes to write
a letter to your family, apart from mums,” she bellowed, “now go.” I couldn’t write
a letter to my mum as she died in a deadly accident but I wrote and told my dad
everything. The letter said about how bumpy the road and sea was. I also told
him about how strict Mrs Mackle was.
After writing the letters we had to go to our work and do all the jobs on the
boring, long, dirty scroll. These jobs included the usual: clean the bedroom and
wipe the floor and the unusual: feed the rats and lower the desk to floor. The
last thing it said was DO NOT FLUSH THE LOO. We all wondered about the last
one but no one knew. We all went down for dinner and it was laid out like a feast
but the food was quite the opposite, it was mashed wet carrots with chicken
which looked like rats. I wasn’t hungry but I didn’t dare complain. Jack had told
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me if you complain it’s a whip to the hand. After we all finished we all went up to
bed and slept like a log, I’d had a busy day.
The next morning, we woke up and saw it was 8:00, time for breakfast. We went
down and Mrs Mackle stood up and read a list of dead men in the war. There
were a few gasps from upset boys and girls, I begged for the last name not to
be my dad’s but the last name wasn’t my dad’s, it was Kaleb’s. Days passed with
no letter from Dad. Those days turned to months and those months turned to
years before that fateful Friday, when spirits were high and losses were low. I
heard them call all the names and sadly she said his name. I felt like jumping out
the window or hitting something. Then she announced Victoria’s and my name
and told both of us to each take the pile of letters on her desk with our names
on. I ran straight up and grabbed the letters my father had written to me every
day; Mrs Mackle had kept them. I wanted to cry out with rage and as I turned
with hot angry tears in my eyes the only thing that stopped the violence boiling
within me was the look of absolute despair and sadness on Victoria’s face. I
realised then, at my lowest point, that I wasn’t alone, that Victoria and I were so
alike in many ways and that together we could get through this.
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A Spot of Bother
Isla Siggs

M

onday. It begins so innocuously. A momentary glance in the misted
bathroom mirror reveals only a minor blemish, nothing really, just a hint
of redness. A dab of Clearasil gel will no doubt do the trick. And, of course, a
smidgen of concealer will stop any unwelcome comments at school.
Tuesday. The horror begins. Possibly a spot, rapidly brewing on the surface
of my skin. By the hour. By the minute. It grows like a weed. This calls for more
intervention - needless to say, it’s necessary. The temptation to squeeze is like
an itch, an irritable urge to pick. I must refuse and allow it to have its way. Who
knows... if I ignore it, it might go away?
Wednesday. The nightmare continues. I no longer need to squint in order
to see The Spot. It exposes its pus. Trying to pinch away the vulgar emission
contained within it causes only more pain, more angry redness, and more
inevitable humiliation. There’s no simple way I can destroy the wretched being
now. Facial washes, astringent cleansers and deep-pore antiseptic lotions are
now useless - The Spot confounds them all. Resorting to the old wives’ tale, I
gingerly dab some of my trusty Colgate on to the swollen surface in a last-ditch
attempt to dry out the gunk contained within. This better work.
Thursday. My nemesis matures. Waking up with a crust of brittle toothpaste
and the aroma of stale mintiness wedged to the surface of my chin, I rush to the
bathroom to examine The Spot. It has not worked... Larger now, and so much
more repugnant. It is becoming a second head, almost with its own personality.
It sneers at my reflection in the mirror. It mocks me. The Spot is gloating in its
triumph. In fury, I attack. Grabbing swathes and ribbons of toilet roll, I grasp the
villain between finger and thumb. I pinch. Hard. Harder. Nothing. The Spot fights
back, resisting all my futile attempts to pop it. It scoffs at me. In desperation, I
slather on some foundation. It glows beneath the beige coating, obvious to all.
Friday. Absolute agony. With my beeping alarm this morning, the pulsing,
throbbing agony has returned. For hours, The Spot has been ready to vent,
to erupt, to explode. I want to scream “It’s gonna blow!” and run for the hills.
And.... with one light touch, the seepage simply emerges. Then, gathering pace,
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it shoots explosively towards the bathroom mirror, spurting out as it lands,
peppering the glass in a sea of yellow. The Spot is now nothing but a splutter on
the bathroom mirror, yet the evidence of its attack on my chin is not vanishing.
It has left a huge, red crater which I now need to mask. There is nothing else
for it …
A paper bag! A paper bag to hide my humiliation. The Spot has won.
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An Invisible Friendship
By Abigail Bregman

“C

harlie, I can’t see you... Hello? Where are you? It’s pitch black in here!”
***

The graphite of the pencil stroked the paper as he drew the mouth. Little
did he know, that smile belonged to me. The name is ldea... lvan Idea. My job
is to keep a child safe and happy. In this case, that child is Charlie Thompson.
Charlie’s mind was powerful. He was creative and spent his spare hours huddled
up in a corner in his room hunched over his little blue notebook, scrawling away.
He would engross himself in the tales of Doodleoodle, the land that he created.
He would tell me tales on a night time as if I was his child and we would invent
different characters together. We would design imaginative gadgets, one being
a ‘hate detector’ which would scan the world to find bullies and they would be
sent to prison. I thought it was harsh on the people but his heart was in the
right place.
***
I woke up abruptly with Charlie’s alarm piercing my ears and rattling through
my brain. The room was dark and it had a mysteriously magic feel to it. The
window was open a crack and I could feel the wintry mist on my skin. Sharp
shadows were cast by the streetlamps through Charlie’s substandard curtains.
I looked over towards him, half of me longing that he was still fast asleep, the
duvet over his head, not moving a muscle. However, this was Charlie and for
him to sleep past his alarm would be almost unimaginable. Instead, his head
was halfway inside of his book and his corner reading light cast a long ray of
light over the darkness. I spotted the familiar cover of Huckleberry Finn. He’d
read that at least 4 times before. “Huckleberry Finn?” I asked. “Haven’t you read
that already?” I was expecting a speech like politicians deliver. I was preparing
for a lecture on how reading the same book could open your eyes to different
aspects of the world. That’s the Charlie I knew. Or thought I knew. I waited but it
never came. “Are you okay?” I asked. “Are you excited for going to college today?”
No reply.
Why? What had I done? The last few weeks had been strange when I come to
think of it. It was as if he didn’t register my voice anymore or chose not to. I didn’t
know what I’d done. All his life I had been there, supported him and was his best
friend and it seemed like all of that was gone. A tear rolled down my cheek. I
felt a sudden urge to scream and cry. What did I do to deserve this? Without
thinking, I threw the duvet off me and stomped downstairs. I pulled up a chair
and sat staring through the window. Black clouds sprawled across the sky. The
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street’s colour was drained, reflecting the emotion inside of me. The low crack
of thunder rolled from the rooftop and raindrops as big as blueberries began
to fall. I watched each drop hit the window and roll down. I was about to close
my eyes when I was startled by a hand touching my shoulder. “Great day to be
moving boxes, isn’t it?” Charlie. His voice was unmistakable. I turned around
to greet him with a smile but all I saw was a blur. I rubbed my eyes but when I
regained my vision the ‘blob’ was gone.
“Charlie?” I called out. There was no answer.
It was 9 am and the van was loaded. I looked over to Charlie. His mum was
squeezing him tightly, tears streaming down her face. I was going to miss her
too. Charlie face was blotchy from crying. He got in the van and I slipped into
the seat beside him. “It’ll be okay,” I said holding him. He didn’t move. It was like
he didn’t notice me.
The college gate was as high as the Empire State Building. I couldn’t wait to
get inside. Charlie pulled the van up and got out of the van leaving me inside. I
banged on the window but he didn’t hear. In that moment, my world collapsed.
Everything turned black and my head swirled. “Charlie, I can’t see you... Hello?
Where are you? It’s pitch black in here!” My mind called out to him but there was
no connection. He had forgotten about me and I was alone.
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The Refugee
By Aleksander Pavlov

I

t was just like any other day, except today there were soft streaks of red and
pink across the sky, where normally there would be grey, dull clouds that just
added to the concrete jungle below. This “concrete jungle” is the city called
Uhita on the planet Perobula III, there are many other planets out there with a
government and a law force such as Dinenujor, Adularia and Aluioid-K2, these
planets, including mine, are all part of the Katveon cluster. There are sixteen
known clusters in the galaxy, there used to be the seventeenth cluster, which is
also known as the Eden cluster, but we lost connection with them before some
time and since then it stayed the same; the government of our cluster sent a
spy satellite to investigate but it never came back and that’s why no one dares
go there. Anyways there are bigger issues for my life and me as I’m just one of
the many people in a massive city.
I work for a radio company but not the type you think; a wealthy company with
a smooth-voiced man talking into a microphone and broadcasting his voice to
the world, no; not that type. What we really do is fix the government lines and
connections with the rest of the galaxy, so nothing can go wrong; though the
company was almost sacked for the complete loss of connection with the Eden
cluster.
At night the city’s power has shortages, the cause… unknown. It’s been in
the news and has caused many issues, for the public mostly; luckily there’s
emergency power though the city’s eyes fail. Nothing is safe at these times, no
surveillance; no safety. The public is forced to lock their doors and turn away,
you can’t trust the city.
A vexed knock sounds the door, who would dare go outside during a power
shortage? There it goes again. Now this time it’s louder and angrier. I click the
lock and open the door. A masked figure. What fate will I have to accept? In a
computerized voice; it says, ”Hello human.“ And then it reveals its face. A robot,
one of the security robots guarding the city’s control tower; they usually don’t
talk, as they don’t have voice output hardware. Clearly, this one’s been modified
to serve its purpose. “Come with me,” it screeches. I react positively as this make
of robot senses emotion and responds physically. It turns away and tells me to
follow it. A hovercraft suddenly materializes and the stairs extend so they touch
the ground. The robot walks in slowly, what am I doing? I should just run back,
it’s not that far, but my senses hold me to the railings as I continue to climb what
feels like the longest walk I’ve ever taken. There are modified robots inside with
a giant screen with a countdown on it, now I know what’s going to happen, all
those innocent lives, suddenly blown apart...
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Secret of the Subway
By Annie McCrory

A

rchie glanced around the subway platform. The station was empty apart
from the old ticket-collector. It would already have been strange, but was
made stranger by the fact that this was supposed to be rush hour. He made
his way over to an abandoned seat and sat down; the plastic chair creaking
dangerously under the weight. He glanced up at the timetable, flickering in the
dim light and squinted at it, trying to make out ‘Hampstead’. He sighed and
got up again to look more clearly. Ham....no, that was West Ham. He looked
at it again, puzzled. West Ham station was on a completely different line, it
shouldn’t have been on the timetable. In fine print, under the times, he read
the words: ‘All automatons must have a specified train line: DROIDS - Piccadilly
Line BOTS - Central Line, ANDROIDS - Victoria Line. Administrators: DROIDS Sergeant Lawrence. BOTS - Officer Blackstaff. ANDROIDS - Colonel Edwards.’
Archie frowned. What was this? Some joke?
A train thundered past, blowing Archie’s glasses off. He dived for them,
forgetting his curiosity, and managed to grab them before they hit the ground.
He stood up, positioned his glasses, and shambled to his seat. Reaching for his
backpack, he found it wasn’t there. He stared wildly around, wondering who
could have taken it. He snatched a furtive glance at the guard’s office and saw
him reading a newspaper. He obviously hadn’t moved in a while. So, that was
him scratched off the list. But who else could it be? There. A flash of colour on
the tracks.
He leapt over the barrier, not caring whether there were any trains coming.
He crouched down and picked up what he had seen: his keyring. Grimly, his
eyes found another of his possessions lying on the tracks. He followed the trail
of belongings to a manhole cover. Archie hesitated. Was it worth the risk? Who
knew what could be down there? Determination grew within him. But again,
he hesitated. Suddenly the whoosh of a train was heard, coming fast in his
direction. That made up his mind. He wouldn’t be able to jump to the side fast
enough so the only way was; down…. He jumped down the manhole and hoped
for the best as the train thundered over him.
Pitch black. Archie couldn’t see a thing. Then he realised he had his eyes shut.
Exasperated, he opened them and saw …everything! The Houses of Parliament,
London Eye, Tower Bridge. His gaze focused. No, these were paintings. Paintings
of London. Iconic landmarks, yes, but ordinary scenes too. A family feeding
ducks at the park; the night sky. They were exquisite. Who could have painted
these masterpieces?
“Hello,” said a voice.
Archie screamed; a high-pitched scream that bounced off the walls.
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“What are you doing?” asked the voice again. Or rather, the robot. For yes,
there in front of Archie stood a bronze-coloured robot.
Archie tried to overcome his shock. “I suppose I’m screaming.”
The robot tilted its head. “Why? I am Detached Operating Network No. A.”
“Donna,” muttered Archie. The robot smiled - at least, if a robot could smile.
“You may call me that if you wish,” it replied. “What is your title?”
“Err ... Archie,” he answered.
“Hello, Err-Archie.” D.O.N.N.A said. “Are you a Bot? I have not seen you before.”
Archie blushed. “No, I’m human.”
D.O.N.N.A froze.
“I am sorry, Administrator. I did not realise.”
“Hey, no! Wait,” Archie called. “I’m not an Administrator! I won’t hurt you!”
D.O.N.N.A looked curious. “You are from the Upper World?” it asked tentatively.
“Yeah ... the Upper World. Sure.”
D.O.N.N.A’s face seemed to brighten. “You have seen the London Eye? And
Tower Bridge?” it said, rushing around the paintings.
Realisation dawned on him. “You painted these, didn’t you?” he asked.
D.O.N.N.A nodded. “Yes. Ever since I was built, I yearned to venture into the
Upper World. One day, when scavenging, I found paints. We are not allowed
anything personal, but they were so unlike anything I had ever seen ... “ It
beckoned with its creaky hand. “Come. See my treasures.”
It moved over to an open cardboard box that Archie hadn’t seen. Inside lay a
rusted paint-box, battered story-book, a teddy with one eye missing and stuffing
spilling out.
“All I have ever wanted is to see the Upper World,’’ D.O.N.N.A said wistfully.
Then it grabbed him. The robot’s eyes bored into him.
“Will you take me?”
And that was how Archie King found himself smuggling a robot on the Tube.
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Fire at the Factory
By Asha Joshi

I

kissed my mother farewell, as I hurried along the overcrowded streets of
London. My two sisters each held onto one of my grubby hands as we pushed
and shoved through the unmoving crowd. My sisters both wore an exhausted
expression, although I was excited to find out what life would be like at the
factory. Louise was now fourteen, and Emily sixteen.
They had both been working at the factory ever since I was born.
I inhaled a breath of oily smoke, before realising that we had arrived at our
destination. I suppose I was expecting something more grand than the dullness
of the grey building, although my eagerness was still focused on life inside the
factory. As Emily took my hand once again, the three of us went through the
black, iron gates standing tall in front of the grey building of which thousands of
children were now pouring into.
Louise and Emily guided me to where I was to work, which appeared to be
a rather large room, most of its space taken up by machinery. They both said
goodbye, and wished me good luck, then planted a kiss upon my pale cheek.
Some children looked longingly as my sisters did so. I lined myself up at the back
of the room, like a few others had done, waiting for the Factory Master to finally
arrive. Everybody was silent and similarly bore no expression of enthusiasm
upon their smudged faces.
Before I could even finish thinking about my poor, ailing mother, a stomping
of boots and the clearing of a throat made me more aware of what was taking
place right this second. The Factory Master had arrived. At once, everybody
stood up straight, and forced a smile onto their faces, hoping to please the
Master. His eyes were dark and penetrating, his stare you could not escape.
For a moment, he stared his unescapable stare at me before asking gruffly, ‘You
Louise’s and Emily’s brother?’ I could barely speak, and instead nodded my head
in reply.
I was soon sent to my work station, where I was to crawl under a moving
machine to tie up any broken threads. We were told only to work in silence,
and were threatened with the punishment of being ‘weighted’. There were
several overseers patrolling around, making sure that we were working steadily,
a complacent look on their faces. Tiresome hours had passed before we were
given lunch, which consisted of soup with a chunk of stale bread, followed by
a rather small glass of freshly brewed beer, which I downed almost in one gulp
with great satisfaction.
The clock struck ten, which made me yawn in exhaustion, as my bedtime
had gone a couple of hours ago. The process of tying broken threads from
underneath the machine began to bore me as well as tiring me out. I sought in
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my shirt pocket for something to fiddle with, something to get my mind off this
irksome activity. I found a used, blackened tissue and bizarrely a matchstick. I
scratched my matchstick against the wooden part of the machine, not knowing
what the outcome would be. Seconds later the smoky smell of burning flames
forced me to open my closed eyes. I looked down at my hand holding the
matchstick to see burning, orange flames invading the factory. The threads had
caught fire, like everything else had too. I had to get out of here, and quickly...
Before the Factory Master was to come, I raced the roaring flames to the
textile mills in hope of finding my sisters. The fire was taking lead, cackling at my
helpless moves - wanting first prize. I ran through the door to see many teenage
girls in tears, trapped by the pitiless flames. They all seemed to be huddling
around someone or something. I saw Emily kneeling on the hard, concrete floor,
in the middle of the huddle. As soon as she saw me she forced back her wet
tears. I ran to her, wanting to know what was in the middle, what was causing
all the sudden distress.
I had no idea what I had done. I did not want to believe that I was the one who
was responsible. I couldn’t look. Not at the beloved face all black and burned. I
looked up at Emily, tears running down my eyes so fast. I cried all night, all day,
for the rest of my life, like I had never.
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A Tiger’s Tale
By Chloe Keenor

T

he perfect life. Living in the glorious Chinese wild, surrounded by lush
emerald ferns and picturesque mountains. I had an endearing, beautiful
wife; you could see Ling’s glossy ebony stripes a mile away. We had children;
well-mannered, compassionate dears, who lived in a forest only six or so miles
away - though they hadn’t visited us recently. An idyllic forest to call home,
affectionate children, a wife whose love for me was deeper than the Fuxian lake.
How did it all go so wrong?
It all began with a stunning sunrise - its various shades of breath-taking gold
blending into a wispy, yet captivating coral pink - the best start to any day. But
not today. I felt a change in the atmosphere; a shift in the usually relaxed breeze.
Busy gazing into the mesmerising amber daylight, I ignored it, said goodbye to
Ling, and went out to hunt.
I stalked out of the forest, onto the firm, dry outstretch of land, where I was
soon pursuing a large wild boar. I noticed something different about the look
of panic on his face. He wasn’t just frightened of me. There was something else
nearby, which became obvious when I heard a baleful rumbling. It was a beast.
A growling, snarling beast on screeching wheels. Sensing immense danger, I ran
as fast as my paws could carry me, all the way back into the familiar jade trees.
I hadn’t dared look back to see if the monster had followed. Realisation hit me.
Ling! Where was she? Panic began to rise inside me, climbing up me like ivy,
strangling me like a vine. Something was wrong.
I saw it. Not all of it, but enough to understand. I saw the spears, gleaming with
the promise of death. I saw the blood blossom, turning the emerald grass into
ruby. I saw the humans dragging the body of a tiger into the back of the wheeled
monster. A tiger with glossy ebony stripes.
And just like that, my life crumbled away.
A mixture of grief and fear filled me, like ice-cold water being poured into
a glass. For a few moments I was frozen. The nightmarish truth sank in, like a
bloody spear in a tiger’s flesh. It took a while to think straight, before common
sense kicked in. So was that why we hadn’t heard from our beloved children
in months? They were gone? My family; all gone, because of selfish humans? I
needed to run. Not just because of the humans, but because the forest, that five
minutes ago I associated with happy memories, now reminded me of the loved
ones that I lost; the family that I couldn’t talk to again; the extinguished dreams.
The once stunning sunrise, that I now associated with undeserved death. I had
to leave, unless I either wanted to be dead or constantly grieving.
I ran. I had a vague idea of where my children had lived, and I was certain
they had some friends, who I could inform of the danger; who could help me
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in return. Spurred on by the promise of safety, I suddenly remembered which
direction it was in - a painful reminder of last New Year’s celebrations for the
‘lucky’ year of the tiger - so I sprinted, until my home was a bottle-green blob
on the horizon. I don’t know how long I ran for; it felt like years, but in reality it
was only hours. Now, I was in a larger forest, with hundreds I of animals; as far
as I was aware, not a single one was a tiger. I noticed a panda, picking at a stick
of stringy bamboo. His doleful black eyes met mine. “Excuse me, but I’ve just
witnessed another tiger being... killed,” I could barely get the words out. “It was
the humans. Why is... this happening?”
The panda blinked once. “The Chinese believe that you can heal them; they
use you for medicine. I saw a group of tigers being slaughtered a few months
back. Quite a sick belief, in my opinion,” he drawled slowly, yawning. Could that
explain the sudden disappearance of my children?
“Where are the other tigers? I’ve been looking for them since sunrise,” I asked,
eager for answers. The panda stopped mid-yawn, looking grave. He backed away
and disappeared. Confused, I started to walk towards a stony-faced elephant,
when realisation hit me like a 20 tonne truck. The panda wouldn’t tell me why
there were no tigers. And now I knew why...
I was the last tiger.
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Rain in the Winter
By Millie Head

T

he rain splatted onto the pavement and dissolved like ghosts as the concrete
sucked up the remains, while the wind blew brutally at my hair and tugged it
into thick short knots of soggy rope.
Drenched, I blinked as the army of aqua exploded onto my eyelashes and lost
their grip as, one by one, they glided down my face.
I struggled as my drizzling fingers reached into my leather purse and lugged
out my favourite red and white polka dot umbrella. Yet I was incapable of
hearing the scream of the rain, as a frothy navy pair of earmuffs sat happily on
my head. And I laughed in the torrent as Mum and I splashed through the rivers
on the road. Being a small, happy-go-lucky six year old, it wasn’t too unusual to
generally find the rain magical, like a Disney movie where the hero came and
swept you off your feet.
All was going to plan and I was enthralled by the trip to Brighton town centre,
like a cat with cat nip. I held my mother’s hand like a good little girl and allowed
her to tug me through the crowds.
However, I found my hands had become wetter and wetter as the militia
raindrops pounced onto my fingers once again. I felt them crowd in between
me and my mother’s hands and force me to let go.
In a single blink, I opened my eyes and felt my body explode with panic as I
searched around for her... Mum... my mum. I stretched up on my toes to my
limit and tried to gain a closer look to see if my mother had appeared. All of a
sudden, though, I was powerless and not capable of identifying anyone within
the crowd that gathered around each and every shop.
It took a while but I soon noticed her familiar face - a face that now looked as
freaked as mine. In a split second, I darted into my mother’s hands as if I was a
fox racing after a rabbit. I felt the rain gently flow away from my mother’s coat
and onto my face. I was safe once more.
After such a distressing afternoon, we both felt the need for some warm
chocolate brownies with drizzles of chocolate sauce. My mother whipped off
her leather gloves and gripped my slippery hands, making sure that I wouldn’t
let the tough crowd separate us again.
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The Camera
By Esther Tuson

S

hutter eyes blink... just once... or twice. Ready. Alert. I am hungry for more
memories, thirsty for another drink of time. I sit like a mythical sorcerer;
perched up in my lair full of shimmering, golden, inestimable treasures. I
ensconce myself in my leathery home.
Without warning, light spills in. And in one slippery movement, I am dazzled
by bright lights, startled by squeaking noises and prodded and poked, all at the
same time.
Deliberately. Agonizingly. He slowly opens me up. It is torture. His gleaming
eyes stare deep into my insides, examining my rib cage, scrutinizing my
diaphragm and gawking at my heart. OUCH! He stuffs the blackest of black
batteries down into the depths of my tender body. SLAM! He shuts me up in a
flourish of fingers and I whirr into action as he swings me around and dangles
me from his neck. I am ready.
Click. Snap. Shutter. My work has begun, again I find myself devouring these
exquisite moments. My heart beat quickens like an Olympic sprinter. My eyes
blink and soon I have eaten a dozen bites of time. Scrumptious. But what is it? It
is salmon pink, small and squirming. Not the hard male or the cushiony female.
Who is this? An alarming alien? A beastly being? But why do I carry on snapping
up this moment? Why? I cannot take this anymore. 1… 2… 3… I light up. My
whole body burns as I glow as bright as a burning spark.
Click. Snap. Shutter. Chewing, I ponder again on what this is I am feasting on. It
has grown golden locks upon his grotesque head. Why do humans like the soft
skin, not shiny metal? Clandestinely, I poke my ears out of my mechanised head
and listen to what the inscrutable humans are saying:
“Oh, darling look, he is walking. Oh darling, our son is walking.”
“I know. Oh darling, I can’t believe this.”
“Oh darling... “
Wow! This object upon which they stare must be astonishing. Superior.
Extraordinary. So, why does he look like that? To me, with all his soft squidginess,
he is ugly. Hideous. Repulsive. Nauseating.
Click. Snap. Shutter.
Yet this thing they adore seems to lighten up the room. Son? Sun? Indeed their
faces seem to shine and sparkle in the light when they gaze upon it. And they
glow, reflecting in the happiness, love and security of this snapshot of time. I peer
down again from my dangling place around his neck and understand, for the first
time, this human need to capture, to trap, to seize and to keep this moment.
Click. Snap. Shutter.
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Missed Connection
By Francesca Connelly

I

remember the man at the bus stop on that February morning. It was bitter
out, like black, sugarless coffee.
We smiled at each other when I first sat down.
His eyes held a universe, a multitude of colours. In simpler terms, they were
mainly blue tones. The ocean after a storm. Golden hues that danced across the
waves, the yellow shades surrounding his pupils like the sun framing an eclipse.
Those eyes crinkled at the corners, weaving lines from happier times that
existed before.
Yes, existed.
You see, there were these purple - blue shadows that flowed like a waterfall
around his corneas, they told me he wasn’t as peaceful as his smile tried to tell
me.
Those were the bruises where insomnia wouldn’t let go.
The weight of staring at the ceiling until 4am had left its marks.
I picked up on his lie, though that facade of content broke only for a moment.
A quick fall of his face and a glance at the ground, but it was enough.
Yet I still did nothing, and I don’t know why… fear? Ignorance? Stupidity?
I could have tried to make him feel better.
I should have pointed out how particularly bright the sky looked that day;
how pretty the flowers curling out of the pavement were; shown him the pearly
cotton wool cloud taking the shape of a smile. Even something simpler than
that.
I could have mentioned how the chilling breeze made the warm seem that
much better, it danced between his black curls - I could have said how nice it
looked.
I could have complimented him on so many things. The long black coat, the
deep blue scarf, his well polished shoes or dark suit. Anything to brighten his
day.
But I didn’t.
Neither did the middle age man with silver hair, who wore a checkered
pale shirt under a maroon cardigan, with deep green trousers. His eyes were
chocolate brown. Bright, outlined with laughter lines. All pleasant days and a
collection of dreams from peaceful nights, tied up in a discernible delectation.
However today his brows were furrowed and expression grim, from sadness or
anger I couldn’t tell. The man with the dark curls seemed to pick up on it and
asked the other guy if he was alright, he got told it wasn’t his business.
After that he didn’t know what to say, so he pulled his coat tighter and twiddled
his thumbs, eyes tear glazed, brows knitted in thought.
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I could - should have started a conversation; anything to make him smile or
laugh, get him talking about something he loved…
I suppose us three looked rather moody, all sat in a row.
First the man with the blue eyes,
Then me.
Then the guy in the cardigan.
We met again later at the police station.
A space.
Then me,
Then Harry - the one with the brown eyes.
We were told by an officer not to blame ourselves, we didn’t know him. We
couldn’t have changed anything.
But the note, the one read out on the TV the next day, it said if one person
had acknowledged him, made him feel less invisible he might not have decided
to - anyway…
Perhaps a small act of kindness could have saved his life. Either of us at the bus
stop that morning could have done, if we weren’t so wrapped up in ourselves.
If I’d made a habit of kindness to strangers, little things, natural instinct could
have saved a man, but as fate would have it, he was my lesson…
So today, give a stranger one of your smiles. It might be the only sunshine they
see all day, even if it does seem a small action, and pointless, it’s not. Trust me.
You might even save someone’s life.
That man in the long coat, with the once genuine smile that so often got
ignored, might be here now had any of us been more amiable. Instead, he was
swathed in a pool of deep red on the pavement the next day. I’m not saying
we were responsible for him doing…that … rather we should have been the
kindness he - the world - needs, anyway.
We should all learn to be like that.
Be that difference.
Be good natured, kind people, just because you can.
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Notes
By Freya Hartley

I

look like a plain and average 10-year-old boy, I have brown hair, very dark
brown eyes and am quite small for my age. What makes me different is the
fact that I can’t hear.
I was sat in my usual practice room at school, the one with the large window
and the best piano. No one else really used it, so you could say it was mine. I
went there at break times, instead of joining the other boys in my class, who
spent all their time charging around the playground. I never joined in with the
other children, they point at me and make fun of me, shouting rude things at
me, because they know that I can’t hear them. On that particular day, they had
made me very upset, and I felt defeated once again as I started practice on
one of the piano studies that I’d been working on. Suddenly the door to the
practice room was pushed open by a boy with a bright face and a sheepish
grin. For a while he stood stock still, then he clumsily slammed the door and
plonked himself on the ground, there he sat crossed legged in silence, as if he
was waiting for something.
Bewildered and slightly suspicious, I decided to ignore him and carry on
practising. When I glanced over at him, his face was full of amazement, shock
and a bit of sadness all at the same time. He started rooting in his backpack,
and after a while, produced a crumpled piece of paper. On the piece of paper,
he scrawled a message and passed it to me. It read, ‘Hi, I’m Felix, you’re good,
have you always been that good? Also is it true that you’ve never been able to
hear?’ I looked at him, and he handed me the pen. Full of excitement, I scribbled
as fast as I could, ‘I’m Oscar, I don’t know, maybe, and yes it is true I can’t hear
anything at all.’ At the end I drew a sad face, and to this he simply replied, ‘Don’t
be sad, sometimes I think it would be good to not hear, PS. can we be friends?’
When I nodded his sheepish grin turned into a huge beam, and I’d never felt
happier in my life.
From then on, Felix would be sat waiting for me whenever I came into the
practice room. We passed notes to one another every day, and I had the most
fun that I’d ever had, with him. One day, he explained to me how sad he was,
because he loved music so much, but his parents couldn’t afford lessons for
him, or even a piano. He looked so gloomy and miserable that I knew instantly
what I would do. That next day, I asked if I could try to teach him, and he was
ecstatic, and full of eagerness. So every day after that, I’d teach him a bit of
piano, then we’d continue to pass notes between each other having more and
more ‘paper conversations’. We were both so happy.
One break time, I walked into the practice room and Felix wasn’t there. Instead,
the walls of the room were completely covered in crumpled pieces of paper. It
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took me a moment to realise that they were all the conversations me and Felix
had ever had. I was bewildered, and then I caught sight of a note on the piano, it
said, ’Dear Oscar, I have to move because Dad has a new job, I would have told
you in person, but I knew you would like this better. PS, thank you for being the
bestest friend I’ve ever had, I know I’ll never forget you, so please never forget
me. Love Felix’. At the bottom, the note was signed off with two music notes.
Felix had labelled them ‘me and you’ and next to them was a single drop of
water, a tear that had fallen from those bright green, shining eyes. Later, some
of the other boys in my class walked past, and instead of laughing at me, and
shouting, they smiled at me, waved and stuck a note on the window it said, ‘Why
don’t you come and play some time?’
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Asteroid
By Grace Brett

“Y

ou are now at optimum wake time. You must leave your sleep chamber
within the next three minutes.”
“You are now at optimum wake time. You must leave your sleep chamber
within the next two minutes.”
“You are now at optimum wake time. You must leave your sleep chamber
within the next minute.”
“Oxygen removal will commence in five, four, three.... Thank you. Enjoy your
light time.”
Light was an overstatement. Dim blue bulbs dotted around the room shone
weakly through their filters, not yet at full capacity. Always the first to be woken
up, my sleep was so erratic that the chamber only ever gave me the minimum
six and a half hours before beginning my light time. Apparently it used to be
called day before the merge.
“Asteroid.”
“Patience 6, please report to the nutrition hall.” I sighed as my name and
number were called, shuffling towards the exit, staring around at the ninety
nine other sleep chambers, all containing woman4.4s, identical down to the day
they were made. Creamy chests rose and fell as I stared down at my own dark
hands. Blonde hair fanned out over pillows, glinting in the faltering light, my own
dark, limp strands barely framing my face. I was wrong, dirty, unclean, a freak,
a malfunction. This wasn’t what they wanted when they punched in the code.
“Asteroid.”
If I had wanted to cry, I couldn’t. Tear ducts were removed in woman2.0 after
some bad run-ins with that year’s Sensitivity sector. I had tried, but apparently
that was one of the only parts of my code that the system got right. I was a failed
woman4.4, who had apparently glitched into a mixture between a woman0.3
and woman5.6 hybrid. What worried them the most when I appeared was my
skin colour. They had phased out skin darker than almond3 four batches after
the UV dome was installed. The woman5.6 batch was roughly five quarters in
the future. They had hoped we would be completely white by then.
“Asteroid.”
“Patience 6, as you are beginning the insemination process today, you are
allowed to choose three food items of up to twenty nutrition points each.”
the disembodied voice rang out inside my head. Picking out three equally
unappetising boxes from the hatch, I moved towards the table labelled ‘Patience’
and sat down. The hall gradually began to fill up. Unlike me, most of the other
woman4.4s had no trouble sleeping, and so generally woke up around the same
time. First, the Humilities, then the Sensitivities, Sincerities, Loyalties, Honesties
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and, finally, the remaining Patiences. Their faces fell as they noticed me already
sat down, gliding unwillingly up to the table, golden hair flicking over slender
shoulders left right and centre, never letting me forget just how inferior I truly
was.
“Asteroid.”
“All woman4.4s will make their way back to their sleep chambers immediately
to begin their insemination.” I moved nervously in my seat as, for once, the voice
had emitted from the small speakers sprouting out of each wall, as opposed to
inside our individual canal monitors.
“Asteroid.”
“All woman4.4s will make their way back to their sleep chambers immediately
to begin their insemination.” We rose unwillingly, trudging towards the exit
before slipping our trays down the disposal chute. Some walked arm in arm,
others chatting nervously but still with smiles painted firmly on their symmetrical
faces. I plodded behind them in silence. The doors slid open and we were, once
again split into sections, the six groups each representing the traits we most
value in women. The tops of our sleep chambers popped open and we lay
down. I closed my eyes, hearing it lock once more.
“Asteroid.”
I suddenly became aware of heat filling my chamber and an incessant chant
in my ears.
“Asteroid.”
“Asteroid.”
“Asteroid.”
Every voice I had ever heard in the speakers or in my canal monitors suddenly
came together in one horrific symphony, chanting this word, this one word that
I felt like I should know.
“Asteroid.”
“Asteroid.”
“Asteroid.”
The heat was growing unbearable now and I felt the glass cracking above me,
my hand singeing as I leant up to touch it.
“Asteroid.”
“Asteroid.”
“Asteroid.”
The faint glimmer of recognition I felt was useless. I could only watch as I was
engulfed by blinding light.
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Silhouettes of Dying Hope
By India-Amethyst Thakrar
I guess I was lucky up to this point.
Fifteen and not married to one of the infinite number of my cousins or uncles.
Always in pursuit of keeping our blood pure,
Always aiming to please God,
Always a horde of uncivilised freaks,
In the unforgiving eyes of society.
Strangers to the rest of the ignorant world.
The cool metal or the razor blade felt like fire slicing through my trembling
wrist.
A scream threatened to burst free of the steel confines of my throat.
Tomorrow is the ceremony,
And I’m not taking part,
No matter what.
Tomorrow,
The modest wedding dress will hide the outward scars of my inner hatred of
both myself,
And my unchanging,
Predetermined destiny.
Slashes will be hidden by the flowing white fabric,
Shielding my yielding rebellion.
Spilt blood will be forgotten,
As will my own desire.
Tomorrow,
Subtle makeup will disguise my tear-stricken face.
Ruthless mercy.
Mascara,
Eye shadow,
And glitter around my eyes,
Will bury their tortured,
Voiceless pleas.
Lip stick will suppress my lips, chapped and gnawed,
By incessant teeth.
A brilliant smile will eclipse my dread.
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Tomorrow,
I will become the third,
Unwilling,
Young bride of the forty-year old groom,
That is my uncle.
Tomorrow when I utter the words “I do’’,
They will haunt me for the rest of my life.
My tormented sobs penetrated the night’s perfect silence.
Silhouettes of my brothers’ and sisters’ sleeping bodies,
Fellow incarcerated occupants,
Of our parents’ beliefs,
Lay asleep in our claustrophobic bedroom,
In the murky gloom,
Unstirring.
The colourless world ensnared me in a cage of dying hope.
A depressing reminder of the war I could never hope to win,
Against polygamy.
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The Horse Slaughterers of Animal Farm
By India-Amethyst Thakrar

B

oxer reared up in rebellion, neighing pleadingly to his comrades, against
the two men, who were attempting to subdue him. His hooves skittered
across the wood, his iron horseshoes thumping heavily against the side of the
wagon, they were trying to force him into, which once he could have reduced
to matchsticks with ease. On the side, written in bold, blood-red letters was
inscribed;
‘Thomas & Edward’s: Horse Slaughterers and Glue Makers since 1895’.

For the few of the animals who were not illiterate, a cold dread filled the pit
of their stomachs.
One of the men twisted their arms, and their mischief-making hands, that
they conducted all their evils with, around the horse’s straining, muscular neck,
hooking a rough noose of rope around it, the other dragging him backwards. To
their relief the men felt Boxer slowly weakening.
‘They’re taking Boxer to the knackers!’ cried the inhabitants of Animal Farm.
Hisses and howls, squawking, squealing and growls, grew only louder in volume,
in a nightmarish fashion, swiftly warping into a choir of chaos and confusion.
Angry geese and chickens pecked at the humans’ legs in a flurry of dirty feathers,
cows and bulls tried to storm the fence, making it violently shake, pigeons
swooped low, and even the ginger Tom cat, who was normally calm, quiet and
slothful in nature, hissed and swiped at Boxer’s tormentors, his tail thrashing all
the while. All were eager to rescue their distressed comrade and joyful when
they drew human blood. The very sight of harm to humanity, even if it was a
mere scratch or the tearing of clothing, whipped the infuriated farm animals
into a crazed frenzy, only heightened by one another’s spurring clamour of
“Death to humans!”, “Death to Jones!”, “Long live Animal Farm!” and “Long live our
great leader, Comrade Napoleon!” The sheep solemnly bleated the chant, “Four
legs good, two legs bad!” as they charged forwards, biting the now terrified men
and gnawing their precious clothing, that hid their true nature that Humanity
was so embarrassed to reveal, who now were no longer able to slink behind the
dead-metal machines they devoted their entire, empty existence to, but could
never love. Why the humans were so desperate to wear the marks of slavery,
such as shirts and trousers and breeches, ribbons and bows and dresses, that
the Animals found so nauseous, they could not understand.
Jessie barked and howled loudly, as despite their valiant attempts, the human
scum had managed to drag Boxer (with much difficulty) into the wagon, and with
a crack of their whips, set the horses, tethered to it, running. Clover shoved the
snarling crowd out the way, neighing and wailing turbulently, hoping, wishing,
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and praying that Boxer, her dear comrade, could hear her. “Get out!” she cried.
“Get out, get out, get out.” Clover then broke into a canter, chasing the wagon
until she could run no more, and collapsed in a gasping heap on the dusty road.
Then, slowly, mournfully, the pair of them started to sing ‘The Beasts of England’,
as they watched their friend being taken away to his inevitable death.
The horse’s hooves hammered despairingly, on the wagon walls, tears rolling
down his cheeks, as he called out to comrades, “Comrades! Comrades! Comrade
Napoleon! Comrade Napoleon! COMRADE NAPOLEON!”
With great sorrow, Boxer could hear his fellow comrades heavy-heartedly
singing ‘The Beasts of England’, every animal’s proud anthem.
“Comrade Napoleon! Comrade Napoleon!” the horses pulling the wagon bawled
mockingly, their sides shaking with mirth. The men quickly silenced them, with
cruel cracks of their harsh whips, ignoring the horses’ shrieks of pain. They then
flattened their cars, and quickened their pace, keen to please their human
masters, in the dogged hopes of extra oats or maybe even carrots, out of a
humiliating nose bag. Boxer gazed pensively, out the slit-like window, until
Animal Farm, and his dear comrades, were long out of sight…
***
For a long time there was only silence, as the man raised his bloodied rifle to
the back of Boxer’s head. As it was cocked, a loud click echoed, eerily throughout
the empty slaughterhouse. What the horses had said, their voices dripping with
shame, to him in the stables, as he had awaited his fate, still rang in his head:
“Napoleon told our Masters to come. To take you away.”
A single tear spilled over his cheek, betrayal bitterly overwhelming. Boxer
died, hating his dear, “noble” leader, Comrade Napoleon.
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Back in Time for Tea?
By Matthew Jordan

K

atie was an ordinary 12 year old, and today had been an ordinary day - so
far. It had been a dull and boring day at school but at least it was over, and
now Katie was heading to Granny’s for tea, as she always did on Tuesdays.
It was a normal walk to Granny’s. Nothing unusual happened when she rang
the doorbell, when Granny opened the door, or when Katie took off her coat.
But when Katie went to turn on the hall light everything suddenly changed, the
moment her fingers touched the light switch.
A swirling vortex rushed around her and she felt like she was falling. Katie
was completely terrified! Then, as suddenly as it had started, she wasn’t falling
any more. The vortex disappeared and she was standing in a muddy field on
the edge of a curious-looking village. The houses were not what she was used
to, and the people were dressed in old-fashioned clothing. They were looking at
her strangely too, and many disappeared into their homes as if hiding.
Katie went to ask some villagers why they were looking at her so oddly when
she noticed a figure in the shadows. It was a man, dressed all in black, wearing
a bizarre hat, long black boots and a full beard. Katie instinctively backed away
as the man approached her.
“Greetings, woman,” said the strange man. “My name is Matthew Hopkins,
Witchfinder General. You are new to these parts, I sense. Your attire is most
unusual; you are clearly female but you dress in men’s garb. Never have I seen
such a thing.”
Katie was so shocked she could hardly speak. She’d not heard of this Matthew
Hopkins but the word “witchfinder” loomed ominously in her mind. Where on
earth was she? More importantly, WHEN was she?
“Do you like cats?” Hopkins asked, shaking Katie from her thoughts.
“Erm, yes I do,” she replied, “I’ve got this funny cat video on my phone.”
Katie started to search for the video when she noticed how Hopkins was
looking at her. He was staring, openmouthed, at the phone, his eyes wide. “What
is this devilry?!” he shouted. Katie instantly realised she’d made a mistake.
“Come with me, witch!” Hopkins spat, his words full of vitriol. He dragged Katie
to the river’s edge where a peculiar wooden chair was sitting. “The evidence
is clear; we will proceed straight to the trial by water. If you drown, you die an
honest woman. But if you live you are a witch and will be burnt at the stake.”
Katie had never been so frightened. There were people all around now,
watching, chanting and helping to strap her into the chair. The chair was lowered
and she felt the ice-cold water around her ankles. As the water level rose she
was so cold she could barely think. She was going to drown and she didn’t even
know how she’d got here!
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Then, amazingly, she noticed a light-switch, just like at Granny’s house, on the
riverbank! There was no time to be surprised, or to question how this could be
- she had to act quickly. Unobserved, she wriggled a hand free to stretch for the
switch. She was centimetres away… Millimetres... So close now...
The icy water lapped around her neck...
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Selection of Haikus
By Melissa Stuart
Rain
Rain patters softly,
Sliding down the orchid leaves,
Cascading rice grains.
Cherry Blossom
Silently, they fly,
Twirling through the fragrant breeze,
Tumbling to soil.
Geisha
Dark hair behind her,
Parasol caught in her hand,
Pale skin, coal-black eyes.
Origami
Gently creased paper,
Intricate folds concealing,
The blossomed lotus.
Fuji
Dusted with sugar,
The mountain stands, shrouded by
The autumn branches.
Sushi
Wrapped in black blankets,
Pearly rice grains, fresh-caught fish,
Wasabi pea green.
Water colour
Water coloured scene,
Pools of pink, green, blue, splattered across,
The once white paper.
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Storm
Trees scream, falling leaves
Waves embracing moonlit sand,
Wind, singing with joy.
Dawn
Wispy fog and frost,
Encasing the cherry trees,
Birds stir and warble.
Crane
Lacy wings spread wide,
Dark velvet feathers beneath,
Its head dipped in blood.
Dolls
Hollowed faces smile,
China skin, red lips stretched wide,
Into a grimace.
Twilight
Always dark and cold,
Swatches of slate, mauve, midnight,
A twilight canvas.
Waterfall
A cascade of silk,
Embracing the bloated limbs,
Of her bled-out corpse.
Fished
Fished from the water,
Cold to the touch, hollowed out,
Empty and soulless.
Grey
The rain does still fall,
The trees do still scream,
The dolls do still smile.
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Sucked In
By Raffie Chapman

I

would consider myself to be a pretty hardcore gamer. I play all the big titles:
Overwatch, Counterstrike and many others. However, I am getting bored of
these games so, currently, I am on the lookout for a new and interesting game.
It is Halloween. All my friends are out at fancy dress parties but I am browsing
on the online game store for a new game. My dad says I am obsessed with
gaming, he even told me to go out partying instead but I would rather stay in
and play on my computer. I am five minutes in when a game called Sucked In
jumps out at me. I click on it and it shows the price, some pictures, a trailer and
a game description. First, I read the description and it states “This is a game
about an eleven year old boy called Rhett who gets sucked into his computer
while playing a game. He has to defeat all the monsters in the game before
finally being granted access to come back to the real world.” I really like the plot
and the graphics and gameplay feels solid so I think to myself “You know I might
actually buy this game. It’s only £3.99.”
I grab my wallet and ask my dad, “Hey Dad, I saw this really cool game on
Steam, it’s called Sucked In, it is only £3.99 and the gameplay looks really good!
So come on please! Can I buy it?”
“No, you can’t son, you have too many games.” I have to have the game as it
is a Halloween exclusive I can’t resist buying it. I don’t care what my dad says,
so I might as well steal his wallet while he is not looking and use his card to buy
the game. So, while he is cooking dinner, I creep into his bedroom and take
his crocodile leather wallet, take his dark blue Barclays card then sneak into
my room and insert his credit card pin in. Yes, finally I have the game. Well I
shouldn’t get my hopes up, it will probably take an hour to download and then
I have to attempt to try and keep it a secret, but I am sure it will be worth it. Oh,
snap I have to return his card, otherwise he will notice. So, I walk into my dad’s
room and put his card in the exact place it was before. Then I run back into my
room and check the download - it is only at 19% but at least it is still making
progress. “Dinner time Ethan!” shouts my dad. So, I walk downstairs and eat
my dinner, yum chicken sticks and baked beans. Greedily, I gobble down all my
dinner so I can check the download. After finishing it, I go upstairs. I’m so excited
to try it out.
Good it’s at 53% (not long to go). As I wait for the game to download, I watch
a few YouTube videos, play with my Nerf guns and do some homework. I then
walk back to my computer and see it is at 94%. “Ethan what are you doing?” asks
my dad.
“I’m just updating one of my games, nothing else.” I reply.
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“Ok I am just making sure that you’re not doing anything peculiar or forbidden,”
he states. Phew! That was close, oh I see it is at 99%, almost there. Yey! 100%!
Finally, it has downloaded. Here we go the game is loading. What is this? Why are
there swirling black lines coming out of my computer? Why are they grabbing
me? Ahhhhhhhh...
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The Day I Fell Into My Tea
By Sara Zaynab Hajilou

I

looked inside my bowl of spaghetti Bolognese. It was my least favourite tea,
not because I don’t like pasta, which I do. It’s just that the dish that Gran served
it in really scared me, because it had little people round the edges, and I could
have sworn that every time she put food in that dish, the little people moved to
avoid getting hit by the food. Stupid, right? And if it wasn’t bad enough, when
Mum and Dad learnt about it they insisted on sending me to a therapist. As if I
didn’t already look stupid, now everyone thinks I’m going crazy too! I guess they
thought it was because of Gramp’s death - that I was still grieving. He died when
I was 7. Gran bought the dish just before he died. They’d been sending me to
a therapist ever since, even though I insisted I didn’t need to go. I know this
will also sound stupid, but I also hated the dish. It felt like somehow it caused
Gramp’s death. I looked inside the dish again. The little person wearing a blue
jacket was moving ever so slowly left. I put my finger on it and leaned in close.
I wanted to see whether it was actually moving, or whether I was just having
hallucinations. I leaned even closer in, so my nose was touching the tomato and
basil sauce and suddenly I felt myself falling into the dish.
“Help!” I called, my face covered in spaghetti Bolognese. But before anyone
could hear my cries, I fell through the bottom of the dish, into a large portal
covered with those little people who were on the dish. I screamed with all my
might, but it was no use. It felt like I was travelling a million miles per hour,
faster than any car or any plane, until I reached the end of the long tunnel, and
blacked out.
When I woke up, I felt warmth by my toes, and groggily lifted my head. It was
probably Gran, putting the heater on, I thought. But when I opened my eyes, I
saw a huge bonfire, taller than the Eiffel Tower and wider than the Millennium
Wheel towering in front of me, like an elephant in front of an ant. I screamed. I
felt rough hands grab me and put me on a giant spoon with a lever behind - a
human catapult! One of the cartoon men said loudly, “We will burn the boy.
Roast him and eat him for our supper, as we did to his grandfather and his
grandfather before him. Our family history goes back millennia, up until the first
man of the family was made by our creator!”
The other cartoon men cheered heartily. I felt numb all over. Now I knew how
Gramp actually died. The doctors had told me that he died of a heart attack,
but I didn’t believe them from the start. For one, he was way too healthy to just
suddenly drop dead like that.
And now they would think the same of me. 11 year old Jordan, RIP. I suddenly
made up my mind about what I was going to do. If I was going to go down, I was
going to go down fighting. I tried to get off the catapult, but they had roped me
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down. Luckily, I knew just what to do. Quickly and quietly I took out my pocket
knife, a gift from Gramp for my 6th birthday, and began cutting through the
rope while making it look like I had a bad stomach ache so they wouldn’t get
suspicious. I cut through all of them. Phew. Now that was problem 1 sorted.
But how on earth was I going to get out of there? Well. That was a tricky one,
but I finally, after craning my neck in every single direction there was, saw a
long tunnel, just big enough for me to fit through. It had that energy around it,
emitting some sort of glow like the portal I went through to go there in the first
place. I knew instinctively that the tunnel was the portal. Swinging my legs over
the side of the giant catapult, I jumped with all my might, landing on my feet,
right next to the tunnel. The cartoon men were outraged when they saw I had
disappeared. But before they could reach me, I jumped through the portal and
back to what I hoped was the normal world.
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The Piano
By Seren-Medi Purnell

M

usic. My hands press the worn, ivory keys. As my eyes focus on the notes,
I begin to play. The tune echoes through my head. I am all alone: no one
there to listen.
My eyes drift into the past as I go back to the day I met my wife. We were at a
dance and I remember her gentle kiss on my cheek. We sat at the piano and I
listened to her part of our duet. I feel her tender hand touch mine and I turned
to look at her. But all that is there now is an empty seat. Tears drip down my
face as I continue to play.
My mind phases back to 1942 and I see myself stood next to a young man,
behind a fence. My brother saw a Nazi coming towards me, gun raised. But
before he shot the bullet, Michael pushed me out the way and gave his life for
mine. I tried to choke back the tears but it was too late. I held him in my shaking
arms and cried, “No, no! Come on, you can’t leave me! I can’t be alone. NO!”
Blood covering his hands, my brother collapsed. He was my hero, my only hero.
The piano echoes around the room and I blink away the tears.
The melody takes me back to when I got the most treasured gift of my
childhood: a hobby horse given to me by my father. I saw myself smiling and
playing with my brother. Then the music took me back to the present. As I was
travelling through time, I thought about all of the memories of the past, good
and bad. Now I’m sat at a piano, alone again.
Whilst I press down on the piano keys, there is still a boy on the hobby horse.
I see his dark brown hair and emerald eyes - it is my grandson. He comes over
to me as I am about to finish off the song. But he finishes it for me. Pride runs
through my body; he knows how to play our song!
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You and Me
By Sophie Blake

T

ap. Tap. Tap. The sound echoed persistently against the steamed-up
window. The forceful wind whistling down the chimney sent a chilled air into
the atmosphere. Glaring at the dreadful weather outside, Max snuggled further
down into his thick, blue blanket and drifted back off into a deep sleep.
”Max! Are you ever going to get up today?” bellowed Sarah frustratedly, whilst
frying the hearty breakfast.
Reluctantly, Max opened one eye and just as quickly shut it again convincing
himself that it was far too early to get out of his cosy bed. Tentatively he stuck
his leg out of the warmth and stretched his muscles, trying to give himself some
motivation to get up. Wonderful wafts of food started to make their way up his
nostrils and the realisation slowly dawned on him that he was in fact starving.
Sprinting down the stairs, he finally joined Sarah in the kitchen.
”Steady on there Max!” she exclaimed as she presented his meal. ”Anyone
would think you’d not eaten for a week!”
Max looked up at her for a moment, then continued with his tasty feast,
devouring every last morsel.
”Now Max. Don’t forget we’re meeting Ben this morning at the park and please
don’t go embarrassing me again. I don’t want any more fights!” Sarah warned
whilst carefully stacking the dishwasher.
He hated it when she told him off. He was only young after all and loved to let
his hair down once in a while. Didn’t everybody? Sulking, he wandered over to
the other side of the kitchen and parked himself in front of the television.
By the time they ventured out, the wind had died down and the sun was
beginning to make an appearance from behind the grey clouds. Max ran excitedly
ahead, anxious to meet his best friend. He loved the feeling of freedom that
being outside gave him. Spotting Ben from behind the rusty swing, Max sped off
leaving Sarah behind. The two greeted each other with a great excitement and
ran off to play, a colourful beach ball bouncing ahead of them both.
Sarah was glad that today at least, the two of them were behaving admirably
and were getting on well. She felt almost proud at the way she had brought Max
up. He wasn’t always an angel but let’s face it, who was? She smiled to herself as
she took a few snaps on her camera, never wanting to miss a moment.
The daylight was beginning to fade by the time they returned home. Both
were totally exhausted as they warmed up by the raging fire but also grateful
that they had had the chance to enjoy a great time together.
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Turning to look at Max, Sarah cradled his face in her hands and planted a
huge kiss on his wet nose. Responding in his usual fashion, Max gently licked
her cheek, rolled over and let out a large woof.
”Oh and Max,” she teased playfully, tickling his tummy, ”... please stop weeing
on the neighbour’s daffodils!”
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Good Deed
By Susannah Pearce

I

t was a bleak January morning in 1894. I was hiding in the bush with my
friend Charlie, war paint smeared over our faces and makeshift cowboy hats
balanced on our heads. We’d found a good spot as we were the first ones here,
and we were well camouflaged in our heavy khaki green coats and brown laced
boots. I hoped some others would get here soon – my legs were beginning to go
numb, and I was freezing cold. At long last, we heard a war cry in the distance.
“INDIANS!” Charlie and I shrieked with excitement, and the two of us leapt
from the bush.
There was a stampede of feet from the other side of the river, and seven
children emerged from the undergrowth, colourful feathers sticking out of
their hair. I grabbed my stick and began to swing it wildly, screeching. I glanced
around and spotted nine more cowboys – we outnumbered the Indians easily.
“Charge!” yelled Hugo. He was a tall boy of about 11 or 12, and the leader of
the cowboys.
Without a moment’s hesitation, we charged. I skidded down the river bank,
dropping to my knees on the frozen river. I knew how to tell whether the ice was
safe to skid on, and this ice was frozen solid. Perfect for a battle.
I crawled up the bank on the opposite side. We were in the territory of
the Indians! They scrambled to meet our army, unafraid although they were
outnumbered. They began to fire twigs from homemade bows, causing many
cowboys to retreat. I glanced to my left, seeing that Hugo still stood strong,
before catching Charlie’s eye. The two of us shared a smile, before turning back
to our enemies.
“We fight to the death!” we shouted simultaneously, waving our sticks wildly
in the air.
A girl with long plaited hair grinned, adjusting her feathered headdress. She
stuck her tongue out at us, before shrieking and racing back into the bushes,
Charlie, Hugo and I following quickly. My hat fell off and landed in the mud, and
I bent to pick it up. The girl had vanished.
“Looks like we lost her,” sighed Charlie.
“We’ll get you next Saturday!” yelled Hugo into the silence. We heard smothered
giggles, but ignored them as we headed back up towards the river. It had been a
grand fight today, and Charlie and I had fought bravely. Hugo certainly seemed
to think so, as he awarded us each a leaf-medal for bravery.
We crossed the river carefully, for several cracks had formed and it was
harder to tell which bits were safe to stand on. I tossed my stick to one side, and
buttoned up my coat. The fight had been energetic and I hoped Ma would have
a hot bath ready for when I returned home.
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“Look, it’s a stray Indian!” Charlie nudged me, pointing across the river. “Should
we get him?”
The boy only looked about four or five, and he had thick black hair and pale
skin. He was picking his way carefully down the frosty slope and looked a little
bewildered.
I shook my head. “Let’s leave him. I’m too cold to start another fight.”
The two of us turned and began to head back towards the village, but we
heard a sudden little yelp behind us. I turned to see that the boy had slipped,
and was now sliding down the bank. I watched in horror as he hit the frozen
river, landing on incredibly thin ice. He slid about, trying to stand back up, but
with a terrible cracking noise, the icy below him smashed and he plummeted
into the freezing water.
Without a moment’s hesitation I began to run towards the river. I slipped
and fell most of the way, grazing my palm and covering myself in cold mud. I
clambered onto the ice, crawling across it on all fours to reach the struggling
boy. He was flailing his hands wildly, and clearly didn’t know how to swim. I
reached my arms forward and pulled him out of the water and onto the ice
beside me. Charlie came out to help and between us, we carried him back to
safety.
He was shivering uncontrollably, and tears were streaming down his face. I
gently mopped them up before wrapping him up in my coat.
“Th-Thank you so much,” he stuttered as we set him back down. “You saved
me.”
“I’m Johann. What’s your name?” I asked.
“I’m Adolf. Adolf Hitler.”
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Perfectly Unstable
By Julia McGrattan

“I

’m here for Dr Lennons,” I whispered, forcing a smile and trying to keep my
straight posture. Nothing was really wrong with me. The only reason I was
seeing a therapist was because my friends forced me. ‘We’re worried about you’
they told me, but we all know that’s code for ‘We want rid of you’.
“Head straight through, he’ll be with you in a sec,” the woman behind the
counter replied, not taking her eyes off the screen of her laptop, eagerly tapping
away at god knows what. Despite her rude attitude and lack of manners, I simply
smiled and murmured a ‘thank you’ before disappearing down the corridor as
quickly as possible.
When I entered the room, I immediately felt intimidated. For such a ‘safe place’,
I was greeted with an unusual sense of danger upon entering. I spent several
moments circling the room, observing the towering bookcases and disturbing
paintings as I did so, before finally working up the nerve to take a seat on the
leather studded sofa.
Almost as though he had been watching me, the man entered the room the
second I took place on the chair. “Good evening,” he smiled, “you must be Kate.”
I nodded briefly in response, to which he smiled before taking a seat directly
opposite me. “Can you please explain why you’ve been sent to see me today,
Kate?”
“Well,” I breathed out, my eyes wandering the dark, terrorising room, “the
truth is I’m wasting your time here, Doctor.” I frowned, dropping my head to
look down at my feet, only to notice my knees already beginning to tremble.
“My friends tell me I’m insane, my mother tells me I’m dangerous, my father
thinks I’m delusional and my boyfriend, well, let’s just say we’re not on the best
of terms.”
The doctor took a deep breath before staying silent for several moments,
looking deep in thought as he processed everything I’d just said. He leant
forward, resting his chin in his palm, before asking, “And what do you think?
Why do you think you’re here?”
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I sat quietly for a few seconds slightly confused, repeating his question in my
head at least five times over before finally saying, “To shut them all up I guess. I’ll
admit, I get stressed a lot – who doesn’t, right? And yes, I do have a few problems
controlling my temper, but I’m not sick. I don’t really have any problems. I just
get a bit troubled sometimes.”
He nodded and scribbled a few things in the notebook I had only just noticed
lying in his lap before he turned his head back up and looked me in the eyes as
he said, “You’re not insane, Kate. You’re not sick.” His pale, pink lips turned into a
gentle smile and his expression softened up as he breathed out, “You’re perfect,
there’s nothing wrong with you.”
Upon hearing his words, my lips naturally curved into a smile, but my attention
was quickly diverted by the sound of the door creaking open. Sharply turning
my head, my expression quickly dropped. The man entering the room didn’t
greet me with a smile, nor was his voice gentle as he said, “You must be Kate.”
I turned away, looking back at the doctor only to find the seat empty. My eyes
desperately scanned the room – he was gone. I turned back to the mysterious
man who was now sat in the seat which was previously occupied by the doctor
and I could only think one thing – this was a set up.
“That I am, and who are you?” I replied before turning away.
“I’m Doctor Lennons, your therapist, and may I please ask, who was that you
were speaking with just now?”
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Why Don’t You Just Stop?
By Ilana Pearce
Crawl out of bed at 7:03,
Peel apart the pink polka dot curtains (11th birthday, mistake).
Make it halfway to the wardrobe,
before it floods my brain,
contaminating my veins.
Guides me back towards the window pane as if in reverse,
Curtains closed and reopened, as rehearsed.
I turn. Not quite. Returning to my vice: once, twice and finally thrice.
Appliance check.
Then steps:
one
two
three
and repeat like rhumba,
except less lyrical, more satirical.
I am a swimmer,
yet my pool is quicksand.
Sweat collects in the palm of my hand.
From the outside I am invisibly disabled,
just flinching as I notice the bedside table.
Face throbbing with a thumping pulse,
draining energy like battery
as the books are realigned
while I’m buffering through time.
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Two more metres to the door.
Feet pressed firmly on the floor.
Pencils u n e v en
Shoes

askew

Take a breath. Rewind. Fix it. Phew.
Touch phone. Press home.
On. Off.
On. Off.
Symmetry is key.
Always count to three.
Else ignore the compulsion
and face its consumption.
So make your assumptions.
Why don’t you just stop?
I would if I could.
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Lost in Darkness
By Alice Jewitt

G

asping, the air forced itself into the tiny, dry, mouth, down into the
exhausted lungs of Anna’s frail, failing body. Her chest fighting against
every mechanical breath she was forced to take. The darkness, the blackness,
the emptiness of her mere existence filled her heart and mind with fear. A
world of loneliness and despair were all she had ever known. Entrapment was
the story of her life, her history, trapped by the darkness; the torture of knowing
she would never see the outside world. From day one of her existence, Anna
had never experienced the gift of sight, the friendship of others or the love she
desired more than anything in the world.
Sat huddled in the corner of her room, she grasped her knees and wept,
dreaming and craving of all of the things knew she would never have. The
demons in her head tormented every second of her existence, yet she found
solace in the back of her mind with the fact that she had learned to get through
life so far.
Anna was determined that she wouldn’t be robbed of her spirit – it was
the only thing that kept her alive. In her mind she dreamed of the warm sun
kissing her paled skin and the enchantment of laughing, carefree, young and
innocent. More than anything she desired human touch. She had always had
to play on her own and through her mind’s eye she could almost touch the
excitement of the other children, hear screams of delight and feel their passion
for life. In reality she was isolated in her dark, dank dwelling. No way out of the
imprisonment of her body and mind.
In the confined space Anna was acclimatised to living in, her lethargic, slender
frame wasn’t used to movement. She had adjusted to this over the years and
this had become her norm – just like the normality of complete darkness. It
was like one big wall of black that was never going to disappear. Her hound-like
senses became more prevalent to combat the daily torment of her life. Anna
felt that she had a kind of magic about her that made her able to sense her
world and in a kind of way that enabled her to live in her situation. Sometimes
she felt that she was acting out a continual, solitary whispered monologue. It
was her way of thinking and a way of articulating her thoughts in her lonely life.
The ghostly lifeless body twitched with excitement and anticipation; she
could hear something that was a distant memory pulled from the depths of
her mind. Voices. Human voices. Her heart was pounding and palpitating like
it was going to sprint out of her dainty, delicate chest. She could not contain
her excitement; she felt like she was going to explode. At first the sounds were
muffled, she could not identify the words but the mere break in her neverending silent world was enough to satisfy the vast void that had become her
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existence. Fear crept in. What if this outside world wasn’t the way for Anna, what
if she was better off in her world, the world of solitude and darkness, at least
she could deal with this familiarity? But, oh how she longed for change, was she
brave enough to take this giant leap? Would her fate be in her hands, or would
this decision be snatched from her?
The crunching, crashing, tearing sound was violent and furious; Anna
trembled with fright as her room shook from side to side with an immense
magnitude. She had no comprehension of what was happening. The voices
became louder, merging with the destruction of her world. Suddenly there was
an air of tranquillity that cast itself over Anna, the fear and the torment seemed
to have been snatched away from her. An angelic luminescence hit Anna like
a bolt of lightning. She wasn’t at all sure what she was experiencing – it was
like nothing before. Her dark, empty world was now flooded with a radiant
glow. Miraculously her vision was there but the thing that impacted most on
Anna was the hands of the little girl that caressed her, saying, “Mummy, this is
the dolly that I want.” She had been taken from her box, the only world she had
ever known and now her life was full of everything she had ever dreamed of.
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The Lakeside
By Alice Vaughn

I

didn’t know if I could do this.
Something, somewhere in the depths of my mind was slowly stirring, holding
me away from the edge. It was the urge that had made me release the pills from
my hand; the same feeling that had made me drop the rope that I was tying into
a tangled heap, a fitting metaphor for the mess that was my mind.
The need to survive.
But, after a struggle, I had killed it. Suffocated it, pushed it right back into the
depths of my thoughts, never to be seen again. Which was what I was going to
do to myself.
It was a long, hot summer’s day. I wound down the windows of my jeep, letting
the blasts of air slap me in the face like a thousand angry hands. Although it
made my eyes sting, I relished it. As I turned off the well-worn road, however,
all my energy was focused on keeping control over my vehicle as it bounced
and reared around on the dusty track like a skittering foal. I smiled grimly to
myself as I rounded a corner, past a copse of trees, and narrowly avoided a
large boulder. It was like my car didn’t want to take me to my destinaMy thoughts shattered like a glass pane in gunfire as the landscape unfurled
before me. The car stalled, snapping me forwards, but I barely noticed it through
the raging torrent of emotions and memories coursing through me. The lake.
Her face. The taste of her lips. The feel of the grass against my back. The sound
of the gently waving trees, the chattering of the birds, the heat of the sunA year ago. For a moment, I just sat there, my body an empty shell as the
deluge of unopposed memories threatened to completely overwhelm me.
Her laugh, which I would never hear again, played over and over in my head,
a broken record ringing in my ears. I hadn’t even noticed that I was crying until
I felt my bitter tears drop onto my hands, folded in my lap. Their salty touch
bought me back. Shaking my head slightly, I slowly moved to open the door.
Getting out of the car, I was acutely aware of every sense – the scalding
touch of the jeep, the rustling of wind in the trees, the crinkling of the letter
that I removed from my pocket and laid almost reverently on the seat. It looked
lonely, lying there by itself, but I wasn’t going to be around to keep it company.
With a final dazzling sparkle, the lake ceased to shine, the sun disappearing
behind an ominous cloud as though it couldn’t bear to watch. “Coward,” I spat,
out loud. I had watched. I had watched the light leave her eyes as she lay
there in the hospital bed, watched her face go slack and her body limp. I had
been useless. I could do nothing for her, as she lay there in agony, undergoing
treatment that could have kept her alive, but failed to work.
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Enlightenment
By Ashley Zimunya

I

t was a common tale met with bewilderment by those receiving it that within
our realm were people who survived solely off travelling or creating art. Even
more perplexing was the idea of a community founded on individualism. In my
village, for every act of selflessness, nature rewarded us with vitality. Our land
was divided into seemingly-infinite villages that, following life’s cyclical nature,
sustained the monthly routine of rotating one person to another village to
immerse themselves in the natives’ way of living. According to the returning
natives, separating the villages was a limbo-like world unlike ours; enclosing the
wide path of cushiony earth, which seemed inclined to crumble underneath the
steps of unfamiliar feet, were two towering stone walls with vibrant grape and
magenta bellflowers blossoming from their crevices. The place had an air of the
unreal about it - it seemed at once a blueprint of a land, yet a land complete.
He arrived with a sphinx-like disposition. We welcomed him warmly, relieving
him of his bags and leading him to our gathering place underneath an imposing
oak tree of immense vastness, where a fire was already burning. Above us,
the leaves of the colossal beauty swayed softly, countering the heat of the fire
as its thick branches twisted and turned outward, entangling each other in
a battle for survival. He spoke hastily but very little, yet there was something
captivating about his evasiveness, the way he remained an enigma in the face
of stifling questioning. As the younger of us prepared his sleeping area, and
we theirs, he wandered around the village, hands in pockets. The fire had long
been dismissed, as had the liveliness of the village when his figure resurfaced,
disturbing the stillness of the night. He settled himself by the oak tree, looking
down intensely in an almost disquieting manner, as though scrutinising every
grain of soil. With an inexplicable uneasiness, I forced myself to sleep, unaware
that this was the last time my village would sleep as one.
The visiting rituals were cut short by the fortuitous discovery of seeds, how
they came to exist in our village a question that would remain unknown to all
but me. Curiosity may have stolen our neighbours’ attention from us, but it was
his metamorphosis into Greed that ruined them, their relationship with him
a display of his parasitic existence: Greed served only to strip them of their
kindness and gave nothing in return. A community empty of solidarity formed of
those who had fallen victim to the indiscriminate predator, existing on the sole
basis that its members each had their own source of survival. Their community
was so much the antithesis of ours that it was hard to believe we had once
coexisted. Consumed by their state of perpetual unrest, they got joy from
deforesting the land to plant more seeds until every fertile acre was covered,
ripping the premature crops from the ground with savage impatience only to
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create mountains of orange, purple, white and yellow vegetables on their beds.
In front of our very eyes our own people had become unrecognisable.
The oak tree was the only natural survivor of the outbreak of greed. Its
assertive stance was rendered insignificant by the sad drooping of its leaves,
telling of an all-encompassing disappointment. Under its comfort I watched
unfold scenes only capable of being performed by people devoid of human
compassion. I scanned the horrific landscape which had been desecrated by
the villagers-turned-barbarians, the land now abused and overabundant with
produce.
There would be no leaving ceremony for the visitor who, too, was surveying
what had become of the village, finally fixing his gaze on me with an intense
stare. When he finally spoke, his words came out like sleet hitting glass, not
harshly but with an impenetrable edge to their softness. He had just reached
the gate when I noticed what looked like a minuscule paper packet on the
ground where his feet had been. Next to it was a dirty, worn tag with some
faded letters, leaving only:
COR UTI N
I didn’t need to look inside the packet - I knew its contents instantly. In horror,
I turned my head in the direction of the gate. Nothing. He had gone in the same
manner he had arrived: quietly and unassumingly. As for the land on which he
trod, nothing would ever be the same.
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Last of Your Kisses
By Bethany Lloyd

W

ith one look in Alec’s eyes, David said to himself, “This is going to hurt when
it’s over.”

The autumn had been a long, arduous one. The leaves had faded to burning
ambers and vibrant golds, and warm breezes had turned to bitter gusts.
David let out a satisfied sigh as he took out another felt tip pen from the box
beside him, the cold plastic of the shell leaving a slight tingling sensation on his
fingertips. He took off the lid with a faint ‘pop’ and touched Alec’s skin with the
nib, beginning to add colour to the patterns already set there. Regal purples,
botanic greens and hellish reds.
“Beautiful,” Alec whispered as he looked down at his arm, the ink flowing onto
his skin; the colour dulled slightly by its dark hue. He had to admit it made a nice
change to the angry, rushed notes he used to house there. He allowed himself
to wrap an arm around David’s shoulders, fingering a loose thread on his navy
trench coat - the one he always wore with the collar and lapels turned up so the
corners teased his cheeks lightly.
Neither of them knew how long they had been sat on the bench under the
willow tree for, the viridian leaves shielding them both from the storm that was
raging outside. Nor were they exactly sure how long they had left to cherish.
These meetings had become a regular occurrence since they met a year ago...
Three hundred and ninety seven days, to Alec’s count. David would wait every
Sunday afternoon for his girlfriend to leave the house, allowing her to kiss him
before she went; he hated every second of it. He counted his blessings that she
had never spotted the clenched fists or curled toes. Then, he would climb out
the window of their apartment and descend the fire escape to the main street
before rushing to the park. He could always count on Alec being there waiting…
Almost like a dog waiting dutifully for his master, his pecan brown eyes wide
and chin tilted upwards.
“Have you RSVP’d to the wedding yet?” David asked, his voice doleful and
heavy with unspoken anxiety. Although, he knew he didn’t need to voice it. Alec
didn’t offer up any sort of response that went beyond a small grunt and he
bowed his head.
He had never proposed to her. In fact, the day she told him she wanted to get
married, he was planning to end it. But he was too much of a coward to look
into her eyes and deny her the thing she wanted most: himself. She, naturally,
had managed and arranged the whole thing. She had invited everyone from her
mother to her best friend, Alec.
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A piece of Alec’s heart had chipped clean off when that ivory wedding invitation
had been placed in his hand, especially when he knew all the pain she had
caused her lover... his lover.
Knowing he had hit something of a sore subject, David continued to colour.
He picked up a dark blue and moved to get to work but before he could make
a decent start, Alec grabbed his hand and pressed it to his cold, blushing cheek
“Don’t forget me,” he begged, his voice quiet and gravelly.
“It isn’t over yet.”
Alec stared at the other man for a second, wondering how he could still have
hope even after knowing the inevitable. But, still, he forced a small smile and
leaned forward, rubbing David’s face with his thumb softly as if asking permission
to continue. David exhaled slowly, and slowly allowed his eyes to flutter closed.
He let out a small chuckle as Alec grabbed his coat lapels and pulled him closer,
almost onto his lap as their legs intertwined.
Even as their lips touched, he was smiling with little bursts of laughter. Alec felt
his heart speed up as they kissed and kissed again. There was no better feeling
for him than feeling David’s laughter in his mouth. It was a sound rarely heard
and was gentle, like the sound of small, tinkling bells- the ones you only heard at
Christmas time. He tasted sweet and felt like home.
They kissed each other continuously and forgot to breathe. Although, to them,
it didn’t seem that important at the time. David wished it could last forever. Alec
wished what he tasted could be the next sixty years of his life. Instead he knew
they belonged to her.
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Freedom
By Blaithin McGuiness

D

eep beneath the earth, the creature could barely remember a time when
iron chains didn’t convolute his throat like a metal python. Each turn of his
head exacerbating the open wounds that entwined his neck so he lay still; his
posture was reminiscent of a masterful statue - poised, cold and motionless.
Many years had passed since he had roamed the surface, and with every year
he became more resentful, more embittered and much more virulent - until his
malignant nature seeped out, oozing like tar into the kingdom above. Though
the chains were rusting, and his heart, though crumbled and blackened, longed
for the open sky he ceaselessly craved in slumber.
***
When he was first enslaved, he had been treated like a mere animal, leashed
like a common mutt for the humans to parade around. Years had since passed
from the day he was shown off to the people. He had been led, hazy-minded,
through market pavilions and cobblestone streets - strong smells overpowering
his attuned senses as the stench of meat was cloying in his mind. Children
crowded the streets adorned in fabrics of silver and sapphire blue like a rippling
ocean. Faces blurred in and out of his vision as he was tugged forwards, energy
seeping around his feet like pooling blood as the drug took over his mind.
Visions. Memories lanced his mind like barbed arrowheads and momentarily
his mind cleared... All at once, he took in his surroundings: registering the
wooden planks underneath his talons, the crowd surging around the platform,
the gentle smoke drifting aimlessly out of the chimneys, the sky. Simultaneously,
he noticed the King, goading his followers into revelry with dramatic gestures
and smug, fustian boasting. Eager to please, the people swelled in response,
eating up his dogmatic ideals like wolves fighting for the last scrap. He was
revelling in it, oblivious to the danger… Oblivious to the creature lurking behind
him about to...
Snap! His leg crunched as stalactites sunk into his leg, cleaving the bone in
half in a single crunch. Screams filled the air like a chorus of banshees wailing
in fear as their King fell. Shooting pain pierced the creature’s mind lowing his
consciousness gently back into the fog. Mind resurfacing, he registered pain
before he blacked out once more. Flogging. Whips cracked on his back as he
howled in pain - pokers burning white-hot scalding his sides as he whimpered
between blows. Each day they would devise a new torture and rain down upon
him like a merciless act of God. Relentless for weeks. Then darkness…
***
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Footsteps echoed like bells tolling his doom and he tensed, anticipating
further punishment. He forced the sealed portcullis of his eyelids to raise and
gazed piercingly at the archway in which they would enter.
Minutes passed, then... He bared his jaws fearfully as a diminutive figure,
enswathed in white, entered like a flighty bird. His nose twitched imperceptibly
at the surprise but he did not let down his stoic guard. As the figure approached,
he stood still, knowing that in the cavernous room he was cloaked in invisibility
due to the impenetrable dark. Creaking all his stiff muscles, he leant down till
his eyes were at equal level to hers and growled, low and deep like a volcano
threatening to erupt.
“Let me take off the chains,” she pleaded. “The King is dead, you are free.”
Blinding. Blissful, blinding freedom. It couldn’t be possible. Was he really free?
The grass, the dirt, the trees.. The sky …
***
Golden rays chased around the cave as the creature slumbered, one closed
eye flickering as a pupil twitched below. The gargantuan scales that enveloped
him glimmered in the evening sun as he crawled slovenly onto the beach, next
to a old woman, and they stared out towards the ocean together, contemplation
deep on their weathered faces.
He thrashed his tail, ridding his vision of the fireflies that buzzed around him causing droplets of sand to land on the azure ocean, creating ripples along the
surface, causing tiger fish to dart away like flickering flames.
The sun set deep in the sky, creating a cacophony of colours to be painted
across it, whilst the stars danced in the evening sky. The creature and lady
sighed in unison. As a silent tear flowed down the lady’s cheek, the creature
laid down his weary head on the honey-coloured sand, and closed his eyes one
final time...
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The Empty Vaults
By Charlotte Williams

T

he vice stopped tightening.
Addy breathed out in a rush of relief and broken sobs as the clamps
loosened on her ankles and wrists, welts blooming on her tender skin. Tears
gathered on her lashes, rolling down her cheeks in constant waves. Her
eyes burned from the plumes emitted by dimming sconces, a flickering glow
highlighting the jagged rocks and separating the shadows. Sweat and blood
pattered onto the cold, stone floor.
The witnesses in the room turned to the iron door, which opened on moaning
hinges. A formidable figure lurked beyond the threshold. Their faces drained
of colour, no longer mesmerized by her pain. Her torturer slid another needle
under her fingernail as the man stepped into the room. Addy grinded her teeth
together, jaw twitching wildly.
“Enough,” he said, jerking his head to the passage outside, where the guards
stood with the turnkey. “Leave.” The women bundled up their skirts, careful not
to brush the floor with the folds of lace, and bustled out in a murmur. The men
followed, bowing their heads, frowns pulling at their features. “You as well,” Kal
said to the torturer, hands clasped behind his back.
The man looming over her examined his handiwork, running a finger under
her torso and along her back, prodding tender flesh. She winced, an explosion
of pain numbing her nerves. The lashing pole was in the corner of the room,
walls speckled in crimson. She had soiled herself, a stain remaining on the floor
from where she slumped over, darkness ebbing into the corners of her vision.
Their laughter still lingered in her clouded memory.
The bald man cracked his knuckles and stalked from the room. The scar on
the left side of his face twitched as he looked back, before the turnkey shut the
door and locked them in.
Kal approached the table that Addy occupied and pulled out a canteen. He
trickled a stream of water into her mouth. The cool nectar soothed her throat,
which had been rubbed raw from her desperate screams. The dungeon walls
were too thick, and the Keep was too far away. She didn’t scream to alert anyone
of her presence, but to suffocate the pain daily. “I’ll get you out,” he said, voice
dropping to a whisper. “They’re getting bored. They’ll call for my execution soon,
and your father won’t be able to refuse.”
“Have a little faith,” he said, loosening the vice slightly. Addy’s voice became
hollow. “You need to kill me.” His hands slipped, and the vice crushed down on
her wrists. She groaned, and Kal scrambled to lift the mounting pressure.
“I can’t do that.”
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“You don’t have a choice. I won’t give them the satisfaction of watching me
hang, and I cannot survive out there. Not now.”
“You can go to the woods,” Kal said, sitting on the edge of the table, in a pool
of her own fluids. “I’ll get you a cabin, away from the world. You can leave here,
and never look back.”
“Don’t you understand?” she snapped, tears rising. “I will never leave this place.
When I close my eyes, I am still here. My sleep is disturbed, free of all peace.
My own screams haunt me, and the images of broken bodies being dragged
out plague me. You need to end it. Now. Please.” Kal leaned forward, his face
drawing closer to hers as his hand twitched towards his belt. His hazel irises
were amber in the light of the flames, and she could see her own eyes reflected,
filled with nothing but a hollow darkness. Addy couldn’t remember how long
she’d been down in the dungeons.
“You’re my best friend,” he said. His breath tickled her cheeks. “I will save you.”
He pushed off from the bench, and walked towards the door.
“Kal,” she called, her voice rising with panic. “Come back! I’ll do it myself.” Kal’s
fist slammed against the iron ridges. “No, you won’t.” The door opened. The
torturer lingered by the doorway, his face shrouded. “Keep her alive. That’s an
order from the King.” The large man nodded once, the jagged scar pulling his
features down. The others began to file in, their faces peaking with curiosity,
their murmured whispers echoing through the cavern. The door slammed
behind the Prince. Another needle was slid beneath her nail: they were waiting
for her to squeal. Addy clenched her jaw, breathing in deeply through her nose
as the demon tightened the vice. They would not hear her scream.
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After Such Knowledge, What Forgiveness?
By Emily Howard

W

aiting eagerly, my brother and I stood in line with passports in hand. The
darkened room seemed illuminated with hope and honour. In particular,
my brother stood out amongst the others. Dignified and proud, he stared
straight ahead only stopping to check on me occasionally. His sleek black hair
made him seem stronger (and quite frankly dashing). If not for this adventure,
he would have had all the women lingering around him, frantic for his attention.
I followed him forward as the queue jumped to a start. We were approaching
the front now. Soon it would be our chance. Soon we would stand in uniform
marching to the tune of shells firing. Soon we would be heroes. Boots shuffled
forward again and I tried to look more solemn, more mature. Glancing around,
I saw many familiar faces, old friends - most of them looked as eager as I felt. I
thought I was prepared. I felt prepared. I had seen all the movies and knew what
would happen next.
But, life is not like the movies.
The menacing shatter of shells reverberated through the air. Hastily I
reloaded. The constant muffled explosions rang through my ears. Around us,
smoke hissed viciously; its insatiable hunger for blood and death dominated
the surrounding area. I could see no further than five feet in front of me, but I
kept firing. Into the mist and fog, I fired a dozen, two dozen, maybe three dozen
into the distance and my brother, at my side, followed suit. I reloaded again. The
shadows danced around me blocking my view of the distance. Wiping my face, I
squinted into the distance trying to get a glimpse of the enemy. And then silence
fell. And we waited. Men began to rise.
Without warning, bullets shattered and smashed around us showering
the waterlogged ground with fragments of debris, skin, and blood. Ducking, I
grunted as one scraped my arm. I clasped the wound tightly like I had been
taught and squeezed my eyes shut like I was squeezing a trigger. Screams of
ghosts began to fill the air; wailing and moaning they called out to those who
would not respond.
“Brother!” I cried out in agony into the general abyss. When I received only a
rasping voice in return, I slowly opened my eyes. Down in the dirt, my brothermy honourable and dignified brother- lay bleeding out. Faltering, I dropped to
my knees to console him. I tried to support him. I tried to help him. But, my
brother was dead.
His usually reddened face was as pale as the clouds now and his sleek black
hair had fallen out of place. Crying, I saw others had collapsed as well. Some,
like my brother, were lucky enough to have left this god-forsaken place. Others
remained with lesser injuries to fight another day.
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I looked down once more to notice my hands were stained with blood. They
were not just stained with my sibling’s blood but also of those whom I had killed.
All the posters and adverts back home had lied; this was not honourable nor
was it brave. It was an execution. So many had been lost or had lost someone
themselves. So many people were in pain and dying. So many people, like me,
were broken. As the shells came to a stand still I realised that not one person
was here of their own willingness. Not us. Not the Germans. We may have stood
on opposite sides but, we were all united in a way. We had all been manipulated
into thinking war was a wondrous thing.
And on the battlefield in No-Man’ s Land. And so, I ask you now, what kind of
men would advocate such horror and what forgiveness do they deserve? Are
they truly the war heroes you recognise them for or are they simply... monsters.
“After such knowledge, what forgiveness?” T.S Eliot - Gerontion
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Under the Knife
By Hannah Pace

T

he uneasy stares of the doctors penetrated the room. In the last few
seconds before the needle hit Zoe’s wavering hand she considered running,
evading the knife and deserting. Zoe was a beautiful girl, the feathery curls of
her chestnut hair danced lightly on her delicate shoulders; her nose that she
always thought too pointy and her cheeks too bulbous sang in perfect harmony
as she smiled, but like so many before her, Zoe didn’t see her own beauty. Each
morning she would sit, trying desperately to envision a distorted picture of what
her life would be like if she had the thing she thought she so hopelessly craved.
And so she forced herself to slip into the motion of drowning as the anaesthetic
hit her body and numbed each muscle, one at a time, until she was under. The
doctors tampered, shuffled and transposed her features, one at a time and
then woke her, wheeled her into another room where the walls were ragged
and the oak floor was splintered.
The bandages that plastered Zoe’s face were suffocating her, wanting to cry,
she let out a yell for the pain was so immense. 4 days passed and the pain
subsided. Today was the day she was to see her new face, the modified version
of her ancestors’ heritage. Zoe gingerly raised the mirror to fit her eyeline as the
nurses began unravelling the bandages of new beginnings, she let out a slow
breath as the final layer came free and she saw for the first time what she had
created. It was still swollen of course but Zoe liked what she saw. She saw cheek
bones that were defined and a nose that was flat and petite, lips that were full
and nourished, she saw a new person and she liked that, at first.
Eventually, Zoe was home. Each morning she’d roll out of bed and look in the
mirror, she was staring in the eye the very thing she craved. She saw perfection.
This feeling fulfilled her for a while, for weeks she felt freer than she ever had
- her new found confidence allowed her to tackle life in a different way than
before. She walked along the street and dared to gaze in the shop windows
without fear of her own reflection; she met with friends without fear of rejection
and even dared to laugh.
Until one day she went back to her old town to see her parents for her
birthday. That morning Zoe carefully picked her outfit - a pearly blue dress
fringed with silk, it brought out the specks of blue in her eyes, the only thing that
remained unchanged.
After an extensive train journey, Zoe arrived at her old house. Gulping, she
reached out to press the rounded blue doorbell she so fondly remembered.
Her mum came to the door and Zoe took a moment to register her chestnut
hair and the naturally blushed apples of her cheeks. A sting rose through Zoe’s
body as she remembered who she used to be, the beautiful imperfection that
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joined her mother and herself, the way people would exclaim how alike they
looked.
The transparent smile that filled her mum’s face was enough to break the
barrier that Zoe had so valiantly attempted to stick between her and society.
The kids at school laughed at her, they called her names, horrible names. As
she grew up she began to see what they saw - a vulgar monstrosity that didn’t
deserve to be glanced at. She believed that her importance was determined by
her features, so she changed them to match the societal norm.
But as Zoe took a seat on her old disdained sofa and flicked through the photo
album, she realised that the girl she saw in the photographs was different, not
just in the way she looked but you could see in her eyes, something so rare,
something that this new Zoe hadn’t seen in a while - pure joy, sheer happiness,
a precious satisfaction of the fractured world.
A tear ran down her cheek as she thought about what she had allowed society
to do to her, she thought about how consumed she had been in pursuit for
perfection and beauty and how she had neglected to realise that real beauty
comes from imperfection.
Zoe was so consumed in materialism that she even failed to notice...Me…for I
have been here the whole time as you know if you are reading this.
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A Brief Goodbye...
By Hannah Rai

S

ilence. An unsettling silence that washed over the room as the family looked
at each other. It had been only two days since the announcement of war. In
those days the family had come to accept that they were going to be split up.
Imogen looked at her brothers, one older than her and one her twin, they stood
in their uniform preparing to leave their home. To be sent to war. Imogen was
proud of her older brother James but, she knew her twin Tom had pushed back
his own uncertainty to sign up and she couldn‘t have been prouder of him for
doing so. “It‘ll be over by Christmas,“ James had stated when their mother had
asked him not to go. Their father had agreed with James and told his sons to
make him proud. As the time came for Imogen to hug them goodbye she felt
little worry. She‘d see her brothers again soon and they would be trained before
they went to the front. Her brothers would be home before they went to France
and so she had little to worry about.
“The war will probably be over before we’re sent to the front,” James told her
as he hugged her goodbye. Even with the certainty in his voice Imogen found
herself studying her brother’s features as though she might never see him again.
She took in his dark hair, it was so dark it was almost as black as soot. When
she’d been a child she’d called her brother sooty because, she’d thought that
his hair was coloured by the soot in their chimney. She looked at his brown eyes,
his rosy cheeks and then finally at his uniform. “I’ll be fine,” he reassured her
giving her another hug. “It’s only a couple of months,” he whispered and then
he kissed her cheek. With a quick smile he moved to where his mother stood.
Tom moved in front of her. To those not within their family it appeared as
though Tom was a family friend and not a relative. His pale face differed from
the rosy cheeks of Imogen, James and their parents. His blonde hair was so light
that it was almost white and his crystal blue eyes were so different from the dark
eyes of his siblings. Their mother had often called him “a spitting image of Uncle
Edmund” but, for as long as Imogen could remember Uncle Edmund had had
grey hair and wrinkles all over his face. She knew that for the months her brother
was away she would not forget his face, after all they had been separated before
when Tom had been sent to school. “I’ll see you in a few months,” Tom said with
a smile. Although, Imogen had been prepared to say goodbye to her brother for
another term she’d never imagined that he’d be going to war.
It had taken her father three attempts to explain why the shooting of an
Archduke in Serbia had led to Britain declaring war on Germany but, her father
had told her that it was about far more than just someone being shot. In the end
she’d pretended that she’d understood the issue at hand for fear of sounding
like she was not intelligent enough to understand the reason for the war.
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Although, she still did not understand the reason for the war she understood
why her brothers felt so very eager to sign up to fight for their country. They felt
it their duty and she could not and would not fault that.
“A few months,” she agreed looking at her brother.
“Yes just a few months.” Her brother’s sigh was not the reassurance that she’d
hoped for instead it made her feel rather uncomfortable.
“It will only be a few months won’t it Tom, you will tell me when you’re about
to be sent to the front? You will visit?”
“Of course I will.” Tom reached out and ruffled her dark curly hair. “I will,” he
repeated but, to Imogen it sounded like he was trying to reassure himself more
than her. “See you soon,” he stated before, like James had done, he stepped
away from her to speak to his mother.
Imogen was stood only for a few more minutes before her brothers moved
towards the white door that led to the hallway of their home. Imogen waved
them off with a smile, after all the war was going to be over before long, everyone
knew that...
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Shared Paradise
By Isha Lamba

I

trailed my mud-caked fingers in the crystal waters, marvelling at the way the
light danced on the surface of the stream. The wet grass beneath my body
provided a much needed wave of relief from the blistering heat of the sun, as
it shone down onto my face on what was turning out to be one of the warmest
days of the summer so far. A rabbit suddenly darted out from a bush to my left.
I gave a muffled gasp of surprise, which soon turned into a content smile as I
watched it lollop around the side of the long grass before disappearing into the
forest on my other side.
It was only once the sky began to glow with the reds, pinks and yellows that
were my daily reminder that I could not stay in my little corner of paradise
forever, that I picked myself up off of the damp grass, brushed the soil from my
white skirt and headed back through the forest to re-join the rest of civilisation.
I could smell the roasting meat from a mile away and I picked up the pace to
almost a run, my mouth watering as I realised that Samuel had organised for
the tribe to hold a feast followed by a night of story-telling to celebrate the end
of the summer.
I just had to get through the tour of camp that I was giving the new boy, Attica,
first.
I had yet to meet the mysterious boy who had joined us just a few days before,
with a bump on his head and no memories of his life before stumbling across
the Loveitan tribe. I greatly hoped that we would get along, as it had been a long
time since I had had a friend of my own age.
I continued my journey towards the camp I had called home for as long as I
could remember, rewarded by the appearance of lights in the distance and faint
voices that carried easily across the forest clearing. Heart beating furiously in
my chest, I made my way to the small wooden shack the boy was staying in to
find him already outside waiting for me.
He was standing a few paces away from the door, anxiously chewing on his
lower lip and I was astounded as to how I had not spotted him before. His
radiant copper skin and silky black hair easily stood out from the pale faces
around him and wearing an outfit comprised entirely of dark green garments,
and handsome as he was, it was no wonder that he was drawing the attention
of everyone who walked past. He looked up, all of a sudden, and our eyes met
for the first time.
Blushing furiously, I immediately lowered my eyes and turned away slightly,
covering my face with my long curls. When I dared to sneak another look a few
moments later, he was still staring right at me.
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“Hello,” he half whispered as he took a few steps towards me, “you must be
Kaia. I’m Attica… It’s nice to meet you.”
I blushed yet again and nervously acknowledged his introduction before
stomping off towards the clearing, after muttering a curt “Follow me, then.”
I didn’t know what was wrong with me. I’d never been nervous around new
people before.
It was a beautiful evening, and the forest seemed to call out to me. Caught
up in the moment, I impulsively decided that Attica would become the first-ever
person I took to my corner of paradise. Perhaps paradise would be one of the
many things that became ten times better when it was shared.
I turned to Attica, who was yet to utter a single question as to where we were
heading.
“I’ve decided that I’m going to take you somewhere special to me. It will take a
while to get there, but it is somewhere I would like to share with you, as long as
you promise not to tell anyone else about it.”
I bit my lip in anticipation of Attica’s answer, my mind racing as my subconscious
questioned whether or not trusting a stranger was a good idea. I wondered why
I was sharing this part of myself with him, but it was too late now to withdraw
the offer.
He smiled shyly at me, his dark eyes shining in the light of the moon. “Of
course I won’t tell anyone, Kaia.”
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Branded
By Jessica McIntosh

C

ancer.
The word itself is like the plague. It’ll never happen to me. My wife
squeezes my hand, trembling. She will burst any second. A bomb of emotion.
I just sit there. Blank. I can’t focus on what the doctor is saying. It’s just a blur
of words. If they spoke clear English I would be crying. But I have no clue what
they are talking about. Surgery? A cocktail of medicine? I won’t know until it’s
happening.
Cancer.
My wife explodes. Her sweaty hands clutching mine and her head thrown
upon my shoulder. I’ll soon be soaked with her tears. Why’s this happened to
me? I’ve done nothing wrong. They say God works in mysterious ways, but I
don’t see how this could be beneficial. I have tried my best to please Him and
this is my reward? No. I will not accept it. He could conjure anything and this is
what he gives me. Maybe I’ve been praying to the wrong God. Maybe my prayers
have been forgotten. Maybe God isn’t there. How am I to know what’s there?
How was I to know this would happen? How was I to know that this would be my
ending? But maybe it won’t.
My wife’s sobbing suggests otherwise.
I’m looking too deep into why God would do this. There are billions on this
world that He has to help. Maybe He just gifted a couple with a child, a baby boy
just as I was. When I was young I had been well looked after. That’s when God
helped me. Like the time I fell from my swing and felt paralyzed. I prayed asking
Him to look after my mother and sister. I begged for my life. In hindsight I was
slightly over dramatic, but I believe He listened. I lay on the ground for half an
hour before I could stand.
Now I must pray to survive this fall.
I think of Heaven. Is it real? Is any of this real? Maybe I’m having some
horrendous nightmare. Well, if this is a nightmare, I want to wake up, lying in my
bed next to my wife. She isn’t crying. She’s peaceful. Everything’s peaceful. All I
can hear are the birds. They aren’t singing anything particular, however, they’re
happy.
Everyone’s happy.
But this isn’t a nightmare. Nothing’s peaceful. Nothing’s happy. The room is
filled with my wife’s painful wails. Why am I not crying? It’s me who will die. Should
I think that? Maybe cancer will give me the opportunity to be honest. Optimism
won’t cure cancer. “But it can heal the heart”, as my mother would say. She was
optimistic. When we left my father, I never saw her cry. She was strong. Her only
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weakness was her good nature. She saw the good side to everyone. Even my
father. She was always painfully optimistic.
Why was God never there for her?
My wife gives me a trembling smile. Her eyes fill up again. I’ll be okay. Will I
be okay? Cancer was always someone else’s problem. Never mine. Now it is.
When there’s a problem I usually solve it. I’m good with problems. I can’t solve
cancer. That isn’t how it works. It’s comforting that people are trying to solve my
problem. People I don’t know are working constantly to save my life. Dedicating
their lives to finding a cure. Maybe God isn’t watching over me because He
believes in them. Those angels.
He believes in them, maybe I should too.
The doctor and my wife stand up. She gives me her hand and gestures to leave.
I don’t know what happens when I leave. Do I pretend this never happened? Do I
tell everyone? How are we to get home? My wife certainly can’t drive in her state.
We should get lunch. Yes, we’ll go to a normal restaurant as normal people and
eat normal food. Life is normal. Why wouldn’t it be? Cancer isn’t unheard of. Why
should it corrupt our lives?
It will though.
My life won’t be the same as soon as I step out the room. I will be seen as a
disease. People will look at me as a cancer patient. If I manage to survive I will be
a cancer survivor. If I die, I will be a valiant warrior who tragically lost the battle
against cancer. I can’t run from cancer. I will never be able to run from it, no
matter what happens to me.
I’ve been branded.
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The Note
By Joshua Blanco

I

hated living by myself. I hated everything to be honest, but one day I came to
a realisation, a realisation of how I shouldn’t have.
It was a fiercely cold, winter’s night, frost barricaded the windows. I lifted
myself up from my couch and turned on the central heating. Arriving at my
boiler, the clicking on the front door handle echoed through the house. Peeking
round the corner, the wooden door swung open. I shot backwards to avoid
being seen. Silence. Cautiously, I proceeded to attempt to get a sighting of this
intruder. Nothing. Taking more steps, I was ready to leave the room. Suddenly, a
man darted through the doorway. I scampered back to now what would be my
hiding spot from whoever had entered my house.
“What was that?” A man’s voice carried its way into the utility room.
Another voice replied, “What? I didn’t hear anything.” This voice was one of a
woman. My whole body began to shake uncontrollably, my mouth became dry.
The slit in the door allowed me sight into the kitchen. The man, he entered the
kitchen. The shadow of his feet creeped under the doorway. Through the slit in
the door, I witnessed the man’s right hand clasp the handle of the sharpest of
knives. Slowly, his fingertips clawed round the door, he pulled it open. The man,
who had a full beard, flicked on the light switch. Pushing myself further back into
the corner, I prayed for my life.
“Might have just been a rat,” he called out to his partner.
I scoured back even more. I didn’t know what to do. Do I try and escape? I had
to. I heard the two intruders leave to the outside, I scampered out of the hostile
room and galloped my way up to the dark and dingy upper floor. I burst through
the door of my bedroom, my phone was up here somewhere. Carelessly, I flung
anything anywhere to discover the location of my phone. I started becoming
more and more desperate. Creak. Someone was making their way up the stairs.
Panicking, I hit the floorboards like lightning and rolled under my bed. Sweat fell
from my forehead like a waterfall. Who were these people? Thieves? Murderers?
I wasn’t willing to risk anything. Like a rocket, the door exploded open and hit
the adjacent wall. “That needs sorting,” the woman claimed. What? What needs
sorting? Confusion raced around my mind, breaking anything in its path.
I followed the woman’s feet around the room, she seemed to stop every few
seconds. That was when, in the corner of my eye, my phone, my saviour. As
quiet as possible, I attempted to slide across the wooden floorboards to reach
it. “Wait, I think I can hear that rat,” she erupted. I froze in fear. “What’s this?” She
bent over to retrieve the phone. No. I needed to do something. “Oh, it’s just an
old phone.” She strolled over to the bin and dropped it in without consideration.
She continued on and left the room. I needed that phone. Scrambling out from
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underneath my bed, I arrived at the bin. There it was. As I reached my hand in,
my hand brushed across a piece of paper. What was this? I lifted it out.
Slowly, I unfolded this crumpled note. My eyes examined the paper. I... I didn’t
understand. It was a note. A suicide note. My suicide note. I was not alive. I stood
up and looked out of the window overlooking the road. There it was, the moving
van. These people were not here to cause harm. They were the next inhabitants
of this home. They never would have seen me. I didn’t exist anymore. I hated
living by myself. I hated everything to be honest.

13 2
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Together
By Kayleigh Crawford

T

he study room is silent as Lexie types up her geography homework, the only
sound in the room being the fast ‘click-click’ of her fingers on the keyboard.
Lexie is so absorbed in her task that she doesn’t even notice the door opening.
“You’ve been avoiding me for weeks, Lexie.” Lexie freezes in her seat, her fingers
stilling over the keys. The white cursor blinks on the screen as if to mock her and
she doesn’t dare turn around, even though she knows exactly who the voice
belongs to.
“Please look at me.” Lexie bites her lip, glancing sideways to where her best
friend is stood in the doorway to the small study room.
“I haven’t been avoiding you. Not really.”
Jasmine lets out a harsh laugh, her expression somewhere between
incredulous and angry, her eyes red-rimmed and swimming with unshed tears.
“No?” She says, raising her eyebrows. “What do you call it then?” Lexie looks
down. The truth is - she has been avoiding Jasmine. It wasn’t a conscious thing
at first, she hadn’t wanted to make things difficult between them, but - well.
The tiny computer room they’re in suddenly feels suffocating. Technically it’s
supposed to be for silent study only, but Jasmine doesn’t seem to care about
that as she flings herself down on one of the faded blue chairs and trains her
deep blue eyes on Lexie. “I’m sorry,” Lexie says after a while. The silence rings
out in her ears.
Jasmine looks away. “I just want to know where we stand, that’s all,” she admits
after a long while, still not meeting Lexie’s eyes.
Letting out a deep breath, Lexie grips the edge of the table for support. “I
don’t know,” she says eventually.
Jasmine laughs again, another harsh and cruel sound. “You don’t get to do
this!” she explodes suddenly. “You don’t get to kiss me and then avoid me for
weeks! Do you know how long I’ve liked you for? Do you know how - how scared
I was that I’d ruin our friendship, or that you’d reject me, or that you’d think I was
a freak for liking another girl? It was a long time, Lex. And then you - and then
you kiss me and I finally, finally think we’re on the same page and then - this!”
There are tears now, not just on her eyes but freely flowing down Jasmine’s
face. Lexie feels guilt settle heavily in her stomach - she never wanted this. She
never wanted to hurt Jasmine.
Lexie is about to tell her so when Jasmine speaks up again, voice thick. “I don’t
care if you don’t like me back just don’t - don’t hate me, alright? I couldn’t bear
it if you hated me, Lex.”
“I don’t hate you,” Lexie says, her own voice coming out strangled.
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“Please don’t tell my parents either,” Jasmine whispers; her eyes are wide and
frightened now, making her look like a scared animal. “They don’t know yet. I’m
scared of how they’ll react.”
“I won’t,” Lexie promises, reaching out to clasp Jasmine’s hand. “Mine don’t
know either,” she says after a significant pause. It feels like too much yet not
enough all at once. “I mean, I didn’t even know until I kissed you that day.”
Jasmine makes a confused noise. “Then why-”
“That’s why I’ve been avoiding you,” Lexie admits, the words leaving her lips in
a rush. She feels like if she doesn’t say them now, she never will. “I wasn’t sure
what I felt and I was scared because - well, because you’re a girl and that’s… I
didn’t even know I liked girls that way and it scared me.”
Jasmine’s eyes are impossibly wide. “You mean...?”
Lexie nods. Just a second ago she couldn’t stop talking and now it feels like an
effort to get any words out at all. “I’m sorry for avoiding you,” she says quietly,
because that seems like a good place to start. “And I do like you. I like you as a
friend but I think I also like you more than that.”
Jasmine smiles tentatively. Her eyes are still wet but there’s hope shining
through them now, too. She squeezes Lexie’s hand gently, rubbing her thumb
over the knuckles. Her voice is soft when she speaks. “I know it’s confusing and
scary but… How about we figure it out together?” Lexie squeezes her hand back.
“Together,” she agrees.

13 4
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The Forest
By Lewis Brocklehurst

M

y name is...You know what, that doesn’t even matter. After all, I’ll probably
be dead if you’re reading this. Three of us, just three, were venturing out
into the unknown. The cold winter mist infected the land. A blanket of snow lay
on the woodland floors. Our vision: restricted. Our supplies: limited. Chance of
survival: low. The stories that lurk within these lands are enough to make any
man’s blood run cold.
The day was upon us. This one was hard but the next few would be harder.
We knew they’d be cold. We knew they’d be long. We knew they would be a real
test. The first part of the journey was to bundle through the dark tunnel. There
was a small amount of light at the end of the tunnel but that was where the
treachery truly began. Each side of the tunnel was lit by a tiny flame, all offering
their own bit of warmth. I knew I had to appreciate this since it was more than
I’d get in the coming days. Reaching the end of the tunnel, I could feel the cold
bite me with no mercy. The snow gave way underneath my feet, and reached all
the way up to my knees, clawing away at my thin clothing. As I looked up, I could
see the outline of the forest to which we were headed.
As we arrived at the forest I could feel it. Evil stirred in the woods. “It feels like
we’re being watched,” I whispered anxiously. There was no reply, the others
were frozen with fear, as was I. As we began to navigate through the labyrinth
of trees we stumbled across something. Something worrying…a splatter of
scarlet blood stained the snowy surface. Very cautiously, following the trail of
blood that had been left behind, we drew our swords. We knew we weren’t the
only ones in the woods. We knew we couldn’t linger but we had to find where
all this blood led to. The mist grew thicker as they day grew darker. Although
this was the case, the trail revealed itself even more. The amount of blood
became greater and greater...many corpses had been dragged this way. Savage
murderers roamed these woods.
Suddenly a foul smell pierced my nostrils. As I arrived at what looked to be
a ruined camp, I saw what the trail had led to. A horrifying sight which made
me feel sick. A pile of corpses cut limb from limb. I had no idea who could have
done this. Or what could have done it...we heard something behind us. Could
it be what had do this? We heard another sound. Something was lurking in the
shadow of darkness, waiting to pounce, stupidly, yet without hesitation we ran
down into the camp. We had no idea if anyone was in there, but we had no
choice. We couldn’t remain out in the open. Whatever had come for us was far
more lethal than we could ever imagine.
My blood was pumping and my heart was racing. It all fell silent. There was no
sign of anyone or anything. I couldn’t see a thing; the fog had become too thick.
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Still, the silence continued. It was as if time had just stopped. Then, a scream
pierced the air and broke the silence; yet I could not move. I felt as if I was
paralyzed. Then, something rolled towards my feet. I looked down and...and it
was the head of one of the other men. Instantly I began to run, as fast as I could,
faster than I ever had before.
After a few more steps, I stumbled upon something and tripped. It was the
other man’s body lying lifeless, eyes staring right at me. I knew this was it. There
was nothing I could do. As I looked up, I saw a pair of glowing red eyes bearing
down on me. I didn’t know what it was, or whether it was even human. It stood
with its cold heart and stared me in the eyes. It drew its blade as I drew my final
breath.
It was over…

13 6
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Radio Stone
By Miles Smith

R

adio Stone must have begun broadcasting during the last throes of winter,
when people began to wake up to a brilliant teal sky rather than a slate drape.
The station was nestled around halfway between Classic FM and Gimmerton’s
own local radio, meaning most of us picked it up during our daily lives for a few
seconds. Once the local news was finished we’d swap back over to the comfort
of the classics, shifting over Stone for just a split second. Stone was curious
as the frequency shuffled a little left or right each night. This confounded the
efforts of Arthur, the bookshop owner, to mark the frequency onto the dial of
his handheld once it began to pick up a following. None of us really suspected
anything unusual however, as new stations popped up every week in the capital,
cluttering up the airwaves more and more.
The actual content of the station was very focused in its scheduling, you
could say. For most of the day it would simply emit a low drone, like the low
and distant hum of the B road just over the hills. However, from about eleven
onward, it would slowly develop. Into the early hours of the morning, it would
reach a crescendo of the most beautiful, haunting tunes anyone had ever heard.
Radio sets all over town would crackle with tiny rolling notes that swept up and
down the hills like a yellowing moth. These melodies would grow in complexity
and swell until finally, the music, the sounds, would vanish at three AM sharp.
A series of clunks and ticks were heard, assumed to be the switching over of
the cassette or track or record, and the low, starved drone would begin once
more. Of course the poetic fact behind it all was that it was different every night.
Ellen, who served at the cafe, lamented this particularly, and would often wax
on about how she would weep after its conclusion, struggling to remember the
arpeggios and cadences she would never hear again.
The station became a guilty indulgence for all of us. A complete electric
choir would croon surreptitiously within each house, each night. Men
creeping downstairs to listen would free their spouses up to tune in from
bed, unbeknownst to either. Gerald was naturally the one to break open the
story, owing to his brash nature. Shocked by the fact that many admitted to be
listeners themselves, he claimed to have been the first follower of the station,
having heard it during his early morning’s walk as a fisherman. Gerald’s status
as progenitor of this trend was doubted heavily. However, he never got a true
chance to prove himself as he was sadly hospitalised only a few days later. He
was knocked over by a night driver, who was also utterly entranced by Stone.
They admitted to the paramedics that they were barely able to tear themselves
away from their phone’s radio function in order to call the emergency services.
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The Deacon used Gerald ‘s poor luck as a justification to start a radio
amnesty, declaring them a danger to all. The vast majority of us obliged over
the designated week (of course, doing so only after we’d secured another set; it
wasn’t worth the chance of missing a broadcast). The scandalous nature of his
good willed actions were discovered only a few weeks after in early May, where
the groundsman discovered our dear Deacon within the chapel, surrounded by
dozens of radios, all sizes and models. The Deacon looked an absolute image
with his wide, wet eyes, surrounded by an electric choir of his own.
The shocking nature of the pictures, which the groundsman had captured
and passed around during service, prompted a serious discussion not only into
the trustworthiness of our church, but whether a genuine ban on radios should
take place. The worrying state that the Deacon had been brought to, along with
Gerald’s accident, caused an surprisingly landslide vote towards the ban, which
was carried out in an almost mob-like manner. Ellen struggles without her radio,
and we still survey her frequently for any contraband.
There’s still a heavy doubt that the ban was any more legitimate than the
Deacon’s, but the station has become a somewhat shushed topic. Surely most
of us still take part in the nightly communion. Radio Stone must have begun
broadcasting during the last throes of winter, but after listening to those
beautiful, haunting tunes, I cease to remember which.
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The Bookstore of Eden
By Oliver Hulme

T

he ring of a rusty bell introduced my entrance into the shop. It was a little
bookstore that had been here since I was small. I’d always wanted to venture
inside and lose myself amongst the rows of books but Mother never allowed
it. ”A filthy, run-down bookstore is no place for a young lady! Go and find your
half-brother and tell him that I’m going away for a few months with Daddy,” I
heard her say.
This was two days ago. She had left with Papa to visit the Raj on a ”trip of
business”. Mother was infatuated with Papa, following him on all his business
endeavours around the world. Papa had met her in London on his way home
from a journey to Australia, not long after my mummy died. Mother was foul and
horrible when she met me and has never changed. She did not see it fit that I
should be so interested in Papa’s expeditions and worst of all: reading. Oh, how
she dreaded meeting a young girl who would spend her time reading. Papa
married Mother after three months of knowing her. Five months since I had lost
my mummy and now Papa expected me to live with her sub-par replacement.
The next surprise was when she became with child. I was 10 when she gave
birth to my half-brother: Edward.
I pressed further into the shop. Dark, dingy surroundings embraced me; they
enticed me further into the old store with smells of ancient tomes and promises
of forgotten secrets. I collected myself. As I passed through the threshold, I
greeted the withered lady to my right. She sat at an oaken bureau, smashing
wrinkled fingers into a decrepit typewriter. I smiled. She smiled back, gesturing
with an outstretched arm to explore her collection of wares.
I proceeded deeper into the store. I wandered down one of the claustrophobic,
unorganised aisles. Running my finger along the spines of leather books, their
embossed titles painted with gold and black, I saw one peculiar item that I
couldn’t take my eye away from. A spine stuck out from the shelf much further
than any other book. It was pitch black. Darker than the dreary lighting of the
bookstore. It looked as if the darkness was clawing its way out of the gap in the
texts. The gap in the knowledge. Maybe Mother was right, maybe this place
was not meant for a young girl. I turned around. My heart lurched out of my
chest. The old woman that greeted me was facing me. Something was missing
though. The sockets of her eyes bore no fruit. The darkness on the shelf poured
from her eyes. Her jaw widened with uncanny speed and more of the darkness
clawed its way from her tiny body. It pooled on the wooden floorboards, it clung
to my new shoes. The living oil tarnished my white socks. Melting into the black
sea the old lady’s face hauntingly floated on its surface. Like a grim mask made
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for a child’s dress-up. I shuddered as I fell backwards into the oozing lake of
nightmares.
I awoke to blinding bright light. My face pressed against something soft and
my head was aching. Looking down I discovered I was wearing a confusing shirt.
The sleeves were wrapped across my body and as I tugged with my arms I soon
discovered that the sleeves must have been fastened to my back. Struggling to
reach a standing position, I noticed some glass on the far side of the room. I
strode over, my head spinning like I had a bout of sea sickness, to peer through
the window.
Two individuals stood on the other side, facing away. Their jaws were moving
up and down; they were talking. I wanted to hear them. Hear their voices. I
scanned the glass. A small metal hatch had been bolted onto the panel. My
teeth clamped around the metal handle. I pulled it up. Sound filled my ears.
”She has been getting worse recently. We’ve just had to drug her.” The one
furthest away from me stated.
”Another episode?” the closest man asked.
”Yes, the same bookstore. This time she screamed about something being
missing and she kept referring to someone called Mother,” the furthest replied.
At the mention of Mother I became annoyed. I wondered how long it would be
before she came back from the Raj to punish me for going into the bookshop.

14 0
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Kokova Island
By Saffron Carmichael

T

he warm water lapped gently around the worn soles of my bare feet; the
hot sand separating between my toes. Overhead, the blazing sun cast its
magnificent rays across the shore, scorching all it its path; myself included. Not
a single cloud could be seen, no shadows to provide a temporary solitude. I
wandered wearily up and down the coast, just like I had done every day. Three
days had passed since my unfortunate arrival here. A week ago I had signed up
for the ultimate desert island experience; it only cost $50 after all, yet I had not
fully comprehended the magnitude of my faint-hearted decision. Another man
and myself had been allocated to the island “Kokova” and I had not seen him
once.
The experience was to last two weeks. It was our choice whether we wished
to seek out the other participant and survive together, a choice I had not yet
made. On the one hand, the allure of human company appealed to me like
gold to a beggar, but on the other hand, I wished to prove to myself that I was
capable alone.
A deep growl broke the unsettling silence, startling me and sending me
flailing into the water. The salt water rushed over my head, burning my eyes
and rendering me temporarily blind. It took me a moment to realise that the
animalistic noise had been omitted from the depths of my stomach – I had not
eaten in hours. Food was sparse on the island; the trees while plentiful in fruits
loomed significantly higher than my slight, 5ft figure. The monkeys teased me as
they swung from branch to branch, snatching bunches of bananas and dangling
them just out of my grasp. In just a few hours, day would fade into night and I
had no desire to be alone in the depths of the undergrowth in the pitch dark.
With that thought looming over me I hauled myself onto my feet and turned
to the south, beginning on my way into the deep jungle. Surely there would be
some more berries to find.
The jungle was dark. Leaves the size of flat screen televisions cast menacing
shadows amidst my path. Oh, how I missed my television and all its cheesy
soaps. The undergrowth thickened with every step; its earthy scents engulfed
the moist air, delicately tracing the lining of my nostrils. I tripped several times,
grazing my knee and mentally cursing myself for losing my sturdy hiking boots
to the ocean yesterday. Ear-piercing shrieks of the monkeys ricocheted off the
trees like a vicious spray of military bullets – the sound was almost unbearable.
Yesterday I had discovered an abundance of berries in what seemed to be the
heart of the jungle. Everything was so peaceful there, the sounds of the animals
gently muted. When I was there, it was as though I was in my own little bubble.
One of the upsides of the island experience was that I had been provided
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with the perfect opportunity to reflect upon my life. Pending my arrival home,
I planned to immediately adapt my lifestyle to match my freshly awakened,
minimalistic mindset. There would be no more unnecessary hoarding; no
random purchasing of needlessly expensive items and no more wastefulness. I
would start afresh, be someone new.
After what seemed like an eternity, I reached my paradise. All was not as I
had left it, however. Every last morsel of food had been stolen. The bushes
lay strewn across the ground, their leaves shredded into a million tiny pieces.
Not a sound could be heard; the air was eerily still. I felt a warm drip land on
my shoulder. At first I thought nothing of it, simply brushing it aside as though
it was condensation, but as the drips fell relentlessly upon me I noticed they
were something much more sinister. My hands were painted in red; the metallic
scent that rose from them made my stomach churn. Hot bile rose in my throat,
swilling uneasily between my teeth. Above my head swung the lifeless body of
a white face monkey. Its eyes forever frozen in fear as the blood trickled from
its throat. Behind me, a bush trembled, alerting me to the fact that I was not
alone. From deep within the shadows a tall man emerged. His teeth bared into
a sickening grin; blood dripping from each tooth; in his grasp a knife.
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The Poppy and The Vickers
By Sam Baker
In Flanders field a poppy grows
It blossoms a spring renewed
From bitter ground dark and dry
Littered with deceased promise
A bayonet its stake and crutch
Climbing its blood-soaked edges
Cold hands sowing seeds
Spread in death to reach to the skies
A lowly Vickers
Lost to soil
Fell silent
No chatter or rumble
Watching the battlefield
No opinions or thoughts
A metal carcass
Guts and solid gore
A theatre derelict and abandoned
Closed to all but two
The poppy and the Vickers
Flanders field between.
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Jump
By Amy Taylor

I

didn’t know if I had the courage to do this…
Being deadly afraid of heights didn’t help, when I was two thousand feet
up in the air, dangling off the edge of a helicopter. Stupidly, I had agreed to do
a skydive for charity. Everyone I knew was aware of my crippling fear, but still,
the charity organiser had decided that this year’s fundraiser would be a skydive
regardless. Why? Why did I have such utter bad luck?
I had already agreed (prior to finding out the activity) that I would take part, so
I couldn’t possibly back out now. After all it was for a charity that was so close
to my heart - Cancer Research. Sorrowfully, a couple of years ago, my mum got
diagnosed with cancer. She was so unbelievably strong and such a fighter, but I
guess it wasn’t in God’s plan for her to live any longer. By now I was okay, since
so much time had passed. Of course it still pained me that she was no longer
here physically, but mentally, I knew she was up there, watching over me and
my little brother.
In a weird way, I felt a sense of duty to do something for the charity that
relentlessly tried to help her out. Undoubtedly, I could never repay them for
all they had done for our family, but doing a fundraiser just made me feel like I
could give something back to them and everyone else going through the heartwrenching pain of losing a loved one. I knew my fear of heights was a problem
but it would be cowardly for me to back out when there were people battling
much worse. Plus, I didn’t want to disappoint my mum.
I was already up on the edge of the helicopter, strapped to some guy who
had been assigned as my instructor. Too busy thinking about my mum, I didn’t
hear the instructor asking me several times if I was ready. For some reason
unbeknownst to me, I was supposed to be jumping first. I talked myself into
thinking that this would be a good thing, as my fear would only multiply and get
me more anxious the longer I was up there. However, now I was there, I actually
thought it would have eased my nerves to see someone safely jump before me.
Snapping me out of my thoughts yet again was the instructor yelling, over the
obnoxious sound of the wind, that we were going to go in five seconds.
Five, four, three, two…
“Wait!” I shrieked. Everyone stopped. We didn’t jump. We sat there, still,
suspended off the edge. I didn’t know if I had the courage to do this, now it was
actually time to jump.
For a moment, I thought about just getting back inside the refuge of the
helicopter, and watching everyone else jump before being flown back down to
safety. It was either that or jump and I knew which option I would rather take.
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The charity rep, who was also jumping, started talking to me from the back of
the helicopter. “Look, I know you’re petrified of heights and this probably seems
really daunting to you. I know it took a massive amount of courage for you to
even come up here, so if you want to quit I know your mum would have been
unbelievably proud of you nevertheless.”
The sheer mention of my mum instantly made me make a decision. In spite of
what the charity rep had said, I knew my mum better than anyone and nothing
would have made her prouder than seeing me conquer my fears, so I knew
what I had to do; I had to jump.
Without a second thought, I told my instructor to go - it was now or never.
Before I could consider changing my mind again, we leapt off the edge and into
the vast, empty sky. My mind went completely blank. The immense force of the
wind on my face made it impossible for me to say or do anything: my face was
expressionless. We must have been in the air for at least twenty seconds before
the instructor pulled out the parachute. All my prayers were answered at once
when the parachute seamlessly glided through the air. With a small thud, we
hit the ground, and I have never been so joyous in my life to touch some grass.
I didn’t know if I had the courage to do this by myself, but I did, and that was
all down to one person: my mum. Looking directly up to the sunny sky, I smiled
and mouthed the words, ‘Thank you, Mum.’
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The Attic
By Claire Joicey

H

e found it late one evening, in the complete jet-black of the attic. The
moonlight was streaming in through the open window as he stretched out
his hand and brushed the dust off the long-forgotten lid. The particles of dust
flew silently into the atmosphere and drifted there for a few seconds before
beginning to rain down and settle on other objects: chairs, tables, lamps and all
the other furniture that had been left up here to perish.
The box was just as he remembered it. A deep mahogany brown, with the
same markings on the lid. He felt his heart leap with emotion as he touched it,
caressing the lid.
Quietly he inserted the key and turned it, hearing that familiar ‘click’ as it
opened. His heart in his mouth, he opened the lid, jumping slightly with fright as
an owl hooted somewhere out in the night.
It was still there. He picked it up, the soft material falling over his hands like
silk. It was the same colour. The same feel. He pressed it to his nose; it was even
the same smell. The patchwork would never have faded, he knew that. But there
was something surreal about it seeing it here, in front of him, after all this time.
His hands traced the woven letters in the corner, feeling them pass under his
fingers. Out of the corner of his eye, he saw a single dark moth flutter into the
cave-like room, and settle on the ragged tartan quilt, draped over the armchair
next to him. For a few moments, its wings continued to move tenderly, hardly
visible against the dark material, and he felt its soft flutterings echoing his own
pulse, which seemed delicate and sparse.
Glancing around amongst the debris, he spotted the wooden frame standing
in the corner, its shadows reflected eerily against the wall like a huge spider. Like
a magnet, he shot across the room, the blanket in his hand. Approaching the
side of the cot, he gently lay the blanket inside, stroking it softly with his finger.
And tears came before he could stop them; huge gasping sobs that shook
his whole body and forced him down on his knees, clutching the side of the cot,
the moonlight shining on his back a spotlight that seemed to force him onto an
invisible stage.
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“I’m so sorry!” he gasped, his shoulders heaving, the tears dripping onto the
floor from his long nose. “I’m so sorry! I never meant it to happen. Please forgive
me!”
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A Meticulous Murder
By Aimee White

D

avid Bader had never regretted switching his job to full-time murder. He
didn’t relish the work, or salivate over it while he was in the shower. Like a
sociable man finds peace in his humble career of a waiter, David Bader found
his own satisfaction in causing another’s death.
He was one of the best in his line of work and much sought after. Along
with the perks that brought, like being able to charge a higher price for his
prime services, came downsides such as the good number of people who
very much wanted his hands in cuffs and his face exposed. If he was caught
they would take a brutal mug-shot and broadcast his name on every available
channel; television, internet, radio and newspaper. David had yet to suffer these
consequences and hoped he would never need to. The world was never kind to
those it deemed a murderer.
It was a Tuesday, unusually cold for October, and David’s current client let
him into her house. She was a young woman with a face made of peculiarities.
Her lips were a tad too big for her face, her nose inclined a little to the left as if
moved by a breeze, and her eyes were too full of iris. They made her pretty in
an intriguing sort of way.
David asked to be shown to the bathroom, telling her it had been a long drive.
He was directed to a white and blue tiled room. A morbid décor of bottled pills
lined the shelves below the mirror, all in varying stages of increasing emptiness.
He relieved his protesting bladder and washed his hands in the sink, afterwards
wiping down everything he touched with a dust cloth. Back in the living room
the woman was sat rigidly on the sofa, looking at her hands clasped in her lap.
Opening up his work case David began to meticulously order his instruments.
At a furtive glance around the room he counted at least three Bachelors
certificates hung on the walls, all in the name of Lisa Tyndall.
“Is that it?” she asked, nodding at the three syringes David held delicately in
his slender hands.
“Once I put the solutions in and set up the IVs, yes, this is it.”
David took a good look at Miss Tyndall’s pallid face, seeing her pupils blown
wide to the limbus. They’d talked through the procedure beforehand, gone over
every detail and several hundred ‘are you sure’s? David cleared his throat and
said seriously, “Miss Tyndall, I need you to confirm that you are one-hundred
percent certain that this is what you want. I am willing to refund you if you’ve
changed your mind.”
He could practically see the thoughts tumbling in her head; grand questions
about the life beyond, knowing there was no going back and a mental checklist
that everything was taken care of. Once a patient had postponed David’s
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services at the last minute, suddenly remembering that he owned a cat and
wanting to find a home for it before leaving this world.
“I’m sure. It’s either this or die suffocating on my own vomit,” she spat.
It wasn’t a fun part of the job, seeing the broken people that couldn’t be fixed,
only thrown away.
“Very well. Have you left anything in the house that could be traced back to
me? You haven’t left my name or number written anywhere, even in the bin?”
Miss Tyndall handed him a couple of scraps of paper.
“I thought I should let you dispose of them.”
He still intended to make a sweep of the house, just to be safe, but nodded his
thanks and pocketed them nonetheless. David set up the IVs and readied the
drugs. Miss Tyndall was looking as sorry as a flightless bird, already half-dead.
“I am ready to begin,” he announced. “If there is any business you have left
unfinished, it is, in the truest sense of the phrase, now or never.”
Miss Tyndall paused, but shook her head.
“No, I’m done.”
“Last words?” David asked her somewhat wryly as she laid down on the sofa.
She gave a little huff of amusement as he swabbed the inside of her arm.
“Life’s a bitch,” she muttered half-heartedly.
He returned the smile, inserted the needle.
“And then you die.”
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Anna
By Alisha Nicole Dempsey

S

he awoke, dreary, on the towpath of a wooded area, her hands and shirt
stained with blood. Anna wearily made her way to an upright position, careful
not to topple over. She was weak – and she had no recollection of how or why she
was here. The young woman donned her weekday work clothes: a (previously)
white blouse and black pants. Her handgun was holstered to her leg.
Through the trees, Anna saw a dim light, and followed it to discover a small
house and a shed. Inside the shack, she found some of her belongings, such as
a bow and quiver, and a bag with a brass compass and other survival equipment
in it. This was her weekend work gear.
Confused, she stood stationary, unsure of what to do next. In her silence, she
could faintly hear a radio playing from inside the house. ‘Funny,’ she thought.
‘This is my favourite station.’
As she became more aware that there could be someone living here, she had
suddenly noticed the smell of burning food. She turned slowly on her heel, and
made her way to the open door.
There was nothing of interest in the entry-way of the house; it was full of junk,
with trinkets adorning an overload of shelves, and various model planes hanging
from the ceiling. What she had failed to notice in her inspection, however, was
her coat amongst those on the coatrack. The only thing that Anna saw that she
thought was in taste was a set of mounted deer antlers.
When passing through this section, she took a door to her left, which led her
to a lounge. The copious clutter was instead swapped for a homely, log cabin
vibe.
“Peculiar,” she said aloud. There was no evidence of the room being lived in at
all – no personal effects such as picture frames or telephones, and everything,
down to the blanket hanging over the back of the sofa, was precisely placed.
Taking in the surroundings, Anna spotted a minibar, and a pair of feet
protruding out from behind it. She hastily pulled out her gun from its holster
and readied herself. She was way too paranoid to be doing what she was doing.
As Anna rounded the corner, she was greeted by the most unpleasant sight
she’d ever bore witness to; lying there on the floor was a middle-aged man in a
suit, his throat lacerated, eyes staring, unblinking. The terrified woman stumbled
backwards, taken aback by what she was witnessing.
On the bar sat two glasses, both full. Beside them was a letter opener, sticky
with blood. Her face turned a sickly pale colour, and she stumbled once more.
“Did I…?” she questioned herself, looking at the blood on her hands and shirt,
then at the body that lay on the ground. Panic set in. Unsure of what to do, she
grabbed one of the glasses and hastily drank whatever was in it.
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“Vodka and orange juice?” Her favourite drink. Her favourite radio station.
The smell of burnt food. Her belongings in the shed outside. “Was I here on a
date…?” She filled the glass back up, but in putting back the vodka bottle, she
had to double-take; there was a small vial of white power behind where it was
sat, and the residue of said powder on the neck of the bottle.
Anna grew dizzy, and soon the room began to spin like she was the sun and
her surroundings were heliocentric orbitals. She lurched for the door and left it
open, bypassing the thought of closing it altogether. She was impulsive, knowing
she would not be able to walk in a straight line, and rapidly, yet drunkenly, made
her way back up the towpath from which she came.
Lethargy kicked in, and she slowed down, much to her own reluctance.
The only thing that felt heavier than her breathing was her body – it was as
though the Earth’s gravity had increased significantly. She collapsed to the floor,
paralysed, terrified. Her breathing was steady, but her heart could not sync to
it; instead, it raced on ahead, much faster than Anna could have kept up with.
As the world around her faded, Anna felt herself sink into the floor. Darkness
had consumed her.
She awoke, dreary, on the towpath of a wooded area, her hands and shirt
stained with blood.
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Shades
By Anna-Roisin Ullman-Smith

S

tepping out into the rain is a shock after the cloying heat of the café. I duck
my head down and trudge onto the open sidewalk, remembering too late
the man hanging from the lamp post and managing to walk into his feet. I duck
instinctively and leap sideways attracting odd looks from the people brave
enough to venture into this weather. All but one.
He catches my eye, and nods at me. Another shadowed, like me he can see
the shades, which also means he probably knows exactly who I am and where
I’m going.
I nod back, then turn away, moving swiftly to the traffic lights. I want to get
away from him.
My family is renowned, not confined to the fact that my father is the only
current shadowed whose ability can send the shades away. Though the majority
of the population can’t see them everyone knows they exist, supposedly. It’s
only in recent years that people have started to question their reality at all,
started to label the few shadowed as insane instead of protectors.
A lot of the shadowed aren’t concerned about it but for some of us, for me,
being labelled insane and locked away is the worst thing imaginable. For me it’s
important to hide.
But then again hiding is an easy thing for me to do, in my family. Where my
father is powerful my mother is his exact opposite. She’s a normal, unable to
see the shades or even sense them, yet she draws them like a magnet and
can use them to her will. My brothers, Lucas and Salem, got the genetic mix of
power.
Lucas lives on the line between the planes, our world and the shade world are
both physical to him. By his eighteenth birthday living on the fringe was already
driving him mad, my father crafted him a necklace; one embodied with Dad’s
power which reflected the shade world. Now Lucas sees nothing.
Salem on the other hand is like mother, he can’t see or sense the shades, but
he can see. The future, the past and the present are a book Salem can read at
will. By the time he was eight he was already reporting to the King on councils
of war.
I, on the other hand, can just see and sense the shades. I am, for lack of a
better word, normal.
The little man at the street crossing turns a perky shade of green, indicating
my time to cross. The road’s slick from the rain and I have to turn my body
slightly to avoid the wind knocking me flat. I watch the asphalt and my feet
rather than the other side as I rush across.
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There’s a sicking feeling as my foot smacks into and through the dead girl’s
face. Her eyes are pits, her skin the deep grey of a shade and yet I still feel the
crunch to her skull and the pop of her eyes as my foot passes through her. I
freeze, my stomach twists, a scream caught sharp in my throat. I can’t tear my
eyes away from hers, I wonder if she can see me stamping through her face, if
she feels it as I do?
The car slams into me. My body twists, somehow above everything else I hear
the sucking sound of my foot coming out of the girl’s head and the pop of her
skull bouncing back. I see the sky, grey, cold and uncaring as my body is thrown
over the roof. I see the street and people rushing towards me through the rain.
I see the white lines of the road, suddenly very close.
I feel the smack of my body hitting the ground, the wrongness of me, can see
my arm twisted behind me, feel the burst of panic as I realise I’m facing my back,
my head entirely the wrong way round.
The world is blurring, slipping. I hold on, just one more second, just long
enough to see a woman in armour marching towards me. She’s head to toe
coated in steel, her eye, a shocking shade of violet, flashing behind a grated
visor, a sword, nearly her whole length and as broad as my arm hanging from
her left hand.
“Welcome to the war, recruit,” she says, right before hitting me in my mangled
face with the hilt of her sword.
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The Prisons
By Claire Joicey

M

ax awoke, the throbbing in his head pulling him out of his nightmares.
The world swam before him, a blur of indistinguishable colours, forming
menacingly and taunting his semi-conscious mind. He pulled himself up on
the metal meshing which surrounded him. As he did this another wave of
pain soared through his body, radiating through his kneecaps, forcing him to
the ground. He lay there immobilized, furious with himself; his curiosity had
nearly cost him his life - a mistake he would not repeat. What time it was, he
didn’t know, but the yellowish fog which was associated with noon had set in,
its menacing advance cloaking all but a few metres away. It reminded him of
night; how it was not the dark you feared but what lurked within it. Packs of the
dungeon vultures lay concealed within that fog and although Max could not see
them he knew they were watching him, scrutinising his fragility, perhaps ready
to pounce.
With all the strength he could muster he pulled himself up, and began to
continue on his path, cautious of where he stepped; faeces and other mistrustful
substances littered the floor, leaving a stench which was forever potent in the
toxic air. Once in a while he would stumble over a body strewn across a path
stripped of its earthly possessions. Max hated the dead, the way their cold minds
intermingled with the turmoil of his own thoughts, and their unflinching hollow
eyes which were forever following him. He felt guilt. He was not responsible for
their deaths; this was a dog eat dog world and they had lost the fight.
With a heavy sigh he recognised his position. He was near the south wall of
the prison, far out on the furthest side. The air was lighter here and the smell
not so wretched. The damp coated the walls like a colossal green carpet and
the claw marks had been imprinted on it from ravenous residents searching
for some form of nourishment. His camp lay concealed a few hundred metres
away from this point; an easy journey from here, he was glad of that. The stench
which surrounded him was driving his headache to a state of acute agony and
he needed to rest. His shelter was at the base of one of the peaks of the prison,
the architecture of the tower a scaffolding of perilous poles and disposed-of tins
high above all the rest. From there the world below seemed more picturesque;
a forgery of the city they had been promised before this had all began. As a child
he had followed his mother around the meandering streets of the vast city after
his father had died, living on doorstep to doorstep, free from all but the hunger
of their own stomachs. But the hunger had its price and the great city had fallen
to starvation, with the gypsies and urchins the ones who had fallen hardest,
persecuted, herded and sentenced to live in the depths. They were all trapped
here like birds in a cage, living in the vast coffin they had built for themselves.
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He reached his residence, hidden behind a camouflage of moss-covered
netting. Once in he surveyed his injuries in the reflection of a metal plaque. His
right eye was bulbous and congealed blood scabbed and crusted the corners,
but he was grateful the eye itself was intact. Dark bruising had spread out like
ink across the right side of his face. Its swollen form seemed at a contrast to the
shallowness and emaciation of his left. A large gash split his forehead, probably
from the boot of his attacker. The bleeding had stopped but the scar would
remain, the lesson he had learnt for his naivety imprinted eternally on his skin.
He bandaged it up with some padding he had kept in case of an emergency, one
of his few possessions, scavenged throughout the years for his own survival. He
lay back.
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He Dances To a Crooked Song
By David Hitchings
I dreamt of stars, of cygnets born,
Of aged poems their beauty torn,
Of painted wings on birds of prey
They danced above the hill we lay.
But vicarious dreams of Sagittarius themes
Make various seams in precarious regimes.
Thread together by the delusional creator,
The needle, the thread, the patchwork painter,
The dream crafter, the catcher here-after.
The empty cobbled streets with their harrowing laughter.
The hallowed, the bygone, the unsung, the singing,
The hung, the drawn, the slaughtered left wringing.
The dancer, the mourner, the lover left longing.
The streetwise, the misfit, no sense of belonging.
The vision all skew, no divinity knew,
The mob, the revolvers, the solvers they flew.
In the corner, a darkened chandelier
Like a mourning mother sits.
She hears the sweet release of tears
As the flame beneath her flits.
The music darkens. Hollowed, rotting embraces
As he flaunts his harrowing graces.
He dances to a crooked song,
But death’s song must be sung
The dreams once had, injected with fear,
Now lost, capitulated, they float in the years.
We are the squandered tears left lonely as waves.
The only ones singing are found in their graves.
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Rooting Through Memories
By Georgia Hakin

T

humbing through a pile of old photographs, the bottom of the box was
coated in a thin layer of dust. Smiling faces peered out of the faded paper,
scattered across the table top in an array of unorganised memories, ancestors
and events.
She had unearthed the box amongst a plethora of forgotten items at the
back of the cupboard – filled with mismatching chipped china sets and bags
of receipts dating back several years. In the days since she’d spent whole
afternoons glancing at unfamiliar or unrecognisable faces, gathered together
for brief moments throughout lives that she knew nothing about.
With each picture a small part of her hoped that there would be a person or
place from her own life, with a story behind it she that she already knew. With no
one left to ask, the moments stacked up in front of her were meaningless and
slowly disappeared back into previous years.
She couldn’t bring herself to throw them out or put them back into storage.
Half of the collection had difficult to read, rounded scrawl across the back,
stating past dates and a handful of names.
While most families don’t often react well to surprises, she was finding
everything that her little unexpected discovery was uncovering quite enjoyable.
One photo showed the entire family huddled together many decades ago
for what the handwriting on the other side said was Great Aunt Rosamund’s
wedding. While the black and white image was out of focus, the proud
expressions beamed at her, dressed in their Sunday best. Around three years
ago she had been shown a picture of Rosamund and her husband, together in
their old age. However, the face of the groom she was looking down at wasn’t
the same; his features were narrower and less pronounced. This was not Great
Uncle Ernest.
In another, a small child clasped the hand of the grandmother she had never
met, half hiding behind a floral patterned skirt. A tousled mop of sandy blonde
hair and two noticeably grazed knees peeking out from underneath a pair of
shorts gave the boy’s age away as around five or six. Her mother only had one
sibling, an athletic younger sister with dark hair and a short attention span.
Turning the picture over in her hands, she saw the date as three years before
her mother was born and captioned ‘Oliver’s first seaside holiday’. The boy
didn’t appear in any of the other photographs, although she did find a battered
baby picture from around the right time after sifting through the bottom of the
box. It had never been in any of family albums that her mother once liked to
look through every few months. For days afterwards she had combed through
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her mind and couldn’t recall ever hearing any mention of an ‘Oliver’ from any
family member.
When the box of photos had been reorganised and placed in a corner of the
room, one picture remained on the table in full view. Two young couples lean
against the railing of a pier, smiling at the camera. The photograph appeared
old but something about the partially clouded sky and bustling crowds in the
edges of the picture seemed vaguely familiar. However, she didn’t consciously
recognise the people she’d been looking at for the past week.
Wishing to come across something from her own lifetime amongst the
overflowing pile of evidence from her family tree, she’d pored over the old
images, making up stories to match the unknown moments. Escaping into each
pocket of the past had resulted in dished left scattered next to the sink, a heavily
depleted fridge and a thin layer of unopened letters in the porch.
The front door clicked and brought company breezing into the cramped living
room, clutching packed shopping bags.
Picking up the photograph, the young man gave a slightly concerned smile.
Reluctantly, she confessed that she couldn’t explain the urge she felt to search
through the relics of the box.
The faces peering out of the image held a strange mix of familiarity and
confusion.
“That’s you there Grandma, remember.”
He pointed to the girl on the left of the photo kept out of the box and handed
it back.
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Connection
By Hannah Ridley

T

he machine wasn’t having any of it. Jack scanned his identity card and
strained against the turnstile, but the levers refused to budge.
“Come on,” Jack muttered, his sweaty palms slipping on the silver bars.
After the red light flashed up for the tenth time, Jack decided to take up a
different method. He gave the machine a sharp kick, which caused the lights to
go out altogether. He stole a quick glance at the security guard on duty, who
was snoring softly. Jack hopped over the barrier. As soon as his foot touched the
ground, an alarm ripped through the air.
BUZZ. BUZZ. BUZZ.
The guard, no longer hibernating, jumped out of his chair and started barking
at him. Jack turned and ran, praying the guard wasn’t as fast as him.
His heart dropped to his stomach when he saw two men in blue uniforms
waiting outside his school. Music blasted through his earphones and his head
was down, as if that would make him invisible. No such luck.
“Jack Evans,” one of the uniforms shouted.
They rushed to his side and placed their hands on his shoulders, pushing his
heart through the concrete. He was marched to a black van with ‘FGS’ printed
on the side and thrown in the back.
The drive to the police station was short. Jack was hauled out the van and felt
the blood flow return to his muscles, which had started to ache from the way he
had to sit to fit in the van.
“Anderson. Kirby.” The guard behind the desk nodded to Jack’s captors.
“Morning, Altman. Caught this one trying to skip identity check.”
“Right. Do you have his details?”
“His name is Jack Evans, sixteen years old. Born on September First 2001.
Mother is Claire, father is non-existent. Attends Gale View High School in year
eleven.”
“Mother’s contact number?”
The guard on the right relayed the digits. Jack felt as though they’d stripped
his clothes off.
“Take him to cell 132. We’ll decide what to do with him later.”
They passed hundreds of metal doors on their way to Jack’s cell. They were
all the same, metallic, with a border of bolts, a hatch near the top and a cat flap
at the bottom. Each had a number carved into the centre. He glanced at the
number on the door they had just passed. 121. They were getting close.
The smell of mould filled his nostrils as he looked around his new home. A
ledge hung from the wall, evidently supposed to be a bed, however it lacked
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a mattress. A toilet and sink sat opposite it, but apart from this, the room was
empty.
Jack walked over, laid down on the ledge and closed his eyes. As he drifted
off, piano music danced its way through his mind. It calmed him and if he
concentrated hard enough, it almost sounded as though she was in this room,
playing a concert just for him.
***
Christina’s fingers brushed the keys, her favourite melody floating through
the air. It was a sweet, high-pitched tune and it reminded her of better times.
Chasing her dog through the woods and tripping and falling in a muddy puddle.
Paddling in the river and trying to catch fish with her bare hands, the water
soaking her rolled up leggings as she went in too deep. Christina’s eyes were
closed as her brain replayed these moments, her fingers remembering the
correct keys to press. She learnt this piece when she was nine years old and it
had stuck in her memory ever since.
BUZZ.
The keyboard cover crushed her fingers as her legs hit the underside of the
piano. Christina’s head shot around, her eyes scanning for the source of the
noise, her heart threatening to break through her ribcage. She got up from the
stool, rubbing her fingers, and looked out the window. The street was still, as
always.
BUZZ.
It definitely came from inside the house.
BUZZ.
Halfway up the stairs, Christina realised it was him. She gripped the banister
as her legs started to shake. Usually intrusions were fleeting thoughts or feelings
and were never as vivid as this. Christina sat down. A feeling of dread swept over
her body, settling in her stomach. They’d never met, she didn’t even know his
name, but she knew he was in trouble the way she knew she was sixteen years
old. The worst part was, there was nothing she could do to help.
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The Crossroad
By Imogen Hargreaves

S

he held their Kingdom in the palm of her hand, along with the diamond knife
she held against their young King’s throat.
His eyes were fearless; she had expected nothing less. Theirs was a Kingdom
build on strength, every monarch - bar this one - a murderer of the previous. He
was different only because his father had died before he was killed, and a hasty
coronation happened in the confusion afterwards.
The Kingdom waited for the King to be found dead each morning. Yet
strangely, it had not happened.
“Hello,” the King said, his voice low, calm. He smiled at her, despite the press
of her knife.
She tightened her grip.
This was what she was born for.
She had always been promised the world, so she could crush or shape it to
what she - what her parents - wanted. They had grown her to be their personal
weapon, a murderer-to-be. Their actions had led to this point, from her birth to
the moment her mother had started to train her, to the moment her mother
pushed her out of the door with a go take over the world, girl, and the finality of
a lock clicking behind her. A message without words. The door would only open
for her when she completed the task.
Or when they decided to find out why she hadn’t.
“If you’re going to do something, can you hurry up?” the King said, that
insufferable smile still there. “We don’t have all day, after all.”
“Shut up,” she snarled.
That smile widened, and she would have killed him just for that.
“Why?” A pause. “Putting you off? You managed to get through five separate
layers of guards and traps. My voice cannot be that distracting.”
“It’s a pain,” she muttered.
The King chuckled, then the smile dropped. “Put it down,’ he said quietly. “Talk
to me.”
“Why would I do that?”
“Because every other person that has come to kill me has failed. Now they
work for me. And-”’ Quicker than she could blink, he grabbed her wrist, forcing
her hand away, pulling the knife from her grip and pressing it against the leather
plate on her chest. His breathing was still even. “Strength is far more than the
power to press a knife into someone’s heart. Strength is also the power to walk
away. And what is up here,” he tapped his head, “is more of a weapon than
anything you can hold.”
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“You would say that. You don’t want to die.” She could have gone for her spare
dagger. But she saw his gentle smile again, and she stopped.
Not because of him.
Because, without a knife in her hand, without the upper hand, she felt more
like she could breathe. More like she could see the world through her eyes and
not her parents’. She had never killed before; she never really wanted to kill.
The King, in her training, had been nothing but an idea. He hadn’t been a
person, just a thing she was meant to squash like a bug.
But the young man before her was not a bug, not a thing, he was as human
as her. Probably more.
“Work for me,” he said. “Like the others. They are my guards because they are
physically strong, but each of them failed to get past the rest. But you… made
it through. So work for me and help me change this Kingdom. We could be a
Kingdom of real strength. Not of murder. Blood. Death.” A pause before he
flicked the knife back round, holding the handle towards her. “Or kill me now,
and then be the next in line to die. Work for me, Princess-” Even her parents had
never called her that. Just girl. She had not been strong enough for any other
title. “- and I will make sure no one will ever hurt you for it.”
He waited, and so did she. She thought of the family who wanted a murderer
for a daughter, and then of a King that looked Death in the face with a question
instead of fear, and she understood the strength that he valued. And she
realised she valued his thoughts more than her family’s actions.
She took the knife from him and let it clatter to the floor, smiling up at him as
she said, “Yes.”
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The Unteachable
By Jennifer Pavitt

“W

ell, it’s Adam you should be asking for advice, he’s had more than
enough practice with his four!” Everyone laughed, but for once in his
life, Adam found his face without even a smile.
“And Michelle’s just evidence of the fantastic job I’ve done of them, isn’t she?”
He slammed the coffee mug down on the table, still avoiding eye contact with
anyone. The words came out before he’d had the chance to register what he
was thinking, let alone saying and the tone was somewhat more abrasive than
intended. He hadn’t accurately anticipated how he’d be feeling this afternoon
and wondered if he’d have done better to follow his wife’s advice after all.
The room went quiet at his words and the laughter was stopped in an instant.
“Adam, no. No you know-” The voice speaking was soft and sincere, but as much
as he wanted to listen and to believe what he was hearing, he couldn’t.
Feeling his face flush with something resembling either embarrassment or
upset, he pulled himself up onto his long legs, knowing all he could manage now
was to be alone with his thoughts. “No, I’m sorry Lucy, forgive me. I honestly am
really thrilled for you, I’m just a little tired right now. I don’t think you’re going
to need advice from anyone anyway, you’re going to be great.” He forced her
a slight smile and pulled the door to the staffroom open to go into his own
classroom next door.
Smoothly, he whisked the box of books he used as a doorstop away and
waited for the reassuring soft click of the door before he began to walk around
silently. At first his hands were up over his mouth, then tucked them behind his
head as he threw it back to give a sigh.
It was lunchtime and from the window he could see figures out on the
field playing what looked like football. He supposed his sons would be there
somewhere. But he couldn’t think of them right now, he could think of only
her, his little girl and what she’d been doing at lunchtimes recently. Like her
brothers, she should have been embarking on some hobby, acting, dancing,
singing, playing her beloved violin or the piano, talking to her friends. But no.
Lunchtimes had become the time where her mum, his wife, had picked her
up from school. Picked her up and taken her home for both of them to stare at
a sandwich for an hour, each of them trying not to be the first to cry. The guilt
he felt at his wife’s tearful recollections every day when he came home were too
much to bear. For he knew exactly how she felt: breakfast was his turn. Dinner
was the only one they’d tried together. It didn’t matter who it was though, him,
her or the two of them. Michelle didn’t, or rather couldn’t listen to anyone. She
cried out of her earnest deep blue eyes, begging to be left alone, or she ran off
up to her bedroom, away from the food altogether.
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That wasn’t happening this lunchtime though and it wouldn’t happen this
evening, at least, not for himself and Rosie. Michelle would still be crying and
trying to run away, asking why people hated her so much they wanted her to do
things she didn’t want to. Only this time she wouldn’t have mum or dad there
to pull her into a hug, to gently rub her bony back or to cry with her, telling her
they were just as scared as she was. It was someone else now, a stranger who
she didn’t know and they didn’t either.
Adam gasped for breath as he was reminded once more that he’d been forced
to trust a stranger with his daughter, all because he couldn’t cope anymore.
The classroom in which he was standing was his domain, the room he presided
over, able to answer any question without even looking up. He’d taught her how
to sip from her bottle, how to hold a spoon, how to bake from packet cake mix.
Yet now it took a stranger to teach her how to eat again.
He couldn’t believe anyone would want parenting advice from him. Advice
from the teacher who was crying in his classroom, all because a stranger could
look after his daughter better than he ever could. Advice from the man who
failed her every day. Three times. Breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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Threat
By Laura Brockway

R

unning through the back alleys of the Capital was not how Ross had imagined
his Saturday night. “A nice, romantic date night,” he’d promised Jess.
Well, she couldn’t blame him for the change of plan, it was completely her
fault and she better know it.
He gripped tightly to her hand as he dodged and darted through the derelict
veins of the city.
Cobbles alone weren’t a runner’s best friend, but add a couple of pursuers
and a peasouper to top any other and you’d be lucky to finish the race let alone
win it.
Their breathing was heavy as their lungs begged for a break but there wasn’t
the time. Adrenaline was pulsing through them and Jessica felt sick with its
presence.
Just a few more treacherous feet and they were at the car door. It was amazing
that they’d found it considering the urgency in which they’d fled without any
sense of whereabouts or direction.
They were safe, for now. But it was no time to begin to let their guard down.
With nervous clumsiness, Ross fumbled in his pocket for the keys, trying his best
not to make a sound. He looked both ways down the street. All he could see was
the smothering of fog as it enveloped everything it encountered. He couldn’t be
sure but he thought he saw something stir out the corner of his eye.
Either way, he knew they didn’t have long. They couldn’t possibly, only a few
seconds ago they had been hot on their tails and he wasn’t sure how, why or
even if they had lost them. But, there wasn’t time to entertain these ping-pong
thoughts – a moment of doubt was a moment lost.
Jess shifted her weight from one foot to another in anxious anticipation as the
click of the car lock gave them free passage to a temporary safe haven.
Ross slotted the key into the ignition and turned it with panicked aggression.
The engine spluttered into life and with a last hasty scan of the parameter, they
were away.
The sigh of relief that escaped their semi-clamped lips was about all the
celebration they could afford knowing what probably lay ahead for them. At
least for now they had escaped but the uncertainty of their future was evident
in the silence between them for almost the entire car journey.
“Shit,” Jessica said. “Shit that was close.” Ross nodded his head in agreement.
“Closer than we can ever let is get again, Jess. Ever.” The silence between them
was stagnant; she knew she had pushed it too far this time.
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What Happened Here
By Laura Noakes

I

step forward, bent double, arthritic hands crunched over a walking stick. Snow
grinds beneath my feet, my breath exhales in a cloudy plume. My eyes are
firmly planted on the ground ahead, on the steady rhythm of my shoes hitting it.
‘We’re here,’ whispers a voice in my ear.
I allow myself to glance upwards, and for a brief glorious second, all I can
see is the sky, bright blue and splattered with white. Then my gaze falls to the
unassuming building ahead, and my stomach lurches. Train tracks lead up to a
twisted metal arch, and the words hit my mouth before my eyes see them:
Arbeit macht frei
I stumble, and suddenly I’m there again.
Stuffed into a train for hours upon hours, standing upright, like sardines. I cling to
my mother’s hand. The countryside blurs past outside. People vomit, cough, die on
the floor of the train. The smell of excrement and urine fills my nostrils.
The train grinds to a halt. The door is forced open, and orders barked at us by
gun toting men. Alsatians growl at my ankles. We are marched towards the gates.
A handsome man stands arbiter, deciding who goes left and who goes right. My
mother’s grip grows stronger, her nails digging grooves into my palm. We wait our
turn, and my stomach churns. The handsome man casts his disinterested gaze on us.
He barks something to the soldier on his left, and flicks his hand.
The soldier marches forward, and yanks Mother away from me. She kicks and
screams, tears smearing her cheeks, as she is dragged away. I stand there, my hand
still smarting from Mother’s nails. The handsome man nods to the right, and dumbly
I walk where I am told. Mother’s screams have faded into the distance.
“Greta, are you alright?”
I nod, and blink my eyes. My jaw is set. I step onwards. We pass under the gate
and towards the barbed wire fences, empty of guards for decades. I breathe in
crisp clear air as I look at the rubble in front of me. Red bricks, crumpled by time.
Harmless now, I think, but not then.
The stench of human flesh is vomit-inducing at first, but after a while I get used to
it. Just like I get used to my jutting bones, and the numbers burned into my forearm,
and my bald head. My mind is numb to it now, I am but an observer looking at my
own body.
I shiver away the night in my bunk, filled with six other skeletons. I work the days,
my fingers blistering and my toes turning back and blue. I fight the others for the
biggest scrap of bread. My emotions are dulled to everything and everyone. Crying
is just a waste of water. The one thing that can summon a hint of the sadness I bury
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deep inside my ever-thinning body is this: the sight of a proud, red-brick building
churning ghosts into the blue sky above.
Whenever I see the building, I want to curl up into a ball and cry for my mother. But
I can’t do that - if I do that I die. The one thing I have left is my will to live.
I stagger forward, and the voice beside me offers out an arm. I take it gladly - I
am too old to be stubborn any longer. A group of teenagers wait ahead, dressed
in jeans and laughing out loud. Their giggles ring in my ear, and I smirk despite
myself. Did they ever think people would laugh here? As we approach, I wonder
what I will say to them.
Do I say that this place ruined me, scarred me for life? That I too felt the
flames? That in the ashes of what happened here, comes something they never
thought would happen: hope. That although I left here broken, in the space
between my jutting bones and the ruins of my old life grew roses; bright and
red and so, so alive.
I reach the group, and steady myself. “My name is Greta, and I survived the
Holocaust.”
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The Stars You Can’t See
By Madeleine Wagner

“M

aryam,” she cries, when she sees me clambering back in over the rubble.
She is just where I left her, tucked up in the same corner, all swathed
in shadow except for her wan face and wide eyes. Relief wells up in my chest,
fierce and hot; the kind that would spark tears, if I had any tears left.
But I don’t. Couldn’t cry if I wanted to. There’s not enough left in me to spare,
not in this useless husk of a body, with skin smothered in soot and grime, insides
shrivelled as dried dates.
“Are you okay?” I drop to my knees beside her, pressing a circle of bread into
her palms. It’s hard and cracked, but it’s all there is. Hunger licks up the sides
of my stomach, but it is scorched raw too, the acid curdling in its emptiness.
We’re rotting away, see. Bread goes mouldy quick: less than a week, and it turns
stale. It takes people longer, I have learnt. Decay is relentless, but slow. But it is
committed to us now.
She nods feverishly, and tears into the bread. I test my sister’s clammy
forehead, her neck, her rattling chest, rest my hand on her quaking shoulders.
Weaker every day. We should have gone when we could, should have left when
most people did. It’s my fault: I was afraid to go, wasn’t sure what we’d find if we
fled. I still don’t know how far we might have gotten, but - whatever, wherever - it
would have been better than here.
Instead we’re trapped in this wasteland, the city dead around us. And still
that’s not enough for them, that there’s no pulse left in this place: still they feel
the need to tear it limb from limb, to dig up its bones, to pull our home apart.
What will there be left to win, when the war is done?
“We’ve got to get you to a doctor,” I tell her. I don’t know how else to help her.
She never got her vaccinations, and just before we made it there, the hospital
was bombed. That’s what luck is for us now: the chance to watch our last hopes
burn.
“I’m too tired, Maryam,” she mumbles, her eyes heavy-lidded. She gives up on
the bread.
It’s just us, now. We were sheltered at the school, until it got hit, too. That’s
where she picked up the book she has now, the one she cradles like a teddybear. A ratty textbook. Physics. The last possession to our name, a stolen book,
and it’s useless to us. Science, space: who cares?
Forgive me if the enormity of the universe is beyond our concern right now.
None of that matters here, unless there are better worlds out there than this
one.
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“Tomorrow,” I insist. If we make it ‘til then. “We’re leaving in the morning.” To
another hospital, to the border.
“Someone’s coming for us,” she assures me, all my promises echoed back to
me in blind faith. “To help us.”
Agreement is stunted on my tongue.
“Read me it,” she implores with a yawn, pushing the book round by the corner,
her fingers pattering against the page she wants. I pull it to my lap, barely
needing to squint to make out the text, since I know it half by heart already. It
makes for a strange lullaby. “When we look at the sky, we are looking into the
past. Light takes time to travel across space...”
It’s hard to picture the past, up in our sky. What was it like to look up and
wonder? We flinch from the very sight of it now, from the sounds, the drone
of planes and whirring helicopters, the cries and clamour stretched against a
charcoal background of smoke.
“Stars have long lifetimes, but some of them are dead or dying. White dwarfs
cool and fade, shrinking over several billion years. Others explode into massive
supernovas or become black holes. It could take us centuries to be aware of
their death. Commonly, they are so far away from earth that they are not visible
to the naked eye.”
She falls asleep beside me, sweaty and shivering, a sea of shallow breaths. I
turn the page, but don’t dare sleep.
I see us in those stars, the stars you can’t see. We are ash and dust and
already dead.
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War Wraith
By Magpie Holtzmann

T

he soldier wakes to the stench of death. It lingers in the rusted sand he lies
on, coarse against his cheek as he drags stale air into his lungs. In his mind,
the battle still rages, the crush of bodies, the flash of blades, the screams. He
can hear unforgiving waves gnawing at the shoreline not too far away, nothing
else but bird cries and wind.
There was a storm, he remembers. Lightning had shrieked from bruised
clouds and torn the sky to pieces, rain hard and heavy enough to suffocate had
bled onto the beach.
The soldier opens his eyes and nearly cries out; a pair of wide, glazed irises
stare back at him, just shells that once held life. They belong to a man lying on
the ground beside him, similarly dressed in chainmail and leather, but with an
axe buried in the side of his neck. Congealed blood stains the sand around him,
the soldier retches at the sight and smell combined. Those cold, sightless eyes
stare until he can bear it no more and turns onto his back.
If there had been a storm before, there is no sign of it now. The sun shines
above the beach like an afterlife, nested in blue, and in that moment he knows
he will never see anything so beautiful.
It is a different picture on the ground. The soldier sits up and blinks at the
carnage around him; bodies litter the beach for as far as he can see. There are
more dismembered limbs, bloody entrails and broken chits of bone than there
is sand. Where the waves claw at the fallen, the water is frothy and brown.
Movement catches his eye, he sees a white flag fluttering in the breeze. He
blinks and it is no longer a flag, but ivory cotton wrapped around the figure of
a woman. She is hunched over with her back to him, her shoulders shake with
what could only be sobs. Maybe she is mourning, the soldier considers, maybe
she will help him. He is just about to get up when she freezes, only the cloth
around her moving. Still crouched, she turns until her eyes lock into him.
The birds stop calling.
The wind falls silent.
A thick trail of blood runs from her mouth and down her chin, the robes on
her front stained red. She stands, slowly, like some ravening angel, dropping a
hunk of something that drips from a bloodied hand. The soldier does not move,
fright has its hands around his throat and is throttling the courage out of his
body. His mouth drops open, his fingers shake, with blood roaring in his ears he
blinks - and she is gone.
In the distance, a gull screams into the wind.
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Ring of Fire
By Helia Daryani

A

s the wind howls in the dead of night, the old music box chime that once
filled the grounds can almost be heard once more.
“Come one, come all, to the greatest show on earth.”

Even from a distance you could hear the calliope pipe away at a merry melody
that buzzed through the speakers. Night had begun to descend upon the vibrant
tents packed with characters just as brightly coloured. Whispers of excitement
filled the atmosphere with an aura of mystery. The circus only came once a year,
and when the night was through it would always disappear without a trace. But
when you stepped through the barriers and saw the flashing lights once more it
was as though it had never left.
People such as yourself longed for a taste of the extraordinary, to be
exhilarated by the sudden burst of Technicolor movement in your static
existence. This newness was what made your one night at the circus every year
feel like a dream.
On that very night the ringmaster promised you a night you’d never forget. It
was a promise that he never failed to deliver.
“Roll up, roll up, to see the circus that is no more.
Roll up, roll up, to where all fortunes come to die.”
Now the phantom sounds of the pipes echo through the field. Every so often
there would be movement, or a metallic twang would be released from the
broken speakers. Squashed pieces of popcorn smeared themselves between
scorched blades of grass. Spilt slushies stained the lifeless flowers, caked in
poisons every colour of the rainbow.
The garish candy cane dyes bleed into one another, forming a murky grey.
The beauty besmirched, the facade falsified. But the circus still stands tall – a
sinister beacon in an otherwise empty field.
“And for my final act, I shall make the audience disappear.”
The flames looked like part of the act to begin with. Gasps of amazement
became screams of terror as the circle of fire rose from the ring towards the
stands. Men and women tried to escape their seats. People were separated,
bodies were trampled. The fire licked at your clothes as the big top caught alight
and blazed at every entrance and every exit, climbing upwards to form a violent
halo of flames.
The children stood in awe, as children often do. They would lose their parents
in the crowd, fascinated by the fire. It was easy to be captivated by something so
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emotionless yet so alive. You reached out and tried to grab one of the children
and pull them away, but they pushed you off and continued to walk towards the
flickering beating of the flames.
News of the disaster had spread across the small town almost as quickly as
the inferno of red and yellow. Firemen came to pull screaming parents out,
but no one could make the children listen. They remained in their unbreakable
trance. When the flames caressed their soft skin, not one child recoiled. The
beauty and amazement did not eliminate the pain, but it made it subside. It was
worth it. The excitement was worth it.
The adults did not understand – could not understand. Their time had passed,
but the children were fresh and new. They were still thrilled by the thought of
being whisked away into a life better than their own, to sail away on wisps of
candy floss clouds. Their youthful amazement had not been tampered with, for
they could see the beauty. To the children the flames were alive. They weren’t
monsters climbing up the sides of the big top, but horses that had broken free
from their merry-go-round prison, galloping into the sky.
As you were pulled out of the tent, you saw the children carry on walking
to the centre, where the only remaining adult stood. The ringmaster was their
friend. He could not hurt them.
Buckets of water were thrown onto the charred tent fabric by the town’s
people as the embers finally went out. Smoke filled the sky with a choking grey.
You were one of the first to run inside again. There was nothing. The children
and ringmaster had vanished into the air as the town stood around the empty
tents that flapped as the crowd shivered. Ladies and gentlemen, but no boys
or girls.
The sun had risen. The final act was done.
Laughter of children had once filled the air, like ripples in an ocean of joy.
Nobody was laughing now.
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Paths
By Tyler Elizabeth Turner

I

scarcely could see my hand before me for the shards of rain that cut sharply
through my field of vision.
As I rushed down the dimly lit side street, I stretched my hand out beyond
the safety of my umbrella and allowed the heavens to christen my palm. Cool
droplets rapidly merged to form a pool in the centre, magnifying the tiny tracks
and lines that made up my own unique pattern.
Lost in my observations and blinded by the downpour, I was barely aware of
the hooded silhouette shuffling towards me on the pavement. Had it not have
been for the slight nudge upon passing that subsequently shattered my small
illusion, I might not have noticed it at all.
We came together beneath the light of a lamppost. Now illuminated, the
figure slowed and issued an apology that was spoken in a strange numb voice,
almost inaudible against the roar of the rain. I told them not to worry, though
secretly, I was disappointed to have lost my little pool.
Although they did not raise their eyes to my own – whether out of timidness or
reluctance I could not tell – I was able to catch a fleeting glimpse of a petite pale
face that was, despite being distorted by the curtain of rain, instantly familiar.
As the person awkwardly passed, pining for the shadows to reclaim her, I
turned and called out a name that had not crossed my lips in an age.
Evidently shocked by my utterance, the figure slowed to a halt, dancing on the
ledge where the light faded into darkness. She twitched her head back towards
me and I witnessed her rigid muscles relax in recognition, though a resilient air
of caution still clung to her.
I smiled, but it was not returned. My old friend registered my presence, but
did not really see me. Instead, she stared solemnly through me and into some
internal abyss, making no attempt to stifle the heavy raindrops that tumbled
over the curve of her eyelashes and down her porcelain cheeks. If she had have
smiled, I thought to myself, the fragile surface would have surely crumbled.
Allowing my own smile to slip and be replaced by a look of uncomfortable
concern, I offered her shelter beneath my umbrella. She thanked me, but
declined the invitation, instead opting to pull back her hood, allowing the
weather to corrode her further, gradually saturating her dusty blonde hair and
turning it black.
Worried, I asked her if she was feeling OK. Our paths had not crossed in a long
while, yet I was all too aware of the abnormality of her actions. I pointed out that
she was likely to catch her death if she did not accept my refuge.
Shrugging disinterestedly, she explained that umbrellas are untrustworthy.
They are liable to break, leak or get turned inside out by the wind. Then when the
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rain hits it is more of a shock since you have grown accustomed to staying dry.
She argued that it is far more sensible to embrace that which could potentially
bring us harm than to be betrayed by that which is designed to protect us.
There was some morbid sense in what she was saying that I could not deny. I
should have insisted on accompanying her back to sanctuary, or at least waited
with her until the clouds passed, but instead I smiled and nodded. I told her that
is was wonderful to have seen her and that I hoped our meetings could become
more frequent from that point onwards. To my relief, she said she would like
nothing more, and a slight flicker of emotion momentarily lit up her dull vacant
gaze.
Then she turned and teetered off of the light’s edge and plunged back into
darkness. Satisfied with our departure, I watched her fade into nothingness
before resuming my journey.
Intense beams of sunlight streamed in through my thin curtains the following
morning, gently coaxing me out of my slumber.
Stretching out of the shackles of sleep, I climbed out of bed and drew back
the curtains, allowing the warmth to encumber me. I smiled contently with the
promise of rekindled friendship still fresh in my mind.
Little did I know that it would be an age before our paths would cross again.
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The Woman
By Nadia Ali

T

he woman stands alone on the cracked sidewalk; bare feet, awaiting a cab
though she has no money. She shelters her face from passing strangers to
conceal the bruises splattered across her pale skin. Dark circles line her eyes
and blood drips from her lip where it has split.
She stumbles, regains her balance, and hastily glances over her shoulder as
if she is being watched or followed. Perhaps it is a lover, whose coat now hangs
off her frame and protects her body from the unforgiving November morning.
Perhaps, it is a stranger’s jacket; one she had met at the bar last night and
although she knew his name, she would never know his story. Perhaps, she
doesn’t know the owner’s name at all, and it is, instead, property stolen solely
for the sake of keeping her warm.
She hugs the beige coat around her shoulders, hands plunged into the
empty pockets that would have held spare change, crumpled receipts and unlit
cigarettes on other occasions. Maybe even a set of keys; one for the front door
of the semi-detached house they shared, and the other for the old Cadillac
parked in the gravel driveway. Sometimes, a third key for an unknown location
belonging to her husband’s mistress of many years.
A car stops beside the kerb and she runs to it, dragging her legs behind her
as if they are no longer attached to her body. She knocks on the window, leaving
an imprint of her bloodstained hands on the frosted glass. When the driver
restarts the car, she frantically tugs on the handles of the locked doors but to
no avail. It pulls away.
The woman sits alone on the cracked sidewalk; bare feet, hysterical, hands
now stark red from scrubbing against the ragged white dress draping her body
like a shroud. The coat held high above her head, a useless shield against the
raindrops clinging to her auburn hair.
Cars come and go, desperate to avoid the morning rush hour traffic, and
passers-by toss the change from the steaming coffees they carry into her lap. A
golden Labrador tails behind its owner, burying its head under the damp jacket
now strewn across the pavement. It chews on the buttons that haven’t yet fallen
off, decides that it dislikes beige coats and proceeds to pee on it.
She watches dawn become day and day become dusk; her lap becomes a
pocket for bronze coins, unwanted snacks, a broken umbrella and a pair of
mismatched gloves that conceal the crimes her hands have committed. She
watches the beige coat decomposing near the overflowing trashcan and
imagines it to be her husband.
She sees his body rotting away in the semi-detached house they shared, the
one with the old Cadillac parked in the gravel driveway. They may not find his
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body for days, but at least they’d find hers, frozen on the streets of the city that
never sleeps.
The woman rests alone on the cracked sidewalk; bare feet, uncovered, frost
biting her skin smeared with green and purple bruises. She has little money, a
dead husband and a huge secret staining her hands in blood only she can see.
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The Price of a Puffin
By Olivia Brinkley

T

he winter dusk had brought an unpleasant frost and the streets were empty.
The organised workers had already made it home from the office, and as the
lone remaining straggler Nina trudged sturdy walking boots across sparkling
cobbles, guided by sparse street lights and shops at sporadic locations. As
usual, Nina had been lost in thought, narrating the journey in her head to keep
occupied. She travelled with deft, dancing footsteps driven by music in her ears
and visions of stage shows about small town women who had big things to
say. She did not care that her floaty skirt trailed in the wetness blanketing the
street, or that occasional passers by might hear her singing to herself; Nina had
become accustomed to solitude and loved the peaceful creativity of urban early
evenings.
However attuned with surroundings, surprise weakens even the fiercest of
tigers. So when a booming voice made of gravel leapt from the darkness Nina
had assumed to be barren, she stopped still and her heart began to quicken.
“Hey!”
Nina remained statuesque, breathing shallow, to consider whether she had
imagined the sound, but it came again.
“Hey, you!” This time more insistent.
As her eyes adjusted to the lack of light, she saw him. A darkened alley
ran adjacent to the street, and from within a man had appeared, looking as
though he truly belonged to the night. Everything about him was dark; his
waterproof trousers, oversized hooded top and fingerless gloves clung to him
in various shades of black, overshadowed by a mop of tousled hair resembling
a bedraggled pigeon. His pale face was mottled with dirt like craters on the
surface of the moon, with skin that absorbed any light that chanced to dance
there. Nina did not usually respond to strangers, but there was something in
this man’s urgency that compelled her to listen. So she edged closer, planning
her escape route simultaneously.
“What is it?” she called, trying to be bold enough to silence the tremor in her
throat.
The man replied in a statement fuelled with elated force at the realisation he
had gained an audience, “Come and have a look at this puffin!”
“I’m sorry?” she said, fear wilting into confusion.
“I said, come and have a look at this puffin!”
He beckoned with blistered hands, chipped nails cupped to dirtied palms, and
walked further down the street. Stunned by the curiosity of the conversation,
Nina followed. There stood the jewellery store. She had seen the antiquated
shop before, with its striped juniper and indigo canopy and windows bathed
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with spotlights. The man encouraged her to come closer and she obeyed,
intrigued. They stood, shoulder to shoulder, faces pressed against the window.
Nina’s eyes searched whilst his, on the contrary, were fixed and alive.
“Look at it. Look at it!” he cried, pointing triumphantly at the object of his
obsession.
Nina had been looking for something spectacular, but the puffin in question
was no bigger than a thimble. It sat on the middle shelf, surrounded by necklaces
and watches, staring out with pride. The puffin sparkled more brilliantly than
any diamond ring, with the lights accentuating the twinkle of its plumage. The
creature was made of minuscule jewels, painstakingly crafted from its claws to
the top of its little puffin head.
The man had turned to face his new acquaintance and spoke now in a much
louder voice, “That puffin costs two thousand pounds. Can you believe it? What I
would give to have two thousand pounds. But here I am sleeping on the street,
and there’s folks spending four months rent on an ornamental puffin. I had to
show someone, just so I could know my eyes were seeing right.”
The man had no problems with his vision; the scratchy writing on the tag
tied to the puffin’s miniature webbed feet did indeed read £2,000.00. Nina
stared, blinded by the arrogance in the puffin’s eyes, all trace of fear melted
into compassion and a uniting sense of injustice. “You would have to really like
puffins,” she mused, solemnly.
The man spoke softly with bitterness on the tip of his tongue, content to have
received affirmation but saddened at the reality. “And people say I’m the mad
one.”
Nina nodded solemnly and, in unison, they turned their faces back to stare at
the puffin, two silent shadowy characters, illuminated only by the light leaking
from the jewellery shop.
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Amazing Grace
By Olivia Sandwell

I

t was there again tonight. Joshua sat in his armchair by the window watching
it just as he did every night. 2.15am exactly. The same time every night. But
that night would be the last time he would just sit and watch the trawler as it
anchored into the dock. No one ever got on or off. It just waited there, and an
hour later it would sail back out into the darkness, like it had never been there
at all. Joshua knew why. He knew what it was, and he knew why it came.
The next night Joshua slowly made his way down to the docks to wait for the
trawler, leaning heavily on his walking sticks. He glanced at his watch. 2.15am.
He squinted into the distance over the calm waves of the sea, and saw nothing.
He closed his eyes, hoping that when he opened them it would be there. His
heart felt heavy in his chest. He needed the trawler to come.
He opened his eyes and saw movement in the distance. There it was. Slowly
but surely moving towards him. It was a small trawler, but sturdy, and it was
white. That was the first thing he had noticed about it, when he had first spotted
its nightly visits to the docks. The brilliant whiteness that made it almost seem
to glow, like the flame of a candle. It was beautiful. As he waited and watched,
he noticed something else about it too. It moved silently. He couldn’t hear the
shouts of the fishermen, or the sound of the waves crashing against the side of
it. He could only hear the sound of the waves lapping up against the docks, and
his own short breaths.
The trawler glided closer, the waves having no effect on its movement. As it
neared, he could just make out the name of the boat, worn and weathered, but
still legible: ‘Amazing Grace’. Joshua choked as a sob rose in his throat. He knew
it. He had been right this whole time. He wasn’t losing his mind.
A shimmering anchor was heaved off the side of the boat and dropped into
the water, making no splash.
“Joshua,” A man’s voice sounded from the boat. It was a voice Joshua had
dreamt of every night since he was 23. He hobbled further down the pier, closer
to the trawler.
A young man appeared from the cabin, a huge grin on his plump face. He
jumped off the side of the boat and landed noiselessly next to Joshua on the
pier. He was as white as the trawler, as were his clothes. Joshua knew now it was
not a trick of the light, or his imagination running wild, the man in front of him
was glowing.
“You got old,” the man said, peering at Joshua’s wrinkled face, and cottony
grey hair.
“You didn’t,” Joshua replied, smiling sadly at his old friend.
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“I’ve been waiting for you, Josh,” the man said, reaching out a hand. “Are you
ready?”
Joshua nodded, reached out to take his friends hand and allowed himself
to be led onto the trawler. As he stepped on board, his back grew straighter,
his hips stopped aching, and his face became smoother. He was a young man
again. Hand in hand with his best friend. Back on the boat which had once been
like his home. The boat that had crashed so many years ago.
Amazing Grace sailed out of the docks for the very last time, its crew intact
once more.
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Izzy
By Sophie McNaughton
Liquid
green gilded
eyes emerge; envying
darkness. Daring, darting during
night. Neither nuzzling nor nibbling:
snuggling. She settles; shadows shift, slink.
Paws peddle, pores prickle, purrs pulsate; panting.
Izzy’s injury is infected. Itchy, inflamed.
Bruised. Blood bubbles beneath black
fur. Flesh festers. Follicles frazzle.
Unable. Unfixable. Unlucky.
Dwindling, drifting.
Sleeping.
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Bus 305
By Scarlett Rushton

A

short essay style piece that gives a voice to my thoughts and observations
about the bus I catch to work.
For the first twenty-one years of my life I considered buses dirty, unreliable,
slow, inefficient and generally awful modes of transport. A snobbish opinion,
but not an unjustified one.
However, when I landed my first job out of university at an ad agency in
Windsor, I worked out that catching bus 305 would be my cheapest, quickest
and therefore best commuting option. So with a heavy heart and an upturned
nose, I resigned myself to joining the other bus regulars in my daily trip to and
from work.
To begin with the journey passed as quickly and as painlessly as I could hope
for. I kept my eyes down and my headphones in, determined not to acknowledge
either my surroundings or my fellow passengers. I quickly got used to the jerky
ride, became hyper aware of where my hands were placed after an unfortunate
chewing gum incident and realised that driving through a red light doesn’t
necessarily mean certain death. Within a month I had stopped daydreaming of
taxis and accepted my fate.
Then one day something curious happened. A man who I recognised as a bus
regular, walked up to where I was stood, positioned himself in front of me and
spoke. I took my headphones out and asked him to repeat himself.
“How was your day?” he asked.
Looking back, I can appreciate that question is pretty much the least offensive,
simplest thing I might ever get asked. But at the time it left me utterly bewildered.
Who was this man? Why did he want to know how my day had been? What was
he thinking speaking to someone who hadn’t so much as made eye contact with
him? Did he have no sense of proper bus/commuting etiquette? WAS HE MAD?
“Fine thanks. How was yours?” I managed to stutter out.
“Oh you know, a bit boring. My name’s Tim, by the way.”
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Tim, it transpired, was a 42-year-old IT consultant originally from the Philippines
who enjoyed playing video games and occasionally wore a flat cap. He was also
responsible for opening my eyes to the wider world of bus 305.
Tim knew all the bus 305 regulars. What’s more is that he was friends with all
the bus 305 regulars; he knew their names, which stops they got off at, what they
did for a living, if they had kids, what those kids’ names were - I even received
a birthday card from him. For one hour every day the bus creates a public
space with ample opportunity for the close scrutiny of total strangers. Instead
of scrutinizing, Tim took the time to get to know each of his bus neighbours,
helping to create a unique little mobile community.
Those who are dependent on buses range from the young, the old, people
on low incomes, disabled people and those like myself, for whom it’s just
practical. For many of them the bus is more than a way of getting from A to B;
it’s a chance to feel part of a community. In a world where we’re surrounded
by people yet increasingly lonely, the bus brings its passengers together and
creates the possibility for unlikely friendships.
At one time it would have surprised me that such a drab way of getting around
could enjoy this kind of social respectability. But now when I hop on bus 305, I
look around at the familiar faces, say hello to Tim and am reminded that human
warmth can be found in the most unlikely of places.
I’ve even stopped wearing my headphones.
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Smile
By Alice Walker

A

smile is such a simple gesture, and yet in every language it is the same.
A smile is warmth, belonging, kindness.
I have always believed that happiness is a choice, you cannot wait - happiness
will not find you; you must look for it, and as you look you must see it - in
everything.
To be optimistic isn’t to be naïve, isn’t to have experienced nothing - it is to
know sadness, to understand the horrors of the world, to have experienced
horrors in your own life - none of us are immune, no one’s life is perfect. To
be optimistic is to know all of this, to understand all of this - and then despite
everything, to choose still to be happy, to smile.
As I walk down the street on my way to buy lunch, I smile. Some people looked
puzzled, confused - I can see them processing it in their head, trying to figure
out if they know me - if I know them, of course I don’t - I just smile, and more
often than not - they just smile back. Try it; you’ll find it’s hard to see someone
smiling, and not to simply smile back at them. Sometimes I buy my lunch, and
I eat it walking back up the street - something about this seems to interest
people, or at least they tend to watch me a little - so I smile, and sometimes I
wave, and sometimes they wave back.
People seem afraid of kindness. Perhaps it’s because in school we’re taught
that nothing is ever free, that there’s always some catch. I don’t smile because
I want to be rich, or because I want to make friends; I don’t want anything from
the people I smile at, I don’t even expect them to smile back. Some people can’t
comprehend why anyone would do something for nothing, to them I would
say, “It is for me - not for you; I smile because I want to.” Perhaps that is selfish
enough for people to understand. Not all people are like that though, only
some, and only sometimes.
I have always had faith in people - as much as we are capable of being cruel,
of doing stupid things - people are truly amazing.
I told my mother once that I wanted to save the world, and she told me that
was odd - told me most people only really want to save themselves and those
they care about, those around them. I couldn’t believe her somehow.
Just after that I got my job, volunteering in a charity shop - I love it more than
anything and it has enabled me to get to know the most incredible and diverse
of people, and over the last few years it’s taught me something, something I
wanted to share with everyone - what I will share with you now; to be amazing
isn’t to save the world (though I’m fairly sure that would qualify), isn’t to stop
starvation or to cure disease - amazingness happens everywhere, every day. It
is in all of us, around all of us.
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To be amazing is to be kind, to be selfless, to be thoughtful. Amazingness
is the little things - simple gestures, things we can all do. Amazingness isn’t
expensive, isn’t time consuming - it only takes a moment, only takes a thought.
It only takes a smile.
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We Can All Be Helpers
By Beth Fiducia-Brookes

‘W

hen I was a boy and I would see scary things in the news, my mother
would say to me, “Look for the helpers. You will always find people who
are helping.”’ Fred Rogers
It’s been four days since the Westminster attack.
Four days since shock and fear swept through London.
Four days since our police force gave one of their own to protect us.
Four days since the attack which caused four innocent people’s deaths.
How can one cover all of this pain and emotion? One can’t. Instead I have
decided to focus upon one aspect of that day; the helpers. Just as the mother of
Fred Rogers told him as a little boy ‘to look for the helpers’, I am focusing on the
helpers of the day. After all, it has been four days since bystanders rushed to
help those in need. Four days since remarkable bravery, compassion and love
were shown as strangers helped one another.
Let’s admire and celebrate the humanity and compassion that was shown,
and which has a far wider reach than terror and hate can ever have. Indeed,
we can see this from the behaviour of the bystanders, the nearby St Thomas’
Hospital staff, the police, the flower givers, and generous financial donators
near and far. Indeed it is they who should be celebrated; as each and every
one of them has endeavoured to show support and positively impact on those
affected by this attack.
Let’s celebrate the helpers and the positive impact they have had: firstly, we
must remember PC Keith Palmer who gave his life protecting the public he
served and the officials who run our country. He spent 15 years serving our
country. What a dedicated, loyal and brave man.
Let’s applaud the bravery shown by the bystanders who helped their fellow
commuters and sightseers, even though they did not know if they were safe.
They did what first aid they were able to and gave what kind and comforting
words they could despite also having been affected by the trauma of the
attack. MP Tobias Ellwood and Tony Davis who gave CPR to PC Keith Palmer so
promptly should be especially commended. At a time where some question
MPs’ commitments to their people, Ellwood’s act of dedication to his fellow man
will also help restore some trust in politicians.
The NHS staff who attended the scene, especially those who rushed over the
bridge from St Thomas’ Hospital to help the injured, need to be admired. They
ran toward the danger and gave vital care. They provided first aid, blankets and
a refuge for victims. They, and the other emergency services who attended the
scene, highlighted the incredible work that they do each and every day and their
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ability to stay calm in difficult situations. They were a comfort to those watching
the aftermath unfurl.
Those generous donators who have given to support the families of those
affected must also be admired. Some may not be from London or the UK but
their generous act of giving will help the victims’ families in the future.
Finally, but equally important, let us look to our political and religious leaders
who came together to honour the victims of the attack. Their solidarity regardless
of their differences is an example to us all.
Indeed, each and everyone one of these individuals has acted as an example
to the rest of London, the UK and further afield on how regardless of skill,
knowledge, position or power we can each be helpers and positively impact on
each other’s lives in the darkest of moments.
Indeed, Tony Davis said of the day that ‘It was a great show of solidarity’. This
solidarity in times of need is incredible and draws out the best in people. There
was one person who intended to hurt, there were hundreds who worked to
help and heal. Let us remember them and their positive acts which have a
huge impact on the immediate community and indeed, the world we live in. A
humane and caring world.
Tomorrow marks the start of a new week. One in which I hope we will look
out for each other more, both here in London, but also globally. We can all be
helpers.
For PC Keith Palmer, Aysha Frade, Kurt Cochran and Leslie Rhodes.
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Educating for Life
By Carolyn McClements
“Every child deserves a champion - an adult who will never give up on them, who
understands the power of connection and insists that they become the best that they
can possibly be.” - Rita Pierson
Parents and teachers; the two most influential groups of people in a child’s
life. When our parents hide their tears and drop us at the school gate for our
first day of school, they place their trust in our teachers. They trust them to care
and protect in their absence. They trust them to teach their children what they
cannot.
I was blessed to have supportive parents but that didn’t diminish the formative
role my school had on me. I emerged from Year 14 unrecognisable to the timid
Year 8 I was when I entered. Not all my age experience such a feat and I would
never attempt to deny that I was blessed with my experience. However, with
the ever increasing demands on educators, should we not take the time to
acknowledge their great triumphs, above and beyond their job descriptions?
The National Curriculum dictates what I should gain from my studies. My
A-Level results are concrete proof of my school’s success in providing me with
this academic education. Accompanying this however, I received lessons which
could be gleaned from no textbook nor ranked in a league table. In accordance
with my school’s motto, I was ‘educated for life’.
This is for the teachers who changed me, who believed in me. For the teachers
who shared their stories with me. For the teachers who dedicated their free
time to so many extra-curricular activities. For the teachers who never gave
up on me and refused to let me give up on myself. For the teachers who never
failed to listen, even when I didn’t ask them to.
When self-belief is shattered, it can be an impossible task to rebuild. How
does one go about repairing something they view as unworthy, unnecessary,
or even underserving? As Rita Pierson explains in her TED talk, a speech I
often return to when I find myself questioning my ultimate desire to become
a teacher, she explains that every child deserves a ‘champion’ and it can’t be a
parent. Parents are programmed to love us from the moment they lay eyes on
us, biology dictates it. This champion or, if you’re lucky, champions, believes in
you due to solely your own merit. That kind of belief is a warmth a young person
cannot shake off.
My champions provided the spark to relight what had been dulled within me.
For me, this had been the diagnosis of my sister with a serious chronic illness.
Thrust into a world of hospital stays and anxious waits for medical test results,
I felt lost at sea with no points of reference. There is no blame to attribute to
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anyone for that, I only seek to thank those who saw me slipping, clutched my
hand and assured me they would not let go.
The role of a teacher is dynamic and demanding, deserving of the highest
respect. Daily you alter the lives of so many, in ways you may not even know.
You taught me to hold my head high, see the value in myself and helped me to
unlock my potential. I will be eternally grateful and can only hope I repay the
next generation with what you gave me.
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The Universal Truth
By Charlotte Brindley
“Everything has beauty, but not everyone sees it” - Confucius
The universal truth is that no one can irrevocably love their self. We are all
plagued with demoralising thoughts that prevent us from harmonising with our
body: why am I not smart enough? I should be thinner. Why am I not as beautiful
as her? I am not good enough.
This unspoken connection we all share about our partial or whole distaste
for ourselves is what commercial products have thrived on. Since 2000, plastic
surgery procedures have risen 115% and the Health and Beauty sector is now
worth more than £17 billion and is set to increase. Idols and celebrities are
promoting diets and exercises to disregard the natural lumps and curves of the
human body to achieve perfection.
But when will we reach perfection? The answer is we won’t. Humans are not
perfect. We are not sculptures: moulded and posed by delicate fingers. No
amount of product or surgery will ever achieve that time shattering, unfading
perfection that marble statues have. Instead, humans are poetry: fluid, moving,
ever-breathing, pulsing. Our perfection is not in our eternal beauty, but in our
finite existence: in our ever changing development that withstands the trials
and tribulations of life.
Communities around the world are celebrating our finite existence and are
trying to enable universal self-love. Fashion houses and modelling agencies are
taking on more plus sized models, both male and female, than ever before, and
the magazine companies are incorporating them into their covers. Non-binary
models are breaking through and showing that fashion does not have to be
gendered. Diversity within fashion is becoming more prevalent. Men are being
included in beauty and makeup advertisements. Even celebrities have started
to wear less or even no makeup to prestigious events such as the Oscars or the
Grammys.
But how did this change start? Through us. Us normal, hardworking, noncelebrity individuals who have a voice and an idea. Changes in the media and
culture have been brought about by us using our voice through social media.
We have hit back at large corporations idealising a certain size as “normal” – no
size is normal because we are biologically different, each and every one of us.
That is what makes us beautiful.
My experiences with body confidence and self-appreciation started through
social media. I have struggled with body confidence since the start of high
school; when I was growing up, the girls around me were paper thin. When
we were 12, I hit puberty, but they didn’t. I morphed into a 10 stone shapely
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woman, and yet everyone else around me was skinny, flat chested and had
thigh gaps. All the girls had porcelain skin, I had tiger stripes: ugly red marks
across my thighs and lower body where the skin had stretched so much it had
burst open. For years I hid my stretch marks and my curves away from the
world, under layers of clothing – only daring to bare skin when I was on holiday
with only my parents and my dogs.
It wasn’t until last year when I found an account on Instagram where women
were embracing their stretch marks and scars. They were proud of their bodies.
No matter how deep or red or “ugly”, their marks were a sign of their growth.
I was encouraged to think that my marks were a testament to my journey into
womanhood. Granted, this did not cure my hatred of my marks or my body, but
at least I knew I wasn’t alone, and that I should not feel shame.
Since then, I’ve encouraged my own peers to embrace whatever they think
makes them “ugly”, “undesirable” or “unlovable”, just as those women on
Instagram did for me. Whenever one of my friends cannot face to wear an outfit
in public because it highlights their “problem area”, I talk with her until she feels
more confident. Even better, I change into something similar so at least she is
not alone.
The universal truth is that no one can irrevocably love their self – but it does
not have to be true. Whatever someone may regard as hideous, someone else
may deem most exquisite. You are not any less because of your anxieties or
fears – you are simply human. That in itself is beautiful.
“This is the very perfection of a man, to find his own imperfections” – Saint Augustine
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Dear Past Me
By Charlotte Williams
Dear Past Me,
I want you to know that you’ve made it. Well, you’re making it. You’re doing
just fine. Sure, there are days when you’re not so good, but you’ve now learnt
to embrace them. In all honesty, they remind you of just how far you’ve come.
You’ll overcome it, you know. It will take years, and it certainly won’t be easy,
but you’ll make it in the end. Hell isn’t fun, and you’ll be there a long time.
Sometimes, you’ll think you’re getting better, but that will be an illusion. Don’t
fall into the habit of getting too comfortable.
I want to thank you for not giving up, even though you came close to it on
several occasions. I’m sorry that you are so lost, and don’t know where you’re
going, but you’ll find the path again. You were too gentle and too good for the
cruel reality of life, and the exploitation of our ignorance was painful. You’ll
continue to crave the shelter of childhood innocence. I still do. But you’re better
off without it. Wisdom comes through the trials both behind and ahead.
I want you to know that the view up here is amazing. I can see you in the valley
of shadows, crippled under the weight of your burdens, sinking in the mud.
Rest. The sun will still be visible when you make it, and we can share the view
together. Me and you. It’s okay not to fight some days, to put down the demon
on your back and breathe through the suffocating mist.
I don’t want to worry you, but on the journey up the mountain a part of you will
die. You’ll grieve and weep, and slide back down in an avalanche of emotions.
But you’re strong enough and resilient enough to persevere. Those shadows
will haunt you, day and night, and you’ll get little rest. The wounds on your body
will multiply, and your heart will begin to sink into the gaping emptiness.
When you make it up here, though, something will begin to grow. I’m still
nurturing it, watering it daily, caring for the fragile flower that is blooming into
something beautiful. The seed was planted long before; it’s your destiny.
You are bitter now. That I know, because I am you, although you are not me.
Not any longer. Up here, with a clear head and a peaceful heart, you’ll be able
to reflect on the journey through the valley of dry bones. You’ll learn that it was
worth it. I hate to think of what we would have become had we not been there.
Your hardened heart will become gentle, and you’ll be able to hold people, like
a cloud, and soothe them as they cry. This you’ll be good at, because that was
something you want – something you need – but something you will be denied.
You’ll learn to forgive those that sent you here, that tortured you daily and sent
you into hell. They’ll never know the pain they caused, or how you wept, how you
loathed yourself, how you thought you were no better than dirt. Their echoes
will stay with you, even though you’ve already lost everything: your friends, your
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education, your freedom and your sense of self. Love is a foreign concept right
now, and something that you’ll continue to struggle with, but you’re getting
there. We are getting there.
When you panic, you will calm down. When you feel nothing, you will feel
something again. When you cannot sleep, just know that the stars pray for you.
Your isolated nights alone are never ignored by the cosmos.
There will come a day where you will be able to leave the shadow of your
safety blanket, and take small steps to freedom. The bonds are still there, the
memories acting as an anchor to the past, but the sea of troubles will settle.
One day, you’ll be able to set your feet on solid ground again.
I want to thank you for not giving up, even when that seems like the only way
out. Thank you for staying strong even though you were worn down, and for
holding on to the fraying rope, when everyone else screamed for you to let go.
Thank you for never giving up on me. I’ll never give up on you.
Love, Charlotte.
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Just Listen
By Claire Joicey

O

ne of the first pieces of music that I ever remember hearing was the
last movement of Mendelssohn’s violin concerto in E minor. It was the
piece that first introduced me to classical music, and therefore, by default, has
always been quite a landmark piece for me. So when I heard that it was to be
performed at Edinburgh’s Usher Hall, unsurprisingly I raced straight to the box
office to claim my ticket. The intense level of apprehension and excitement I
had as I snuggled into my seat to watch the concert should, in retrospect, have
given me some warning of what was about to happen. For 90 minutes later, as
I walked out of the Hall, I felt somewhat deflated. The lead violinist had played
it undeniably perfectly, with a level of technique even the most unmusical of
people would have been envious of, but the emotional weight of it had vanished
for me, and I felt empty, even disappointed in myself for having thought on it
too much.
We all have a moment in life when something shifts, something untangible,
something hard to express in words. For some, this shift happens gradually,
but for some, like myself, this shift happens in one memorable, heart-stopping
moment. I can even remember when – 29th October 2013. This was when, a
year almost to the day after that Mendelssohn concert, I turned on a certain
piece of music, a piece of music moreover I had heard many times, almost every
day in fact, but which had never held an awful lot of depth for me. This was a
cover of the song ‘Gravity’ by Sara Bareilles. On the 29th October 2013, after
weeks of self-torture and enduring extremely painful memories, I turned on my
music, to this song, and what happened in those 3 minutes I will never be able
to fully comprehend. By the time the song finished, I walked straight out of the
house and climbed up to the top of a hill, where I sat and wept solidly for a full
90 minutes, and let go, for the first time, of the terror of the last six weeks.
To this very day, I thank my lucky stars that this song played to me when it
did. It seems an odd, almost self-righteous thing to say that you owe your life to
a piece of music, but for some, like myself, this can quite literally be the case. It
is in equal parts terrifying and exhilarating, yet, even 3 years on, I’ll admit I still
find it difficult to listen to that same song now. I do occasionally. But I know in
my heart of hearts I’m scared that if I do, it will lose that special significance,
in the same way I have now lost all nostalgic value for Mendelssohn’s great
masterpiece.
Music is a strange medium and yet its importance, and most of all its personal
importance can never be overstated. Whether the right song, singer, performer
or genre happens to come along just at the point you need it, or it makes you
question your piece of mind, or it holds significance of a time, place or a person,
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I think, just possibly, it’s engrained in every single one of us to want and to need
music whether we know it or not, and whether we expect it or not. I wanted to
be moved by Mendelssohn’s concerto, but try as I might, I just couldn’t be. And
yet, when I wasn’t expecting to be, my whole life was caught off-guard by a song
I had previously thought meant nothing to me. The thing about it is it’s capturing
our hearts – taking what we most desperately want to say and to express in that
moment, but are unable to, and makes you understand what emotion it is you
are struggling with. It’s as if, with each piece of music that connects with you, the
music itself is placing a comforting arm on one shoulder and speaking to the
vulnerable creature inside all of us, allowing us to feel emotions that, nowadays,
many of us keep locked away.
“It’s alright,” it says. “Don’t be scared to just listen.”
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A Good Year?
By Emer O’Toole

T

o say that 2016 wasn’t good is an understatement.
There were bombs, stabbings and shootings, in so-called safe places:
airports, nightclubs, schools, beaches, on trains. Entire countries slammed their
doors on child refugees who were clinging onto the backs of lorries or crossing
the ocean in dinghies because these things were less dangerous than staying
where was, once, home. Families went to a Christmas market in Germany, or
to watch fireworks in France, and came home shattered. In the UK, the politics
of fear and hatred gave racists and xenophobes carte blanche to attack and
abuse whomever they wanted. America elected an unqualified bigot, despite –
perhaps, terrifyingly, because of – his opinion that women, ‘foreigners’, Muslims,
LGBTQ people, and people with disabilities do not matter.
The news became something we’d watch with foreboding. What disaster
would the malignant red banner at the bottom of the screen herald today?
These tragedies struck like lightning against a landscape of mundane, low-level
horrors that aren’t even noteworthy enough to make the headlines: sexism,
racism, homophobia, unemployment, sickness, suicide. Fear. And, to rub salt
in the gaping wound that spanned the globe, we said goodbye to some of our
best artists, singers, comedians, actors and writers – the people whose words
or wit could make things seem that bit more bearable. Our brightest stars
extinguished, when we needed their light the most.
By the end of the year, the world seemed darker. We felt battered and bruised.
We felt broken.
Except we weren’t.
In 2016, I was struggling through my university placement, teaching English in
a small, rural town in central Spain. Homesick and linguistically inept, I’d quickly
learnt that my life-long love for the Iberian Peninsula was unrequited. Each day
contained a heap of tiny humiliations and frustrations which, minuscule as they
were compared to the world’s real problems, still brought me down.
Yet, for every colleague that told me to get out of their sight and go back to
Belfast, or for every shop assistant who mocked my dodgy Spanish pronunciation
to my face, there were others.
There were pupils who hugged me and gave me letters and homemade
bracelets for no reason. There were colleagues who invited me into their
homes, making me feel like one of the family. Teachers who, without a word of
complaint, spent 10 hours in A&E with me on their day off when I had suspected
appendicitis. The shopkeeper who would toss a handful of free caramelos
into my shopping bag with a wink if I looked upset. People showed me more
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kindness and patience and love than I’d ever imagined possible, and wanted
absolutely nothing in return.
So, back to 2016.
It’s ridiculous to suggest that for every horrendous thing that happened last
year, there was one good thing that happened, too. No.
For every bad thing that happened, there were countless good things that
happened.
Yes, Britain saw a 57% spike in hate crime in the days following Brexit. But
the American Civil Liberties Union raised $24 million in donations in just one,
post-Trump, weekend – six times its typical annual income. For every woman
on a French beach who was forced to strip, there were dozens ready to throw
impromptu ‘Wear What You Want’ beach parties outside London’s French
embassy – complete with buckets, spades, and sandcastles. The coward who
saw fit to Sharpie swastikas onto a New York subway was outnumbered by a
carriage full of commuters armed with hand sanitizer, who scrubbed it away
within minutes. Every terror attack saw medics and civilians alike running headon towards danger to help. Each tragedy sparked hashtags - #LoveTrumpsHate,
#BlackLivesMatter, Mexico’s #NoMeansNo; tiny, defiant shouts into cyberspace.
It’s tempting to write off small acts of rebellion and decency as insignificant
self-indulgence. But these small things make up our quotidian lives.
A referendum that defied decency and kindness, or a dangerous man being
sworn in on a cold January afternoon are sad days, scary days, but they are just
that: days. They end. It’s how we behave the next day, and the day after that,
that matters. Each time we stand up for a woman in a hijab being harassed on
a train, or stop to share a chat and a sandwich with a homeless person – these
acts show the world who we are. They show the world that we will win.
To say that 2016 wasn’t good is an understatement.
But maybe we can look back on those 12 months and say that, actually, it
wasn’t all bad.
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Something Borrowed
By Emma King
“We do not inherit the Earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children.”
- Unknown
Humans are one of the most advanced and evolved species on the planet.
We are the race that built empires out of dust, and continue to do so. Yet, we
somehow lack the shared basic want for sustainability. The human population
has increased at an exponential rate in the recent years and we can no longer
deny that this has no dire consequences to the world we live in. With our
expanding growth, comes an insatiable need for more land, food, energy and so
on... But at what cost? Surely with this increased hunger for more there would
be some retribution from Mother Earth herself, but to the consumers all seems
well. But all is not well. When you decide to delve beneath the surface and
discover for yourself that the Earth is perched on a precipice to a rapid slope of
self-destruction, you suddenly realise that it is imperative that we take imminent
action.
Every minute this planet is losing an area of forest as large as 36 football
fields, and at this rate of destruction, rainforests will cease to exist in less than
100 years. This ecological trauma of clearing vast amounts of land is said to
have no precedent in nature except for major volcanic eruptions, and thus
the consequence for the animals that reside there is huge. With the current
issues surrounding climate change, it is safe to say that the entire population of
the world should be working together to try to reduce emissions, however the
burning of these trees is one of the top contributors to global carbon dioxide
levels. The solution to this problem is not yet resolved, and although the idea of
recycling to some may seem like a rather futile attempt to turn things around,
it is vital that we do so. It is estimated that each ton of recycled paper can save
17 trees, 380 gallons of oil, three cubic yards of land, 4000 kilowatts of energy
and 7000 gallons of water, along with 60 pounds less air pollution. In addition,
these 17 trees alone can absorb a total of 250 pounds of CO2 from the air
each year. Now consider the fact that 1 billion trees worth of paper is thrown
away every year in the US alone, and imagine what could be achieved or in this
case prevented if each and every one us just simply put our waste paper in
the recycling bin. It is simply undeniable that our combined effort will save our
planet, our home, from any further poison.
It has been said, that 71% of the world’s surface is water. Our oceans, seas,
lakes and rivers play a vital role in our ecosystem, giving and sustaining life as
well as providing a habitat for it. However the safety of our beautiful oceans has
been compromised due to the excessive buildup of human debris, plastic in
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particular. Plastic has increasingly become an everyday part of our lives, whether
it be on the packaging of an item to the bags we carry them home in, but with the
constant demand for plastic, one way or another our discarded waste probably
ends up in the sea. With the expanse of the ocean known, it is hard to imagine
that the life that reside there ever come into contact with our waste, never mind
be harmed by it, but this is sadly not the case. To marine animals our waste
can become a floating minefield, posing a threat to the animals that depend on
the ocean for food, like a sea turtle when it mistakes a floating plastic bag as a
jellyfish. Unfortunately this problem is not fixable overnight, considering that
the durable plastic remains floating on the surface of the water for up to 400
years. However there is always a way to help. If we continue to act now, we can
hopefully decrease or even prevent the amount of plastic found in our oceans
in the future. If every one of us simply reused our old plastic bags instead of
buying more, or threw our used cans and bottles into the recycling bin, then
together the impact would be lifesaving.
In order to sustain our fragile Earth, it is imperative that we conserve what
we still have rather than further destroy it, and so it is our shared effort in
preserving this state that is undoubtedly the answer.
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Death Is But The Next Great Adventure
By Erin McCrossan

E

ver since I was a child, the most unanswerable of questions has tormented
my every waking existence; ‘What happens to us when we die?’
Death is terrifying to me but would any sane person seriously say something
different? It is the one thing that no one can reassure you about, simply because
no one has a definite explanation. In my eyes, the real reason that death is so
terrifying is because it happens all the time. We are exposed to it every day and
I cannot ignore the fact that I hear about at least one death in some form or
another every single day, mainly in the news. It is a horrific fact about life and
no one can simply bury their heads in the sand. How can you in a world with
internet, TV and radio everywhere you go?
It’s hard not to think about how you would like to go. For me. I had always
thought about a deep sleep. Who knows why? I couldn’t possibly say that this
would be any easier than drowning in a freezing river or slipping into a coma,
but I suppose this would take some of the fear away from death.
Then again, if life is like a film, then maybe dying is like a dramatic climax at the
end of a Hollywood blockbuster. If this were to happen, it would be exactly like
a horror film. I would hear the dramatic music slowly building up in my ear and
then suddenly I would feel the darkness of death creeping up behind me and
pulling me down into an unknown world.
Indeed, life is a game and if this is what life resembles, then death must be
the end of the game where the bad guy gets you. It makes me wonder if there
are ‘save points’ in life. When you die in a video game you can go back to the last
time you ‘saved’. If life is therefore like a video game then you must get a chance
for change. However, I am terrified that one day I will have had an argument
with my family or I will have said something I shouldn’t and then suddenly I’m
gone and I cannot change what I said. So each time I argue with someone I care
about, I make up with them as quickly as possible because my head is telling
me that death will see an argument as an opportunity to take me away for good
before I can undo what I said.
Even if no one can give me the answer to my horrible question, I know one
thing for certain about life’s cruel fate. There is just one word that can cancel out
the bad meanings of the death. The word life. Life is a bringer of happiness to
everyone and although I know that death means devastation and it will always
hang over me like a dark cloud, I can take one thing from it. Death can also mean
life....
Whether or not there is an afterlife or a place where you can still witness
life on Earth after you’re gone, death can also bring life to so many people.
Maybe more people would live life to the full if someone told them that we are
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dying the minute they could understand. Then we all might re-think the way
we live our lives. Because now I realise, birth and death accompany each other
perfectly. One never exists without the other and in that sense, the two are
one. And when these two completely contrasting words come together, they
produce something even greater; love. Love is stronger than death even though
it can’t stop death from happening, but no matter how hard the death tries, it
can’t separate people from love. In the end, love is stronger because grief knits
two hearts in closer bonds than happiness ever can.
Now that I think about it, life is pleasant, death is peaceful; it’s just the transition
that’s difficult. I know one day I’ll turn the corner and I won’t be ready for it but
that doesn’t matter. As a well-spent day brings happy sleep, so a life well spent
brings happy death. Therefore, if I make enough of an effort, I will get a lifetime,
winning the fight against death by living life to the full.
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Trailblazers: From Ska to Sci-Fi
By Grace McKinlay

F

or decades, Black History Month has played a huge part in the lives of people
everywhere. Introduced to the UK in 1987, it gives people of all backgrounds
the chance to celebrate the achievements of black people throughout the ages.
In schools across the world, students embrace their creativity in remembrance
of historical heroes such as Mary Seacole, Rosa Parks and Nelson Mandela.
It is a time of recognition and commemoration- a spirit that is very much alive
in QPCS. Throughout October, staff and students alike have pulled together to
produce a variety of events teaching us about the feats of those whom we know
well, and those we may not. As the celebrations draw to a close, let’s travel back
in time to take a closer look at two of these influential people.
Prince Buster
Before popular musical styles such as Rocksteady and Reggae, there was
Ska. An energised, upbeat genre combining American Jazz with Rhythm and
Blues; Ska originated in Jamaica in the late 1950s. One of the pioneers of the
movement was Prince Buster, born Cecil Bustamente Campbell in 1938. After
producing the hit song “Oh Carolina” in 1960, Prince Buster rose to fame across
Britain and the USA. His first top 20 hit in Britain, “Al Capone” was released in
1965. After that, he produced many more- including “One Step Beyond” and
“Enjoy Yourself”. Prince Buster defined the Ska sound and inspired its revival in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, through the Two Tone Movement. Following his
death in 2016, his legacy continues to inspire many through its huge musical
influence and energetic, infectious sound.
Nichelle Nichols
Born Grace Dell Nichols in Illinois, 1932, the African American actress changed
her name to Nichelle for its powerful meaning: Victorious Maiden. From the
beginning, she has striven to convey this power and authority through the roles
she plays. One of the most famous was Lieutenant Uhura of Star Trek, which
has recently celebrated its 50th anniversary. When the sci-fi TV series was first
launched in the 1960s, it was rare to see any women at all in high-power roles.
Black female actresses were even scarcer; with Star Trek showing one of the
first ever interracial kisses on Television. Nichols instantly became a huge role
model to millions of girls and young women around the world, both for her
acting and in the fight for Civil Rights. One of her biggest admirers was the Civil
Rights activist Dr Martin Luther King - who stated that Star Trek was the only
TV show he allowed his children to watch! When Nichols contemplated leaving
the show, King stepped in to declare that she couldn’t quit, as she was the only
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African American woman on TV in a role worth having. Nichelle Nichols and
Martin Luther King remained close friends until his untimely assassination in
1968. Nichols spoke and sang at his funeral. To this day, she continues to act
and inspire people of all backgrounds to aim high.
There is no shortage of influential black heroes and leaders for young people to
learn from today. At QPCS, students are encouraged to get involved in different
activities and opportunities which help them to grow towards success. Every
October, the school arranges for a group of Year 10-12 students to attend the
Black Achievement Conference in the London School of Economics (LSE.) The
conference is aimed at students of African and Caribbean heritage, encouraging
them to think bigger and realise their potential. The students experience a taste
of higher education, motivating them to believe in every possibility and work
towards achieving their goals.
During October, Year 8 students learn about the “Windrush” generation;
when elderly Brent citizens come to school and talk about their history. In 1948,
the Windrush stopped in Jamaica to collect servicemen who wanted to come to
England and rejoin the RAF. From the day they arrived in England, change began
to take place in Britain: from churches, to trade unions, to local councils. The
Caribbean migrants became a vital part of our society, transforming countless
aspects of British life. Their experiences teach Year 8 the values of determination
and perseverance.
What does Black History Month mean to society? Each year brings new
successes, achievements and inspiration. We may commemorate these events
in October, but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t honour our heroes every other
day of the year! They are the reason that our society is so open and diverse,
continuing to blossom every day.
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A Paranormal Experience
By Khadijah Ahmed

T

his is a story I’ve told a lot. I tell it a lot because it’s true. Or at least, I think it
is...
2002.
I was 8 years old and staying with my Aunty for the summer.
One afternoon Aunty decided my cousin ‘Neemo’ and I would have fun visiting
some distant family relatives who had lots of kids our age. In adherence to the
Unspoken Law we pretended to dread the idea, though were privately excited.
They lived in a big house with a wild garden and an attic! Plus, their house was
rumoured to be haunted. The adults swore it. Strangely enough, we kids were
sceptical. Nonetheless, we liked the idea.
After the usual pleasantries upon arrival, we kids escaped into the garden
where we fought imaginary beasts and escaped invisible dangers in the failing
afternoon light, when everything seems so real.
We came indoors once the sun had set, and headed upstairs for a tour of the
bedrooms. Then, after some contemplation, it was decided that ‘Hide and Seek
in the Dark’ would be a brilliant game to play. All the lights on the second floor
were turned off, and everyone went in different directions to find a hidey-hole
of their own.
I slipped into the master bedroom. This room seemed particularly shadowy
and filled with big furniture to hide behind. Perfect, I thought as I slipped behind
a chest of drawers.
A few minutes passed with no one finding me, and I stifled a triumphant giggle.
Another few minutes, and I began to feel uneasy. A chill went down my spine
and my heart beat faster. I couldn’t explain why, but suddenly I was terrified. I
managed to hold out for another minute before giving in to fear and bolting out
of the room.
I found all of my cousins in another room, chatting away as if nothing had
happened.
“Why didn’t you tell me we weren’t playing anymore?” I demanded indignantly.
My question was met with silent glares. Nobody answered. Just looked at me
hard.
Unnerved, I went downstairs to seek comfort with the grown-ups. Imagine
my surprise when I found everyone, cousins and all, in the dining room eating
dinner!
“What took you so long; we’ve been calling you for ages!” Aunty said.
Here’s where things get shaky.
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I don’t remember saying anything to anyone about what I saw upstairs. All I
remember was sitting down to eat. After that, everything was a blur until we got
back home.
That evening, as I got ready for bed, I recalled that strange event and, as if only
just realising the implications of what happened, I was gripped by a sudden fear.
Lying in bed, I kept repeating my prayers over and over again. Neemo noticed
what I was doing, and asked me why.
“You only need to say your prayers once,” she told me helpfully.
At that point I broke down crying. I couldn’t tell her about the incident at the
relatives’ house, but I said I felt an overwhelming sensation of being watched or
followed by paranormal entities.
My cousin was sympathetic, but she assured me that nothing could harm me
if I wasn’t afraid of it.
Recently, I plucked up the courage to ask her if she remembers anything
unusual from that day.
But she only replied that she doesn’t remember the day at all.
So I wonder; did I really have a paranormal experience that night? Or was it
the result of more tangible phenomena - an overactive imagination or tricks of
the dark?
I may never know...
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Hope
By Megan Lofthouse-Mason
“People are going to tell you who you are your whole life. You’ve just got to punch
back and say, ‘no, this is who I am.’ If you want to change things, you’re going to have
to go out there and change them yourself, because there are no fairy godmothers in
this world.” – Emma Swan, Once Upon A Time.

I

n the world we live in today, there is negativity around every corner, closing
in on all of us until we can do nothing as it enters our minds, festering away;
corrupting happy thoughts. Our lives are not a fairytale where we definitely have
our happy ending and the villains will be defeated once and for all; but that
doesn’t mean that we have to accept that we cannot have our happy endings.
These happy endings are not dictated by a prince or princess rescuing us,
but by ourselves. Whilst Cinderella had a fairy godmother to assist her with a
beautiful gown and unforgettable shoes, without the hope that she possessed,
she would never have had the courage to enter that ballroom and feel worth
more than what her step-family believed she was.
Social media grips us all with an iron fist and influences the way we not just
see the world, but ourselves. Our opinion of who we are changes as our belief
of the need to conform takes over. We believe that we must be a certain size
and shape, or dress a particular way. Girls believe that we cannot be intelligent
because we are classed as a ‘geek’ or look how we want because we are classed
as ‘ugly’. Boys believe that showing emotion is showing weakness, making them
somehow less of a human being than anyone else. Labels are thrown at us from
all angles with the narrow-minded belief that no one should be unique, that no
one should be different from anyone else.
Jennifer Morrison once said, “It takes an incredible strength to be vulnerable.”
This could not be truer for the people of today – especially the younger
generation who spend the majority of their time browsing some form of social
media. The idea that you have to look ‘perfect’ means that we are all forgetting
to be something we all are: human. To be human is to laugh, to cry, to look the
way we want to look – piercings, tattoos, dyed hair. To be human, is to embrace
who you truly are. This originality, however, is being stamped out by airbrushed,
photo-shopped models who are portrayed as the ‘ideal look’ and the person we
should aspire to be.
It is time that we fight back. Social media, television and films are all guilty
culprits of peer-pressuring their audiences into feeling bad about themselves.
But, no more.
No one will decide my fate but me. I have the power to punch back and say
that this is who I am. I don’t have a fairy godmother, and I don’t need one. I have
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the power inside of me to dig my own path, build my own bridge and show who
I am; my version of perfection.
I don’t need perfect hair, an unmarked and toned body and that ‘perfect face’
to be perfect. Perfection is messy buns, a face devoid of make-up and baggy
clothes as I cuddle beneath a blanket to read a book. Perfection is allowing
myself the vulnerability of expressing myself; watching or reading something
that makes me laugh, or cry. Perfection is allowing myself to be me; untarnished
from the need to conform and be just like everyone else.
“Fairy-tales are a reminder that our lives will get better if we just hold onto
hope. Your happy ending may not be what you expect but that is what will make
it so special.” Our happy endings are within our grasp with the hope in our
hearts that we are enough; we are special, we are our own embodiment of
perfection. We are punching back and saying, “This is who I am.” Only I can
decide what I do, or how I feel.
I am enough.
I am perfect.
I looked inside myself and found someone who was more than I originally
expected – a strong being who will not be tainted by the words and opinions
of others. People are so capable of saving themselves, yet they don’t realise it.
I am me; unique, independent. I don’t need that prince to rescue me; I do that
quite well all on my own.
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We Are ‘Normal’
By Naomi Kingston
We make up 26% of the adolescent population.1
We make up 10% of all suicides each year.2
We are the future.
It’s hard to ignore the current issue of adolescent mental health; constant
documentaries, government talks and bad press about the NHS’s mental health
services have meant a new wave of stigma is floating around us.
It was only as recently as the 1980s that institutions which treated the
mentally ill closed. These institutions would place the ‘hysterical’, ‘deranged’ and
‘retarded’ into cramped, dark and dirty spaces. It is not so long since they were
chained to pillars and walls like murderers and viewed by the public as though
they were aliens never before seen. But thirty years later the prejudice and
discrimination felt by us has not changed. We are still labelled as ‘ill’, different
and lacking in the capacity to lead a normal life. Yet, the fact of the matter is that
one in four of us suffer. That’s 25%, or, in a typical school class, 7 to 8 people.
The world is changing each day before our eyes. Young people have the
opportunity to stay in contact with their friends 24/7, but this also leaves more
time for malicious and spiteful behaviour, more time exposed to an online fake
culture which presents the impossible to be the necessary. Around four in five
15 year olds use some form of social media app3 and say that they would be
‘afraid to be left out’ in cases where they didn’t have access to their social media.
In just three years the number of people seeking help for eating disorders has
increased by 110%4. But the problems we face do not stop when we turn off
our social media. Our voices screeching for more mental health support are
shunned away, swept under the carpet and only attended to when it is too late.
Terms that were once used in a medical context to assess the mentally ill are
now perceived as derogatory. Society has taught people that mental ill-health
is a taboo subject. Mental ill-health is not real. Mental health is not important
enough.
I was lucky enough to receive the bountiful care that comes with being an
inpatient, but equally, unlucky to have the misfortune of being in hospital for
half a year. Being in hospital separated us from the harsh reality of the outside
world, and although most days were unbearable, the rapport made with other
‘patients’, support workers and therapists was unprecedented. They were able
to know us on a personal level, and help in a professional capacity.
Maybe it’s just my opinion, but to bring a smile to the face of someone
depressed is hard. These people did more than any medication could possibly
do. No matter how many times we would hit them, scream at them or scar their
memory, they wanted to help. We did absolutely nothing to appreciate them,
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but they continued to come in, giving us the ability to find our breath again and
hope on the days when we could see no future. They made sure they were
always by our side, ready to catch us when we fell.
In a world that has made us feel inferior to the ‘normal’ people, it’s hard to
believe that someone, somewhere cares. And it’s real. Teenage suicide is real.
And it’s happening even though everyone can help to stop it.
As my therapist said to me, “There are so many young people like you, Naomi,
they think that they want to die. They do it. They succeed, Naomi, they succeed.
But, honestly, I don’t think they wanted to. It was a cry for help. And I hear yours,
Naomi.”
Leaders of the world have predicted that mental health will be the biggest
killer by 20205, yet, not much seems to be happening to stop it. We could be
part of that figure. Or - and there should always be an ‘or’ - we could be some
of the first people to land on another planet, become the leader of a country,
write the best-selling music of the decade and be that one person that everyone
wants to share a pint with at the pub6.
We may be ‘ill’, but we are also ‘normal’.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The Princes’ Trust Macquarie Youth Index 2014
Samaritan suicide statistics report (2014)
mintel.com May 2013
Independent Newspaper, Jan 2014
WHO
Buzz Aldrin, Benjamin Disraeli, Leonard Cohen, Stephen Fry - all experienced mental illness
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Words
By Niamh O’Mahony

I

am a writer. We all are. We all have words inside, but they’re all jumbled up.
We all have words filling our heads every day, words that fill us up. Words that
make us feel like our feet are buried inside the ground and we can see fires
raging around us but all we can do is watch, no matter what happens. Words
that make us feel like the world is ending. Like despair. A tree in the middle of
a path. Lying there. A corpse. Dead. But we also have words that make us feel
ecstasy. Like our hearts have turned into a butterfly and like we’re flying. Like the
sun is inside us. The sun that rises and lifts us up with it. The sun that makes our
skin glow and then the glow spreads across our faces and comes out as a smile
or a laugh because we can’t let a dam hold back our pure elation any longer. We
all have those amazing, life changing words. If only we could get the right ones
down in the right order, we could change the world as we know it. Forever. You
see, words are what makes or breaks a person, a world, a life.
I love words. I once read some and wondered: how are words so powerful? So
earth shattering? So jubilant? And then I realised that they’re inside everyone,
they just need to be put in the right order. A story is just a lot of words written
down. But it’s also not. It’s a lot of ideas written down. Ideas which, when written
using the right words could get heard and change the way everyone sees life
itself. But having impulses to write down words can be burdening to the average,
ordinary thing that is the human mind.
How can anyone survive it? How can anyone stand having ideas exploding
inside their brain, inside their heart, inside their very being? Ideas that course
through their skin like blood through their veins. Making them feel that if they
don’t get this amazing, incredible idea out of the confinements of their mind, if
it doesn’t spill out of them in the form of words - wonderful, astounding words right now, they themselves may combust because words can’t always stay inside
of us, sometimes we have to let out everything that’s building up inside us or
else Snap. It disappears and the world has missed out on something that could’ve
made everything better. That spectacular idea, gone forever. So go, let the dirt
grow and blossom into a bouquet of red, blue and immense love. When the
noise in your head gets too loud, turn it into words and spill your soul all over a
page. For man can have it all, only when he has worked out what his sound is.
My sound is the sound of words because I am a writer, and so are you. We all
are because we all have words.
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The Malala Fund
By Risa Cooper

M

alala Yousafzai is arguably one of the most famous Muslim woman on the
planet, and undoubtedly the most inspiring. A lioness with deer eyes, her
courage, passion and intelligence inspire me both as a woman and as a person.
At thirteen, I refused to believe that Muslims were evil and decided to learn
more about Islam to make up my own mind about a very controversial topic.
What I found was a diverse and interesting faith, filled to the brim with good,
honest people. I think Malala is so important because to some of the most
sheltered, she is the only example of a ‘good’ Muslim, especially in the hostile
alienation of the religion today. Here is a Muslim woman who believes she is
equal to men, here is a Muslim woman who wears a hijab but is not oppressed,
and here is a Muslim woman, most importantly, who is free.
I will never cease to be in awe of the extent that Malala fought and suffered
for education. Studious and bookish from my earliest memories, education
is something that is essential to my happiness. Due to personal tribulation, I
received no formal education for five months, and the fear of deprivation of mind,
as well as an overwhelming feeling of uselessness, was toxic and thoroughly
unpleasant. It is very hard for me to talk about how much I appreciate education,
because it is an indescribable admiration, and has been growing rapidly since
the fire was first kindled in my mind and I began to understand. This is why I so
love her charity, The Malala Fund, an initiative set to provide education for all
girls.
I was very shocked to recently learn that more than a hundred and thirty
million girls don’t go to school. I believed that education was a constitutional
right, and was even more horrified to learn that girls in seventy countries face
violence for attending school. All feminism and gender politics aside, the fact
that girls are subjected to violence for trying to be educated is horrific beyond
belief.
Malala believes that women in developing countries should have both primary
and secondary education, and why shouldn’t she? If all girls in developing
countries finish high school, death rates of children under five would fall by forty
nine percent. Additionally, girls without education are six times more likely to be
a child bride than their educated counterparts. It is important to remember that
education is a stairway to independence and empowerment. With an education,
women can have the skills and courage to challenge tradition and follow their
dreams. It is an indisputable fact that in a number as large as a hundred and
thirty million, there will be people who are precocious, brilliant and capable of
changing the world. If we do not provide the pens that can sign legislations, the
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book that can awaken ideas and the voice which can inspire thousands isn’t it
us, as humans, who lose?
Malala once said, “When I was born, some of our relatives came to our
house and told my mother, ‘Don’t worry, next time you will have a son.” Did this
worshipped son become the youngest ever Nobel Prize laureate? Ignorance
is weakness, and without the skills to have independent and rational thought,
women will be even more marginalised and exploited than they already are. In
developing countries, women are subjected to narrow minded gender roles
which means they must be completely obedient to their family or community
when ordered to be child brides, undergo female genital mutilation or become
sex slaves. With an education, women can have the skills to become independent
of their chains and choose the life that they would like to live. In a world that is
continually sceptical of the worth of a woman, only exceptional skill can result in
success, and only education can result in this.
There is still a long way to go to ensure that all women are educated. In Sub
Sahara Africa, only eight percent of girls finish secondary school and are not
expected to do so until 2086. I fervently believe this movement will change the
world for the better, and is something that we need to summon the courage
and principal to fight for. I was shielded from the atrocities of this world, and I
don’t want to be safe again. Ignorance is not bliss, and we need to fight for the
right for education for everyone.
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Good at Heart
By Rochelle Bisson
“I still believe, in spite of everything, that people are truly good at heart.”
I reckon Anne Frank knew what she was talking about. In this sometimes dark
and down-trodden world, the musings of a remarkable thirteen-year-old girl
ring in my ears and force a smile on to my face.
It’s amazing how something so terrible can remind you of the best in the
world. Even in the midst of chaos and fear, good always seems to win through.
On Wednesday 22nd March 2017, London came under attack. It wasn’t for the
first time. The parallels with 2005 were painfully familiar. I remember watching
the news, listening to the radio, worrying about loved ones and crying over the
deaths of strangers. It’s heart-breaking that such blindingly human emotions of
pain and loss can be caused by another human being.
Keeping your faith in mankind is tough in this challenging, modern world.
Unfortunately there will always be people out to get you. There will always be
bullies and jealousy. There will always be ex-partners who treated you bad but
won’t go away. There will always be people who judge a book by its cover and
never challenge their miscalculated stereotypes. There will always be thieves,
violence and killers. There will always be those who make it their purpose to
cause fear and terror.
When you think about it, it’s actually an unyielding, never-ending struggle in
life.
So why do we keep going? How do we keep going? Well, it’s because we must.
There’s something about the human race that is so powerful and relentless that
it cannot be stopped. It’s our overwhelming force for good.
We all know deep down that the world is full of good. For every person out to
cause harm, hurt or fear, there are thousands that want to stand against them,
with kind hearts and selfless souls. The kind of people that make friends with
the ones being bullied instead of giving into popularity. The people that make
you realise what true love is. The people who accept you wholly for who you are
despite all your hang-ups and inhibitions. The people who work long, anti-social
hours to provide care and life for strangers. The kind of people that run towards
danger to save others over themselves.
Those are the true humans in life as they are the people who make life worth
living for. If you’re sitting here reading this you will already know who these
people are in your life. We all have them because the world’s supply is endless.
Good is in abundance.
In these tough times focus not on the people who spread hate, but on the
people who spread love. When I hear the worst imaginable news in the media, I
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always remember the wise words of Martin Luther King: “Darkness cannot drive
out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can
do that.”
So cherish the light that our fellow humans create in this world. Grab onto
carefree moments and treasure the silly, insignificant things that keep you
going, because let’s face it; we could all use more news stories about a pair of
kids gate-crashing their dad’s important Skype interview with the BBC.
Because silly, insignificant things lead to acts of kindness that cement your faith
in humanity. The little girl who wrote a letter to policemen, thanking them for
keeping us safe. The man who kept his restaurant open to feed the emergency
services for free as they worked tirelessly dealing with an unthinkable incident.
The man who laid down his life to protect hundreds of others.
There’s hope and positivity wherever you go, you just need to open your heart
to it. We may not always be able to stop the path of hatred, but we can stand up
to it with love and make the world better, one random act of kindness at a time.
I value the ability of humanity every minute of every day. And that’s why I still
believe, in spite of everything, that the world is truly good at heart.
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Time to Talk
By Rochelle Bisson

W

hen was the last time you talked to someone about mental health? A
proper conversation I mean; not a workplace discussion about a shocking
news report, or a chat with your friend about a gripping TV plot line. I mean a
real, in-depth, bare-all conversation with a friend or relative about their mental
health, or your mental health, or why you were crying last week or how an issue
at work made you feel. Because it is really that simple – you don’t need to have
been diagnosed with a major mental health condition to warrant a chat about
your feelings. Maybe that’s what we’re all forgetting these days.
The ‘Time to Talk’ campaign highlights this issue each year and encourages
us all to talk about mental health. It does beg belief that we don’t talk about it
more already, and when I began to think about it I realised, as a nation, just how
stigmatised we have become.
People struggling with their mental health just don’t feel like they can talk. All
a person like this wants is acceptance, maybe even before understanding, but
society’s first instinct is to run away and ignore.
I remember standing in a shop last year when a man started talking to me.
The poor guy clearly had some mental health problems and he proceeded to
question why I wasn’t wearing any socks with my trainers! I smiled. I agreed that
I was silly to be doing such a thing. After a few minutes chatting I realised that
people around me were shying away, hurriedly doing their shopping and leaving
the store, some even pulling their children closer to them. Immediate isolation.
How will that ever solve anything? I talked to that man for as long as he pleased
and he left with a smile. Maybe that one little conversation, however ‘silly’ it was,
would have just made his day. Who else would have stopped and given him a
voice?
Finding your voice when you have a mental health condition can be one of
the biggest challenges you face in your fight. I’ve suffered with various spells of
depression and anxiety since my teenage years but it was only in the last year
that I decided to open up about it all, and things have only got better since.
I started with social media, openly admitting my struggles to friends. Then I
used my blog to write in detail about my experiences. Then I decided to go big
and pitch myself to the media.
I’m now a media volunteer and case study for several major mental health
charities. I’ve told my story to outlets as big as BBC Newsbeat and as small as a
student’s final degree project. No matter how big the audience, the media work
I have done has led to conversations that I’ve never had before; with friends and
with strangers. Sharing those articles has sparked discussion with the unlikeliest
of people.
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That leads me to 2017. The year I had an in-depth heart to heart with my dad
in a London burger bar about how I was struggling at the moment, and how him
and my mum could help me get back to where I was a few years ago. The year I
proudly told an interview panel that I suffered with anxiety, and still got the job.
The year I started that job and almost burst with emotion when the director
told me ‘don’t worry about it’ and my manager asked what he could do to help.
They want to understand how I feel and that’s so refreshing. My philosophy
has served true – if we don’t talk about it more we will never break the stigma.
Are the tides finally changing?
Time to Talk. Why aren’t we talking? Are people fearful of what they might
uncover? Are they scared of accusation or offence? We’re not in the Middle
Ages anymore – depression is not a crime. Stop thinking about the negatives
and start focusing on the positives. If you have the right approach you can make
people feel on top of the world and if you uncover something serious you could
actually start someone on their road to recovery.
So don’t ignore and don’t retreat. If we instead start to react with immediate,
unapologetic acceptance then we can start to understand, and that’s where
the real winner is. Go out into the world today and talk… accept… and then
try to understand, and if you’re a fellow sufferer, find the courage to start that
conversation.
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Write-Offs
By Seonade Sparey
“Every child deserves a champion – an adult who will never give up on them, who
understands the power of connection and insists that they become the best that they
can possibly be” - Rita Pierson

I

’ve never been a particularly maternal character. From a young age it was
obvious that I was unlikely to become a mother of my own volition. I could
sympathise with the idea of children and understand some people’s parental
instincts but it was never something I envisioned in my future. I completed my
degree in English and Film Studies in 2013 at the age of 22 with big plans to
write television scripts and move to Hollywood. These plans were sabotaged by
the fact that you need a thing called money to move across the world. To get
money I needed a job; cue application to a temping agency. I lucked out with
this and ended up on a rolling contract working for the Care Inspectorate. A
pretty cushy job for a not too horrific wage. However, the monotony of my day
was slowly killing my creativity and when I looked around there wasn’t a single
person in the open-plan office whose life I wanted. I decided I had to make a
change and it had to be fast before I was stuck in the life I was slowly beginning
to resent. The Avenue Q song looped on repeat in my head...I mean what DO you
do with a BA in English?
My mother pushed me towards applying for PGDEs and although at the time I
did it purely to shut her up I will be eternally grateful for the forceful nudge she
gave me. Teaching was something that never crossed my mind as a possible
career pathway; you have to like children to be a teacher. Now I am 25 and two
years into my career. I still wouldn’t say I was a particularly maternal person.
What I do have now, that I didn’t before, is respect. Respect for every child that I
teach who trusts and respects me back. You don’t have to like the children you
teach as long as there is a mutual understanding and respect.
At this stage in my career I appear to have youth on my side. I am old enough
that the children understand I am in charge but young enough that they behave
differently around me than they do around a middle-aged teacher. In some
cases I am only seven years older than a number of my pupils. But how can
that be a positive thing? Well I understand a lot of the pop culture references
that children use, I listen to a lot of the same music, watch some of the same TV
programmes and I still have vivid memories of what it is like to be a teenager.
In fact I guess you can call me a millennial, like many of my pupils. The main
thing that I remember about being a teenager is that it is difficult; you spend
most of your school career trying to fit in or at the very least not stand out for
the wrong reasons. As well as trying to fit in you are beginning to figure yourself
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out; who you are, what you like, where you belong. You are working hard to
give yourself a decent chance in life all the while trying to please teachers and
parents alike. This is a whole lot of pressure that many teachers forget about.
It’s hardly surprising when some children rebel against it. During this rebellion
many teachers write off the pupil as having a bad attitude. As soon as this write
off begins all respect is lost. The teacher no longer respects the pupil, who they
view as throwing their support and help back in their face, and the pupil no
longer respects the teacher who has given up on them. My aim in my teaching
career is to give every pupil the chance to earn my respect and I will do my
utmost to earn their respect in return.
Compassion is free but respect must be earned.
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